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Abstract—Despite the great success of blockchain systems
in recent years, blockchains still struggle to provide the same
level of latency and throughput as centralized financial systems.
The core of this problem lies in the inefficiency of consensus
protocols. In this paper, we provide a survey on recent efforts
to improve the scalability of blockchains. We focus on layer-two
protocols, such as payment channel networks and transaction
rollups, which process computations off-chain and only use
consensus for dispute resolution. Layer-two protocols are ex-
pected to process microtransactions with sub-second latency and
reduced fees, allowing blockchains to scale. Much of this work
addresses the open challenges of payment channel networks,
such as payment routing, channel rebalancing, network design
strategies, security and privacy, payment scheduling, congestion
control, simulators, and support for light nodes. We also dedicate
a section to the existing implementations of smart-contract-based
transaction rollups. Our work systematizes the state-of-the-art
layer-two protocols, paving the way for future advances.

Index Terms—blockchain, payment channel networks, rollups.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies, the most popular blockchain-based ap-
plication, allow users worldwide to transfer money securely
and distributedly without relying on centralized authorities
such as banks, agencies, or governments. In the recent past,
this technology quickly became successful, with Bitcoin alone
reaching over 100 million users in 2022 [1] and achieving a
market value higher than the gross domestic product of more
than 150 countries [2] when combined with Ethereum [3],
[4]. Now, both academia and industry are investigating the
adoption of blockchain in new research areas, including
the Internet of Things (IoT) [5], smart cities [6], federated
learning [7], [8], and even COVID-19 prevention [9], [10].
The success of blockchains is evident and unlikely to fade
in the future, as blockchains provide valuable properties for
computing systems: trust, transparency, privacy, automation,
security, and decentralization.

Nevertheless, the performance of consensus protocols hin-
ders the adoption of blockchain systems as a standard pay-
ment method for small and fast payments that occur in
everyday life. Publishing a transaction in Bitcoin takes ap-
proximately one hour, can incur over $20 fees, and spends

an amount of energy equivalent to the consumption of a US
average household over 50 days [1]. Moreover, Bitcoin’s and
Ethereums’ throughputs of approximately 7 tx/s and 15 tx/s,
respectively, are still orders of magnitude smaller than the
average of over 6,000 tx/s achieved by large credit card com-
panies [11]. Such performance challenges are known in the
literature as the blockchain scalability problem1 and hinder
the adoption of crypto technology for everyday use, where it is
necessary to confirm a transaction within a few seconds with
low to zero fees. Hence, scaling blockchain systems poses a
significant research challenge that, if solved, has the potential
to enable the worldwide adoption of blockchain systems in
the life of ordinary citizens.

This paper provides an extensive survey of the recent efforts
to improve blockchain scalability. We analyze over 120 pa-
pers, from 2013 to 2023, considering a four-layer architecture
as reference [13]. Table I summarizes the papers and Figure 1
overviews the scalability solutions addressed in our work,
classified per layer2. We highlight, however, that the main
novelty of our work lies in the profound analysis of layer-
two protocols, which have not been extensively covered by
previous surveys. Layer-two protocols introduce an off-chain
way of transacting that accelerates payment confirmation and
minimizes the amount of transactions that need to appear in
the blockchain, effectively offloading consensus protocols.

A large portion of this work focuses on payment chan-
nel networks (PCN), a popular layer-two solution to scale
blockchain-based transfers. As of the writing of this work, the
largest known PCN, the Lightning Network (LN), has approx-
imately 100 million dollars allocated in over 80,000 channels
and 17,000 nodes [142]. We cover the main open challenges
of PCNs, such as payment routing, channel rebalancing,
security, and privacy, PCN attacks, payment concurrency,
payment scheduling, congestion control, PCN simulators, and
support for light nodes, many of which are not mentioned

1Scalability here refers to Buterin’s concept of scalability, i.e., the ability
to process more transactions per second [12]. This concept contrasts with the
notion of scalability in distributed computing, which is the ability to maintain
performance when the number of nodes in the system increases. We discuss
such notions in Section III-B.

2See Section IV for a precise definition of each blockchain layer.
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Figure 2. Taxonomy of the PCN challenges addressed in this paper.
Section VI contains all the topics depicted in the figure.

Table I
SYSTEMATIC MAPPING OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS ACROSS BLOCKCHAIN LAYERS BY YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Layer 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

HW - - - [14] [15] [16] [17] - [18] [19] -
L0 [20] - [21] [22] - [23] [24]–[26] [27] - [28] -
L1 - [29] - [30], [31] [32]–[35] [36]–[38] [39]–[43] [44]–[48] [49]–[51] - -
L2 [52] - [53] [54], [55] [56]–[62] [63]–[75] [76]–[86] [87]–[110] [111]–[122] [123]–[139] [140], [141]

Total 2 1 2 6 12 18 20 30 16 19 2

in other surveys [109], [143]–[149]. We depict the discussed
PCN challenges in Figure 2.

The work also dedicates a section to transaction rollups,
a new off-chain technology that improves the throughput of
blockchain applications by aggregating transactions before
publishing them into the blockchain. Transaction rollups
have been increasingly adopted to perform generic off-chain
computations in blockchains that support smart contracts,
such as Ethereum [4] and Cartesi [74]. We present the
main existing types of rollups, such as optimistic and zero-
knowledge rollups, providing a detailed analysis of their main
features and drawbacks.

This article is organized as follows. Section II positions our
work concerning existing surveys on blockchain scalability
and payment channel networks. Section III explains the scal-
ability problems of current blockchain systems. Section IV
presents a layered architecture to classify proposals and
describes the leading solutions for the lower layers. Sec-
tion V introduces the definition of layer-two and announces
the known layer-two protocols. Furthermore, it presents the
theoretical background of payment channels, detailing the
implementation of a payment channel, the opening, and
closing of channels, the settling of conflicts, and how to route
payments through payment channels. Section VI addresses the
main open challenges and opportunities for research in PCNs.
Section VII presents transaction rollups, a novel off-chain
technology that aggregates payments to improve scalability.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK

Although the scalability of blockchain systems is a rela-
tively recent research topic, we find several surveys in the
literature that partially cover the solutions proposed in the
latest years. We observe that most efforts adopt different
layered architectures to categorize proposals and that, because
of continuous and rapid developments, the focus of surveys
has also evolved over the years. We separate them into
four categories: (i) papers that focus on classifying layer-one
proposals; (ii) papers that aim to systematize the knowledge
of layer-two solutions; (iii) papers that seek to systematize
the knowledge of blockchain scalability solutions regardless
of the layer; and (iv) papers that focus specifically on the
challenges of payment channel networks.

The first category groups consensus-modification propos-
als. Nguyen and Kim [150] provide the first large-scale
survey of alternative blockchain consensus protocols. The
work categorizes the existing proposals into proof-based
and voting-based protocols, demonstrating the tradeoffs of
each group. Xiao et al. [153] expand such classification
into more detailed groups and compare the protocols via
a five-component framework, which provides an efficient
way to compare them. Yu et al. [155] present the primary
implementation and challenges of blockchain sharding. Khan
et al. [157] explore layer-one solutions in general, including
alternative protocols and sharding, while briefly mentioning
payment channels. Although some overlap might occur, such
works are mostly orthogonal to ours since we focus on layer-



Table II
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR WORK AND EXISTING SURVEYS ON BLOCKCHAIN SCALABILITY.

Reference Hardware Layer Layer 0 (Network) Layer 1 (Blockchain and Consensus) Layer 2 (Offchain Solutions)

-
TEE-based
aproaches

FPGA-based
approaches

Transaction/
block size

Block
interval

Alternative
consensus Sharding DAGs

Cross-chain
solutions Sidechains PCNs

Optimistic
rollups

ZK
rollups

Nguyen and Kim (2018) [150]
Kim et al. (2018) [151]

Jourenko et al. (2019) [143]
Xie et al. (2019) [152]

Gudgeon et al. (2020) [13]
Hafid et al. (2020) [145]

Papadis and Tassiulas (2020) [109]
Xiao et al. (2020) [153]
Yang et al. (2020) [154]
Yu et al. (2020) [155]

Zhou et al. (2020) [156]
Khan et al. (2021) [157]

Khojasteh and Tabatabaei (2021) [146]
Zhao et al. (2021) [148]

Sanka and Cheung (2021) [158]
Sguanci et al. (2021) [147]
Gangwal et al. (2022) [149]

Nasir et al. (2022) [159]
Our work

not covered; partially covered; covered.

Table III
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR WORK AND EXISTING SURVEYS ON PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS.

Reference Payment
routing

Channel
rebalancing

Network
Design

Security and
privacy

Attacks
to PCNs

Payment
Concurrency

Payment
Scheduling

Congestion
Control

PCN
simulation

Support for
light devices

Jourenko et al. (2019) [143]
Gudgeon et al. (2020) [13]
Hafid et al. (2020) [145]

Papadis et al. (2020) [109]
Khojasteh et al. (2021) [146]
Sguanci et al. (2021) [147]

Zhao et al. (2021) [148]
Gangwal et al. (2022) [149]

Our work
: not covered; : partially covered; : covered.

two solutions.

The second category of surveys includes works that classify
existing layer-two solutions. Gudgeon et al. [13] provide a
systematization of knowledge (SoK) of layer-two proposals
that includes payment channels and commit chains. The
authors also discuss the four-layer blockchain architecture
we adopt in our work. Sguanci et al. [147] compare layer-
two proposals. Their comparison is restricted to three popular
proposals, namely the Lightning Network [54], Ethereum
rollups [160], and Plasma [33]. Gangwal et al. [149] provide
a taxonomy of layer-two protocols while focusing on the
security of payment channels, rollups, and commit chains.
Unlike the above-cited papers, which solely address layer-two
solutions, our work discusses scalability proposals across all
blockchain layers.

The third category comprises papers that compare solutions
across multiple layers. Kim et al. [151], Xie et al. [152],
and Yang et al. [154] provide short reviews of scalability
solutions on layer one and layer two. The descriptions of the
analyzed proposals, however, are high-level and do not cover

other layers. Hafid et al. [145] present a comprehensive survey
that delves deeper into sharding, alternative consensus, and
directed acyclic graph-based (DAG) proposals. The work also
analyzes several payment channel network implementations,
such as Lightning [54] and Raiden [89]. Zhou et al. [156]
expand the range of analyzed solutions by including layer-
zero proposals. Nasir et al. [159] extensively study existing
efforts on blockchain scalability, categorize them as on-chain
or off-chain, and present applications. The above works,
however, either fail to cover proposals in the hardware layer
or recent layer-two proposals such as rollups. To the best of
our knowledge, Sanka and Cheung [158] provide the most
complete survey about blockchain scalability solutions across
all layers. Compared to theirs, the main improvement of our
work is a more significant focus on the main challenges
of payment channel networks, which is the most prominent
layer-two solution in the present day.

Lastly, we compare our work with surveys focusing on
payment channel networks. Jourenko et al. [143] address
the main challenges in PCNs, such as payment routing,



channel rebalancing, channel settlement, and user privacy
and anonymity. Khojasteh and Tabatabaei [146] present a
shorter survey on the same topics. Both works mention
multiple payment channel networks and recognize Bitcoin’s
Lightning Network as the most mature implementation to
extract knowledge from. Papadis and Tassiulas [109] expand
the previous works by discussing network load balancing and
congestion control. The work also addresses channel creation
and network design strategies, analyzes the topology of the
Lightning Network, and discusses the scarcity of available
open data to be used in scientific investigations. Zhao et
al. [148] provide a systematic overview of the Lightning
Network challenges and countermeasures, most of which are
general PCN challenges. The authors focus on the security of
users and the robustness of the network. Other works men-
tioned in the previous paragraphs, namely [13], [145], [147],
[149], also address PCN challenges to some extent despite
being categorized as general scalability surveys. However, no
single survey addresses all the known challenges for payment
channel networks, nor do they present new technologies such
as PCN simulation and support for light devices.

Contribution. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first to focus on the challenges of payment channel networks
while still covering solutions from other blockchain layers.
We provide a per-topic comparison between our work and
other works on blockchain scalability in Table II. We also
summarize the difference between our work and existing sur-
veys that delve specifically into payment channel networks in
Table III. We do our best to cover topics that previous works
do not address and to update the knowledge on challenges
that changed over the years. Besides, we dedicate special
attention to optimistic and zero-knowledge rollups since we
observe they are important layer-two solutions that only a few
surveys address in detail.

III. THE BLOCKCHAIN SCALABILITY PROBLEM

Despite providing disruptive and innovative features,
blockchains still present significant latency, power consump-
tion, and transaction throughput issues. The collection of
such issues is known as the “blockchain scalability problem”
in the literature and is today one of the most important
research topics on blockchain technology [149], [150], [158],
[159]. In this section, we introduce the proper background
needed to understand the problem and formalize it through
the enunciation of the blockchain scalability trilemma.

A. Blockchains and Consensus

A blockchain system is a distributed ledger technology
(DLT) that leverages independent validator nodes to record,
share, and synchronize transactions in a decentralized system
over a peer-to-peer network. Each node in the network
stores a local copy of the blockchain where it can verify
any transaction issued on the network since its creation.
The blockchain data structure is a chained list of signed
transactions batched into blocks. Each block contains a header

Figure 3. Data structure of a blockchain, in which each block is linked to
the previous block via a cryptographic hash function. The replication of such
structure in independent nodes provides immutability to transactions.

with the hash of the predecessor block and a content section
that stores transactions, as shown in Figure 3. A transaction
represents an atomic action that transfers assets between
a sender and a receiver. To transfer assets, a sender must
sign a transaction containing assets he/she owns along with
the receiver’s identifier and send it to a subset of nodes
called validators. The transaction is confirmed once it appears
in a block, meaning that it has been selected by a node
and confirmed by the others. The combination of signed
transactions, linked blocks, and replication of the complete
data structure provides immutability to any data stored in a
blockchain, creating an incorruptible log of transactions.

Consensus in blockchain systems is the process by which
the independent validators in the network decide, collectively,
whether to accept or refuse the addition of a new block
into the blockchain. A blockchain consensus protocol is a
distributed algorithm that ensures the system evolves cor-
rectly, adding one new block at a time. Figure 4 illustrates
how a generic blockchain consensus protocol works. Assume
every validator starts at a previously-validated state S. In each
round, the consensus leader, i.e., the validator with the right
to propose a block, aggregates the received transactions into a
block and broadcasts it on the network to be validated locally
by the other validators. Upon receiving the proposed block,
each validator evaluates it independently and, if approved,
adds it to their blockchain, locally reaching the new S′

state. When enough validators reach the new state locally,
the protocol considers that there has been consensus and that
the system as a whole has validated the new block. Hence,
S′ becomes the current global state of the blockchain that all
nodes must synchronize with, regardless of their opinion on
previous rounds.

Proposing, broadcasting, and verifying the block consume
time and energy proportional to the number of validators. A
mechanism for defining the consensus leader on each round is
also needed. Such procedures and leader-election mechanisms
define how fast a block is considered valid, and consequently
impact the performance of the blockchain. As many works
have shown, the core of the blockchain scalability problem
lies in the efficiency of consensus protocols, which must
ensure that the system adds blocks to the ledger in a safe
manner [151], [152], [156].

B. The Blockchain Scalability Trilemma

The blockchain scalability problem is a generic um-
brella term that encompasses the challenges of improving



Figure 4. The validation of a block using a generic consensus protocol. On each round, the consensus leader proposes a new block that changes its local
state from S to S′ and broadcasts it to the network. The other participants independently verify and add the proposed block to the blockchain, replicating the
state S′ consistently.

Figure 5. Illustration of the trilemma observed in blockchain-based systems.
The trilemma states that no consensus protocol can simultaneously provide
security, scalability (measured in transaction throughput), and decentral-
ization (measured in the number of nodes that participate in consensus).
Graphically, all blockchains can be represented by a point inside the trilemma
triangle.

blockchain performance. For the purposes of this paper,
it helps to narrow down such concept to a more specific
definition based on the blockchain scalability trilemma3, a
term coined by Ethereum’s founder Vitalik Buterin [12]:

Concept definition 1. (The blockchain scalability trilemma).
Given the following properties of blockchains:

• Scalability: the capacity to process transactions at high
throughput;

• Decentralization: the capacity to process transactions
without relying on trusted parties or small groups;

• Security: the capacity to successfully resist collusion
attacks;

3Some authors refer to the blockchain scalability trilemma as simply
“the blockchain trilemma” or “the scalability trilemma” [145], [147], [149],
[157].

the blockchain scalability trilemma is a conjecture that states
that no blockchain system can provide all properties simulta-
neously. Consequently, every blockchain forfeits at least one
property at any given time.

We highlight that the trilemma refers to Vitalik Buterin’s
notion of scalability instead of the classical concept of scal-
ability in distributed computing. The latter concept, which
in blockchains corresponds to the ability of the consensus
protocol to maintain throughput even when the number of
validators significantly increases, is captured by the decentral-
ization property. Henceforth, we adopt the term “scalability”
to refer to Buterin’s concept and “decentralization” to refer
to the concept of distributed computing.

We illustrate the trilemma in Figure 5. The rationale
behind it stems from the observation that the validation
of transactions in a blockchain system occurs, by defini-
tion, through the agreement between the validators of the
system. On the one hand, the more nodes participate in
consensus decisions, i.e., the more decentralized the system
becomes, the more complex and time-consuming the decision-
making and broadcasting of messages in the network. On
the other hand, reducing the number of validators to improve
throughput concentrates the decision power on fewer agents,
reducing the level of decentralization and increasing the
financial monopoly of the network. Some protocols try to
provide high throughput with many validators by allowing
multiple blocks to be approved simultaneously, but this also
compromises security since conflicting transactions could be
considered valid [32], [46]. This event is known as a fork
in the blockchain. Most protocols eventually solve forks by
finalizing a block and discarding the others, but this process
also takes time. Besides, transactions in discarded blocks
are rolled back and become untraceable, meaning that the



security of a transaction is only guaranteed when its block is
finalized. Despite being a conjecture based on informal logic
and empirical observations, the trilemma consistently occurs
in all major known blockchain systems [13], [153], [161].

C. Modifying Consensus to Improve Scalability

As security is essential in blockchains, in practice, the
trilemma mentioned above becomes a dilemma for consensus
protocols: the protocol needs to choose between scalability,
measured in the number of transactions processed per second,
and decentralization, measured in the number of consensus
validators. The trade-off between the two properties can
be seen in the comparison between the leading blockchain
consensus protocols shown in Figure 6.

Proof-based protocols adopt decentralized mechanisms to
define who has the right to propose a block, allowing any
user to participate in the process. However, these protocols
achieve low transaction throughput because they need to intro-
duce spam control tools to mitigate forks in the blockchain
and solve forks that occur. Thus, proof-based protocols are
challenging to scale but very decentralized, making them
more suited to public systems with many users [153], [162],
[163]. The main systems that use this type of consensus
are cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin [3], Ethereum [4], or
IOTA [32].

Conversely, committee-based protocols elect a group of
special validators that propose blocks through direct commu-
nication [19], [164]–[170]. The choice of who participates
in the committee can be made in several ways, such as
random selection or an election based on the number of coins
each user invested. The selection of a committee sacrifices
decentralization as only some users participate in the decision
but increases the number of transactions processed per second
since decisions are independent of time-consuming com-
putational mechanisms and spam control. Committee-based
protocols are therefore adapted to systems that already expect
some level of centralization, such as consortia of companies,
banks, and governments. The prominent representatives of
this type of system are Hyperledger Fabric [171], Hyperledger
Sawtooth [172], and Ripple (RPCA) [173]. The design of
committee-based protocols must include security mechanisms
to avoid collusion and denial-of-service attacks.

Several consensus protocols try to solve scalability
through hybrid solutions combining the best proof-based
and committee-based consensus approaches [174]–[177]. The
main objective of such protocols is to provide each property
at a specific phase of consensus, leveraging extra-consensus
mechanisms to mitigate possible vulnerabilities. However, the
hybrid approach suffers from the same trade-off between
scalability and decentralization of other approaches, reaching
intermediate levels in both aspects for its prominent rep-
resentatives, EOS.IO [174] and Tendermint [175]. Despite
the efforts, no consensus protocol consistently provides a
throughput of thousands of transactions per second with
high decentralization. This desired “ideal zone” that would
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Figure 6. Comparison between the main consensus protocols of blockchain-
based systems. The observed trade-off between performance and decentral-
ization makes it difficult to propose a scalable protocol that is tolerant of
collusion attacks.

allow scaling blockchain systems without compromising their
decentralization is shown in Figure 6.

IV. SCALABILITY IN LAYERS HW, L0, AND L1

In contrast with approaches that propose new consensus
protocols, recent works on blockchain scalability increasingly
focus on improving the efficiency of other blockchain compo-
nents [31], [32], [54], [127], [156], [178]. Like other works,
we classify such solutions using a layered architecture as
to provide a clear view of the entire blockchain environ-
ment [13], [109], [143], [149], [156]–[159]. Moreover, we
adopt a popular architecture [13] to easily compare our work
with the literature and provide a detailed context of each
proposal. The architecture, illustrated in Figure 7, separates
blockchain systems into four layers of increasing complexity:

• The hardware layer (HW), which consists of user de-
vices and low-level technologies. Proposals in this layer
focus mostly on improving the underlying hardware to
accelerate block proposal and retrieval.

• Layer 0 (L0), which comprises the network infrastruc-
ture and message exchanges. Proposals in this layer
attempt to either adjust block sizes to fit the capabilities
of the underlying network or to improve the network
itself.

• Layer 1 (L1), in which consensus protocols and
blockchains operate. Proposals in this layer modify
consensus or the blockchain structure itself to improve
transaction throughput.

• Layer 2 (L2), which encompasses technologies that
perform off-chain processing as much as possible, i.e.,
proposals that improve throughput by validating transac-
tions outside the blockchain.
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In the following sections, we present the existing proposals
to improve scalability on the hardware layer, layer zero,
and layer one while delegating layer-two proposals to their
dedicated sections, as they are the focus of our work. We
note, however, that the boundary between layer one and layer
two is still discussed in the literature. This paper considers
all solutions that rely on consensus protocols to validate
transactions, including sidechains, block sharding, DAGs, and
cross-chain proposals, to be layer-one proposals. We discuss
this decision and provide a proper definition of layer-two
protocols in Section V.

A. Hardware Layer (HW)

At the bottom layer of the architecture, most proposals seek
to increase the performance of blockchains through hardware-
based solutions, such as hardware acceleration and trusted
execution environments.

Among the acceleration proposals, Sakakibara et al. pro-
pose using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to imple-
ment a cache memory that stores the most popular blocks and
quickly transmits them to users who request them [16]. The
technique speeds up access to blocks by allowing devices to
obtain information directly from the FPGA, thereby reducing
user access time to transactions by up to seven times. Another
similar proposal leverages FPGA technology to make verifi-
cation and dissemination of blocks faster within a consensus
protocol round [18]. The results indicate that using FPGA to
accelerate consensus increases the total system throughput by
up to 12 times.

Besides FPGAs, Trusted Execution Environments (TEE),
such as Intel® Software Guard Extensions (SGX), can be
used as a hardware-based technology to prevent malicious
behavior by consensus participants. TEEs ensure participants
cannot perform specific actions, such as lying about a block,
which allows protocols in the upper layers to relax or elim-
inate time-consuming security mechanisms [14], [15], [77].

The TEE technology is the basis of some highly efficient
consensus protocols, such as the Hyperledger Sawtooth’s
Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) [19]. The protocol employs
SGX to replace the decentralized computational challenge
with simple tamper-proof timers. Thus, to elect the leaders,
all participants generate a random value for a timer, and
when it expires, they propose blocks in an orderly manner.
This process reduces the time of a consensus round and
increases the protocol scalability to up to 2,300 transactions
per second [17]. The disadvantage is that all participants must
support SGX.

1) Discussion: The main limitation of new hardware so-
lutions is the heterogeneity of user equipment on a highly
decentralized network. Since blockchain systems have no
central authority, it is difficult to guarantee that all participants
support the hardware requirements needed to implement the
improvements. Consequently, hardware solutions prioritize
security and scalability regarding the blockchain trilemma,
but they often come at the cost of increased centralization.
Most proposals for highly decentralized environments with
many users focus on the upper layers of the architecture.
Thus, this approach is most effective in controlled, partially
centralized environments, which do not represent the majority
of blockchain applications [17], [153], [161].

B. Layer Zero (L0): Network and Message Exchange

Layer zero solutions aim to improve the efficiency of
information propagation in the underlying communication
network without modifying consensus protocols. The main
proposals to increase scalability in this layer try to reduce the
redundant data transmitted to the network, for example, by
optimizing the size of messages, by modifying block size and
interval, by compressing blocks, or by modifying the network.

1) Modifying Block Size and Interval: A naive solution
for improving transaction throughput is to produce larger
blocks in the same time interval4. Large blocks would mean
processing more transactions at each consensus round since
the extra block space fits transactions that would otherwise
stay in the mempool5.

Nevertheless, the capacity of the links in the underlying
communication network limits block sizes. For example,
Bitcoin produces a block of approximately 1.1 MB every 10
minutes [179]. Each block contains around 2,000 transactions,
yielding a throughput of about 3.3 transactions per second.
Blocks should contain more than 14 million transactions, with
a total size of approximately 8 GB, to achieve the VISA’s
peak throughput of over 24,000 transactions per second with
the same block time [180]. Broadcasting and validating such
large blocks becomes a new bottleneck for the system since

4Some authors consider the modification of block sizes to be layer-
one proposals as they often require changes to consensus protocols [109],
[145], [156]. We argue that block sizes are mostly linked to the expected
transmission delays in the underlying P2P network even when this is true.

5The mempool is a familiar name for the set of unconfirmed transactions
in blockchains. Validators select transactions from the mempool to create a
new block.



only a few users can receive and process 8 GB of data in
10 minutes. This restriction also compromises security, as
most users would always see an outdated blockchain version.
Hence, blockchain-based systems must consider message
transmission delays as their key indicator for defining the
optimal block size.

An equivalent approach is to reduce the time needed to
validate blocks. For instance, Ethereum reduces the time
between blocks from 600 seconds to only 14 seconds when
compared with Bitcoin [3], [4]. Although this modification
can theoretically improve the latency of high-priority transac-
tions, it implies the need for reduced block sizes to maintain
the synchronization between blockchain replicas. Blocks in
Ethereum are around 64 kB and contain 350 transactions on
average. Reducing block intervals also increases the number
of forks in the blockchain since the probability of a fork
is a ratio of the time needed to propagate the block over
the block interval. The closer the propagation and block
interval are, the greater the probability of forks. Also, because
forks are more likely to exist, nodes typically wait for 250
blocks to determine that a transaction has finalized, compared
to 6 blocks in Bitcoin [181]. Therefore, in practice, the
average transaction latency and throughput on the Ethereum
blockchain remain in the same order of magnitude as of
Bitcoin, i.e., 58 minutes and 15 tx/s, respectively [153].

2) Segregated Witnesses (SegWit): Another approach to
increase transaction throughput is to reduce the size of
transactions so that more transactions fit into one block. This
idea stems from the observation that transaction sizes are
dominated by the cryptographic information needed to verify
its authenticity. In blockchains, digital signatures typically
represent 60 to 70 percent of the total transaction size [152].

One approach that simultaneously increases block size
and reduces the space occupied by signatures is Segregated
Witness (SegWit) [21]. SegWit is a modification to the Bitcoin
protocol proposed to prevent transaction malleability [182].
Malleability is a property of cryptographic algorithms: mal-
leable algorithms allow attackers to modify a cipher while
maintaining the same verification result. Before SegWit,
transaction malleability could occur when a valid transaction
(regarding its signature) was tampered before being confirmed
in the blockchain. The attacker would gather information from
the transaction in the mempool and slightly change one of
its fields so that the signature verification algorithm is still
valid. This vulnerability was feasible because the signature
algorithm did not cover all transaction data, and transaction
signatures were stored in one of the transaction fields. How-
ever, the transaction identifier would change since it is a hash
of the complete transaction. The proposed solution moves
transaction signatures to an external field, thus reducing the
transaction size [27].

SegWit blocks include a 3 MB extension over the original
1 MB block size to fit transaction signatures, which prevents
the signature from being part of the transaction identifier.
Consequently, both SegWit and legacy nodes consider only
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scriptSig: Issuer Signature
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Figure 8. A legacy transaction versus a SegWit transaction. Legacy trans-
actions include the digital signature in the transaction itself, generating an
overhead on the final transaction size. SegWit transactions decouple the
sender’s signature from the transaction by creating an external witness field.

the transaction fields, allowing them to fit more transactions
into a block. SegWit nodes receive larger blocks, while legacy
clients visualize smaller transactions. Figure 8 illustrates the
difference between legacy and SegWit transactions. SegWit
transactions have two parts: the first contains the sender’s and
receiver’s wallet addresses, whereas the second part, called
witness data, contains the transaction signatures. Therefore,
removing transaction signatures to an external storage in
the witness field solves the transaction malleability problem
and increases throughput in the system. Nevertheless, the
throughput achieved, around 20 tx/s, is still far from the
desired values to serve customers on a global scale [158].

3) Taproot: Taproot, a modification to the Bitcoin
blockchain built on top of SegWit, was proposed in the
Bitcoin Improvement Proposal (BIP) 341 and 342 to increase
user privacy and network scalability [183], [184]. The pro-
posal combines two technologies: Schnorr signatures [185]
and Merklized Alternative Script Trees (MAST) [186].

Schnorr signatures introduce a new form of creating multi-
signature schemes that consume less data than the previously-
used multi-signature protocol. For example, a pre-Schnorr
multi-signature address is implemented by creating a script
that hardcodes all the possible combinations of signatures
of users that can unlock funds. One can easily see that
this exponentially increases transaction sizes. Instead of this
cumbersome script, Schnorr signatures allow public keys to
be combined into a single key, K, which combines all the
public keys of parties that can spend the funds. Once the
authorized users want to spend the assets, they compute
partial signatures to form a single transaction signature. This
reduces the number of conditions in the script, thus reducing
the size of transactions published in the blockchain.

In addition, MAST reduces the information sent to the
blockchain and increases user privacy. Before MAST, users
who wanted to define a script to spend their coins needed to



publish all conditions inside the script, even though parties
will only trigger one condition. Thus, transactions that adopt
the pre-MAST form of writing scripts incur unnecessary
overhead in transaction size since a contract can be com-
posed of numerous conditions. MAST separates scripts into
Merkle trees which have script conditions as leaves. This new
transaction format only needs to include the condition used
to spend the funds and the hashes of the unused parts of
the tree to prove that the user knows how to build the root
of the Merkle tree. The new transaction structure increases
user privacy since it only reveals the necessary information to
spend the funds and significantly reduces the overhead caused
by scripts with many conditions.

4) Block Compression: Other proposals prefer to compress
blocks to minimize message sizes in the network [22], [24].
These algorithms accomplish compression by discarding in-
formation that is already stored in the mempool, reducing
redundant-data transmissions.

Matt Corallo proposed the compact block relay algorithm
for Bitcoin, an upgrade similar to SegWit, which reduces
the size of blocks while they are transmitted [22]. Compact
blocks contain only the block header and 32-byte transaction
identifiers. The author argues that this is enough to reconstruct
blocks since transaction data has been previously received and
stored in the receiver’s mempool. Consequently, nodes that
receive a compact block must use the transaction identifiers
to collect transaction data from the mempool. If some trans-
action data cannot be recovered, the receivers can request
the complete transaction from the sender. This eliminates
the need to send complete transactions in a block over the
network and dramatically reduces message size. Compact
block relays allow nodes to transmit 1 MB blocks with 15 kB
messages, reducing almost 10 times the amount of transmitted
data [158].

Txilm is another proposal that leverages compact block
relays to reduce the transmitted data [24]. Txilm replaces the
transaction identifiers in compact blocks with a short hash
of the transaction IDs to save space. Like compact block
relays, nodes that receive Txilm blocks can reconstruct the
original block by adding transaction data from their mempool.
In Txlim, however, the receivers must compute the hashes of
all mempool transaction IDs to match them with the hashes in
the compact block. This approach has been shown to reduce
the bandwidth by up to 80 times compared to the default
block transmission protocol [24], [156], [158].

5) Network Modifications: Relay networks are composed
of nodes that effectively relay and broadcast network mes-
sages. The approach increases the propagation speed of
updates, such as blocks and transactions, and its broadcasting
is faster than the main blockchain. Corallo [20] proposed a
centralized Bitcoin relay network to relay blocks globally.
The centralization, however, faces security challenges despite
its scalability benefits. FIBER (Fast Internet Bitcoin Relay
Engine) is a recent Bitcoin relay network that connects
nodes and broadcasts Bitcoin compact blocks for shorter

propagation delay [25]. FIBER sends and receives blocks
to miners connected through its six servers worldwide. Car-
dano blockchain platform adopts Recursive Inter-Network
Architecture (RINA), a new type of network technology,
to propagate transaction information [187]. RINA provides
a secure and programmable environment to propagate data
efficiently with a short delay.

Another protocol for high-performance computing network
architectures is Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA).
RDMA is mainly applied for high throughput communica-
tions in data center environments. The protocol executes a
kernel-passing to directly transfer data from the Network
Interface Card (NIC) to the application’s memory, avoiding
time-consuming memory copies. Thus, this approach can be
attached to blockchain networks to increase the throughput
and decrease the latency. Rubin [23], BoR (Blockchain over
RDMA) [26], and CloudChain [28] are some examples of
proposals that improve consensus protocols with RDMA to
reduce the communication overhead.

6) Discussion: Modifications to layer zero aim to reduce
the propagation of redundant information or improve block
delivery by the underlying network. The most straightforward
solutions attempt to optimize block intervals and block sizes
to match the characteristics of the network [109], [145], [156].
SegWit and Taproot propose modifications to the Bitcoin
protocol that reduce transaction size, making it possible to
fit more transactions in each block [21], [183], [184]. Instead
of sending whole blocks, compression protocols send only
block hashes and transaction identifiers, which reduces block
propagation time [22], [24]. All these approaches provide
limited scalability gain, despite being widely adopted. More-
over, changing the block structure in public blockchains can
result in a fork if the network participants do not widely
accept the update. For example, Bitcoin Cash [188] was
created by a hard-fork6 in Bitcoin as a response from some
users to the SegWit update [189]. Forks weaken the security
of blockchains as an attacker requires less computational
power to attack the consensus [190]. Other changes to the
network infrastructure, such as using relay networks and
high-performance computing network architectures, effec-
tively speed up the delivery of blocks but are also challenging
to implement in decentralized environments.

C. Layer One (L1): Improving Consensus

A rigorous comparison between existing consensus pro-
tocols is out of the scope of this paper as it has already
been extensively addressed in previous surveys [150], [152],
[153], [161], [191]. Proposing new consensus protocols is,
by far, the most explored strategy to improve scalability
in blockchains [150]–[153], [155], [191]. Nonetheless, there
are several interesting works that, instead of new protocols,

6Hard forks are backward-incompatible modifications to the blockchain
that force all nodes to update their software. Soft forks are forward-
compatible modifications that do not compromise the functionality of old
software versions.



propose structural changes to the consensus layer itself. In this
section, we address such proposals and place them into two
categories: solutions that propose changes to consensus in the
main blockchain and solutions that move consensus outside
the main blockchain. The first category includes directed
acyclic graphs (DAG) and sharding. The second category
includes sidechains supported by cross-chain technologies.

1) DAG-based Consensus: The distributed ledgers based
on directed acyclic graphs (DAG) potentially increase trans-
action throughput while ensuring properties similar to
blockchains [44]. While blockchains aggregate transactions
into logically chained blocks, each transaction is chained
independently in a DAG. Like blockchains, DAGs are im-
mutable path data structures linked by hashes. The main
difference between a blockchain and a DAG is that a new
transaction can refer to any predecessor transaction, not only
to the last one. Moreover, unlike blockchains, DAGs allow
users to validate and process transactions asynchronously
without relying on a round-based consensus protocol. DAGs
are an example of ledger technology that provides high
scalability and decentralization while sacrificing security as
it deliberately allows forks to exist in the system [39], [49].

IOTA is a DAG-based cryptocurrency built to meet the
machine-to-machine (M2M) micro-payments characteristic
of IoT environments [32]. Their payment mechanisms and
consensus protocol, formalized by Popov in 2016, use a new
data structure called the Tangle. The Tangle is a distributed
ledger structure that stores network transactions in a DAG
rather than in a blockchain. In addition, the Tangle eliminates
the distinction between clients and validators: system users
validate previous transactions to issue a new transaction. A
notable feature of IOTA compared to traditional blockchain
consensus is that different participants in the network may
have different views of the transactions. This contrasts sharply
with the unique global view needed for blockchains, in which
all participants have identical copies of the ledger.

Figure 9 shows an example of IOTA’s Tangle data structure.
Each graph vertex represents a transaction, and each edge
represents a transaction validation. The user must confirm at
least two unconfirmed transactions to add her/his transaction
to the Tangle. Uncommitted transactions are called “tips” of
the Tangle. To add a transaction to the network, the user adds
the hash of two chosen tips to her/his transaction, solves a
proof-of-work computational challenge, and broadcasts the
result to the network. Proof of work, in this case, has a lower
difficulty than Bitcoin and serves only as a mechanism to
prevent transaction spam. The transaction commit procedure
creates two new directed edges that confirm previous trans-
actions and represent a generalized version of the sequence
of hash functions of the blockchain.

Nevertheless, no consensus mechanism prevents the con-
firmation of conflicting transactions. The authors argue that
this is not an issue considering honest users are expected
to have more computational power than malicious nodes,
like in Bitcoin. However, to accomplish this, the current

version of IOTA centralizes transaction confirmation in a
trusted coordinator [192]. In “The Coordicide”, a published
paper which proposes to replace the coordinator with new
decentralized confirmation strategies [45]. However, many
security challenges still need to be addressed [193].

Other examples of systems that use DAGs are Byteball,
Hashgraph, and Avalanche [30], [46], [194], [195]. In Byte-
ball, graph transactions gradually converge on the main chain
using particular nodes, called witnesses, with reputation-based
validation power [30]. On the other hand, Hashgraph is
inspired by Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) style consensus
protocols based on voting among witnesses [46]. Similarly,
Avalanche repeatedly queries a random subset of validators to
get their preference and to decide whether a transaction should
be accepted [194], [195]. Byteball, Hashgraph, and Avalanche
can only guarantee the order and security of transactions if
participants share the same global graph view.

2) Sharding: Sharding was first proposed for improving
throughput in distributed systems and databases [31], [156],
[196]. The core idea is to distribute parts of the data to
different processor groups called shards and aggregate the
processed data. In the context of blockchains, shards represent
groups of block validators that agree upon a transaction
subset. The approach parallelizes the processing of transac-
tions in each shard and consequently speeds up consensus.
The transaction throughput is expected to grow linearly with
the number of existing groups/shards. While some sharding
proposals address only financial applications, e.g., transferring
coins between two nodes, sharding techniques can handle
multiple generic computing tasks, which extends their appli-
cability to other cases that use smart contracts. We depict an
example of blockchain sharding in Figure 10.

The main challenge of sharding is to ensure the security
of transactions in the blockchain. Because shards process
different transactions concurrently, each shard has a different
views and must define a way to avoid double-spending. This
is typically done by having some overlapping information
between shards. Sharding also impacts efficiency if the trans-
action validation needs information from distinct shards [197].
When this is the case, the need for synchronizing information
between different shards produces communication overhead
and extra latency. The overhead is proportional to the number
of shards and the efficiency of the transaction allocation
procedure. For example, some works estimate that the number
of transactions shared between shards can exceed 90% of
the total transactions when the number of shards is greater
than 64, and nodes are randomly allocated to the shards [42],
[178]. Thus, similar to traditional big data techniques that
parallelize tasks in centralized clusters, sharding proposals
must allocate recurring tasks in the same shards to maximize
transaction throughput and avoid bottlenecks caused by inter-
shard communication. Nonetheless, the random choice of
nodes participating in each shard guarantees greater security.

Elastico is the first public shard-based blockchain sys-
tem [31]. Each shard in the network performs the validation of



Figure 9. Example of the IOTA Tangle data structure (extracted from [161]). Transactions constitute a directed acyclic graph. Each transaction has an
individual weight (IW) and a cumulative weight (CW), corresponding to the sum of the individual weights of all transactions approved directly or indirectly.
After selecting and validating two tips, the new transaction, T10, becomes a tip, and its weight propagates to the cumulative weights of previous transactions.
The cumulative weight of each transaction serves as a security metric that indicates how many transactions have approved it, similar to the number of block
confirmations in a blockchain.

Figure 10. Execution of a consensus round in a sharding-based system. Each
fragment generates a set of valid transactions through Byzantine agreement.
After this step, the transaction sets are combined to form the global block.

a subset of transactions through the Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) consensus protocol [164]. The participants
of each shard are chosen at each epoch through a proof-of-
work challenge to prevent an attacker from creating multiple
identities and from corrupting the result of a shard. After this
step, a particular shard, called the consensus committee, forms
the final block containing the set of all validated transactions
from all shards of the network. However, the system uses the
benefits of sharding for transaction processing only, while
storage and communication issues remain open challenges.
Also, the computational overhead to select the shard members
at each epoch limits the scalability gain of the proposal.

OmniLedger appeared as an alternative to Elastico which
focuses on avoiding its main disadvantages [36]. Omniledger
combines the RandHound and Algorand consensus proto-
cols to provide a public collusion-resistant mechanism for
randomly choosing the participants of shards [162], [198].
OmniLedger introduces a two-phase lock-and-unlock protocol
called Atomix to ensure the atomicity of transactions between
distinct shards. Another advantage of OmniLedger is that
validators save only a part of the transaction history, which
is enough to recreate the state of the shard and reduces
storage overhead. In addition, the authors propose replacing
the blockchain with a DAG to increase block processing
concurrency. However, the use of computationally expensive
operations and the need for an intense participation of network

nodes in transactions between shards prevents its adoption by
low processing power nodes.

Another sharding solution to increase the throughput of
blockchain systems is RapidChain [37]. The proposal has
greater resilience to Byzantine failures, tolerating up to 1/3 of
malicious participants like traditional deterministic Byzantine
agreements compared to 1/4 tolerated by Elastico and Om-
niLedger [31], [36], [199]. The results show that the proposal
achieves approximately 4,000 transactions per second for
a network with 9 shards, a throughput that is 100 times
higher than Elastico and 8 times higher than OmniLedger.
Dang et al. [40] propose a shard-based blockchain system
using a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) for shard
formation. Specifically, the TEE generates unbiased random
values to assign nodes to a shard securely. The authors
also leverage TEE to improve BFT consensus protocols by
removing equivocation in its failure model, achieving higher
fault tolerance than other implementations. The proposal
achieves a throughput of 3,000 transactions per second for
a network with 36 shards, each containing 4 nodes.

Pyramid [50] is a system that predicts the intersection
between distinct shards to reduce the communication over-
head of inter-shard transactions. In Pyramid, some shards
can store records of multiple other shards. Nodes that host
part of the shards referenced in a transaction are respon-
sible for verifying it. Therefore, Pyramid reduces both the
computational overhead of complex protocols to ensure the
synchronization of information between the shards and the
storage of global transactions by all network nodes, restrict-
ing the storage of transactions between the shards to the
edge nodes. In addition to the highlighted systems, other
proposals use sharding to increase transaction throughput,
such as Zilliqa [38], MultiVAC [41], and Monoxide [42]. All
the sharding proposals still present a maximum throughput
considerably lower than traditional payment systems [180].
However, providing scalability, decentralization, and security
remains a challenge in research areas that combine blockchain
and shards.



3) Cross-chain Protocols and Sidechains: DAG and shard-
ing are proposals that change the blockchain structure or the
transaction validation process. Another strategy is to keep the
structure of the main blockchain and validate transactions via
secondary blockchains [29], [33], [47], [154].

Cross-chain protocols constitute an essential component
of sidechains, as they allow mapping the existing re-
sources of a large and slow blockchain into a smaller and
faster blockchain [154]. Despite initially being proposed
for blockchain interoperability, cross-chain protocols have
been used to increase blockchain scalability since they allow
assets to be processed in a secondary (and possibly more
efficient) blockchain. Cross-chain protocols allow interoper-
ability between blockchains. The objective is to map the
existing resources of a blockchain into another blockchain in
a coordinated manner that guarantees the uniqueness of assets
and avoids double-spend attacks in both blockchains. For
instance, we want Alice, who owns resources in blockchain
X, to send or receive assets from Bob, a user in blockchain
Y. A cross-chain protocol must guarantee the atomic transfer
of resources between the two users in the involved systems.
There are usually two steps for transferring assets: locking the
assets at the source and releasing resources at the destination.

Back et al. [29] introduce the concept of sidechains in the
Pegged Sidechain platform. The basic idea of sidechains is
to have a main blockchain that synchronizes users in other
blockchains (sidechains). Parallel to the main blockchain,
secondary blockchains execute consensus protocols that may
be completely uncorrelated to the consensus in the main
blockchain [47]. Due to the fewer participants, the secondary
blockchains usually achieve higher throughput than the main
blockchain. Users who need to perform recurrent generic
tasks can even create secondary blockchains on demand.

Another advantage of sidechains is that the data published
in the main blockchain is just a hash of the current state
of the secondary blockchain, saving disk space on the main
blockchain. Consequently, sidechains incur lower fees for
transactions and executing smart contracts [33]. Finally, when
the participants of the secondary chain decide to commit
the changes, they transfer the new states from the secondary
blockchain to the main blockchain using a cross-chain proto-
col.

Two-way pegs are a simple way to trade resources be-
tween blockchains. The two-way pegs can be implemented
by a trusted entity, such as a trusted broker of the parties
involved, or by a smart contract associated with the two
blockchains [48]. Figure 11 shows an example of an exchange
operation. A user of the main blockchain wants to transact on
the sidechain. Thus, the user executes a transaction that locks
the desired amount of resources with the help of the two-way
pegs. Once the two-way peg withholds the resources in the
main blockchain, it allows the release of the same amount
in the sidechain. After performing the desired transactions
on the sidechain, the user can follow the reverse path to
receive her/his assets back in the main blockchain. The system

Main blockchain locker

Sidechain locker

Two-way Peg

Main blockchain

Sidechain

Locking 2 coins into
the main blockchain

Releasing 2 coins into the
sidechain

Locking resources into
the sidechain

Releasing resources into
the main blockchain

Figure 11. Illustration of a sidechain with a centralized two-way peg to
provide interoperability between the blockchains. A user of both blockchains
initially locks resources in the main blockchain and obtains them in the
sidechain. The two-way peg oversees the two blockchains and ensures the
correct transfer of assets. Finally, the user can follow the reverse path to
receive the resources in the main blockchain.

scalability has the potential to increase considerably with the
existence of sidechains, considering that hashes published in
the main blockchain are less frequent.

The main challenge of moving consensus outside the main
blockchain is to ensure security in the side blockchains. Creat-
ing smaller blockchains favors attackers, as their influence on
the consensus result is inversely proportional to the number
of participants or computational power. Thus, the participants
of the sidechains must be carefully selected through trust
and reputation or by establishing a reasonable number of
participants to minimize the risk of attacks. Among the main
sidechain implementations, we can highlight: Plasma [33],
satellite chains [34], Chainlink [35], and Cosmos [43].

Plasma is an alternative to reduce smart contract execution
rates on Ethereum [33]. Smart contracts execute outside
the blockchain and publish small results of all executions
as a final state in the main blockchain. Li et al. present
the concept of satellite chains [34]. The goal is to create
blockchains that run independently but can exchange data if
necessary. The practical application is an industrial setting.
Chainlink [35], [51] is a system that allows the exchange
of information between blockchains and external information
through smart contracts. Cosmos is a blockchain system that
uses a central Cosmos [43] hub and parallel blockchains. Each
blockchain runs a BFT protocol based on Tendermint [176]
for fast block validation. Furthermore, the authors propose a
new protocol for inter-blockchain communication to transfer
resources between secondary blockchains.

4) Discussion: Scalability proposals at layer one involve
mechanisms that improve consensus performance. DAG sys-
tems modify the blockchain structure to enable concurrent
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and asynchronous transaction processing by any user. This
approach allows forks to occur, which makes it vulnerable
to double-spending attacks when users do not share the same
view of the blockchain. Sharding methods attempt to speed up
consensus performance by concurrently processing subsets of
transactions on different validator groups. This approach faces
challenges similar to big-data techniques, such as optimal
distribution of transactions and inter-shard communication.
Cross-chain protocols and sidechains, on the other hand,
move transaction validation to secondary blockchains that
are smaller and faster. This approach is primarily fit for
blockchain applications in a large blockchain system, such
as ERC-20 tokens on Ethereum [200].

D. Summary of Scalability in Layers HW, L0, and L1

Scalability proposals for layers HW, L0, and L1 usually
involve structural modifications that are difficult to imple-
ment. Table IV summarizes the surveyed proposals on the
hardware layer and layers 0 and 1. Changes to the hardware
layer imply extra costs to users and cannot be enforced in
decentralized environments. Overall, hardware layer solutions
prioritize scalability and security over decentralization in the
blockchain trilemma (described in Section III-B). Changes to
layer zero alter the format of messages, causing soft forks
or even hard forks in the blockchain. For an end user, this
can incur incompatibility issues with some nodes on the
network that prevent them from exchanging messages with
nodes running different blockchain versions. Furthermore,
changes on layer zero present limited scalability gain, given
that a transaction or signature cannot be reduced indefinitely
without a loss in security. Finally, improvements in layer
one often create new systems that modify consensus and
even the blockchain structure itself [32], [174], [176]. Conse-
quently, layer one solutions are hard to integrate into existing
blockchain systems.

V. SCALABILITY IN LAYER TWO: PAYMENT CHANNEL
NETWORKS

Unlike proposals on layers HW, L0, and L1, layer-two
solutions do not modify blockchain systems at all since
they operate on top of the lower layers. They leverage
blockchain core functionalities, such as scripts and smart
contracts, to implement security mechanisms that validate off-
chain transactions. Such validation mechanisms are invisible
to the blockchain, which sees transactions from a layer-two
service as ordinary transactions. With this simple but powerful
characteristic, layer-two proposals have emerged in recent
years as solutions with great potential to scale blockchains
efficiently without causing a significant impact on end users.

Before presenting layer-two solutions, we note that the
definition of layer-two protocols is still under discussion.
For some authors, any mechanism that avoids publishing
transactions in the main blockchain is considered layer two, as
such solutions neither rely on the primary consensus protocol
to process transactions nor make all transaction data publicly

available [145], [147], [149], [154], [156], [158]. This per-
spective classifies proposals that validate transactions through
secondary blockchains, such as sidechains, as layer-two pro-
tocols. Conversely, other authors define layer-two protocols
as protocols that implement their own off-chain consensus-
free validation rules [13], [109], [143], [157]. Under this
definition, layer-two protocols only rely on consensus to settle
disputes that could not be solved via off-chain validation.

We adopt the latter concept as it enhances the innovation of
off-chain validation. Besides, associating consensus to layer
one provides a clearer separation between layers. In particular,
we adopt the definition of layer-two protocols as proposed by
Gudgeon et al. [13]:

Concept definition 2. (Layer-two protocols). A layer-two
protocol is a protocol that allows transactions between users
through the exchange of authenticated messages via a medium
that is outside of but linked to a layer-one blockchain.
Authenticated assertions are submitted to the main chain
only in cases of a dispute, with the main chain deciding the
outcome of the dispute. Security and non-custodial properties
of a layer-two protocol rely on the consensus protocol of the
main chain.

Hence, we classify proposals that modify consensus or use
consensus as the default validation mechanism as layer one,
including sidechains and cross-chain protocols. To the best of
our knowledge, payment channel networks, optimistic rollups,
and zero-knowledge rollups are the only currently known
layer-two protocols for blockchain scalability.

In the following sections, we dedicate a large portion of this
work to the presentation and discussion of the main challenges
of payment channel networks, the most popular layer-two
protocol for exchanging assets efficiently in traditional cryp-
tocurrencies such as Bitcoin. The PCN use case covers most
of the characteristics of layer-two protocols, so the reader
should have gathered enough understanding after Section VI.
Then, for completeness, we review the different types of
transaction rollups, an innovative mechanism for processing
generic off-chain computations in blockchain systems that
support smart contracts, such as Ethereum.

A. Overview of Payment Channels

Payment channels are a solution to the blockchain scal-
ability problem [201]. Unlike the solutions mentioned in
previous sections, this technology operates in layer two,
establishing off-chain communication channels in which users
can freely send payments without validating them through a
slow consensus protocol. This solution reduces the latency
of payments, which now depends mainly on communication
latency between users. Payment channels are a particular case
of state channels in which the traded assets are coins [202].

The main idea of payment channels is to publish transac-
tions in the blockchain only when needed. The blockchain
becomes a security service that provides the starting point
for payment channels and possibly is used to solve disputes



involving users. Figure 12 shows the three-phase operation
of a payment channel. In the channel creation phase, two
users, Alice and Bob, issue a funding transaction, agreeing
to transfer some of their coins to a common address coop-
eratively controlled by both. These coins remain unavailable
in the blockchain for the entire channel lifespan but can be
used to issue transactions in the channel. Bob and Alice also
agree on a timelock window W that either user must wait in
case he/she unilaterally closes the channel (we explain this
requirement in Section V-B3). Then, when the channel is
established, the users continuously update their balances in
the channel via private commitment transactions. Commit-
ment transactions are not published in the blockchain and,
consequently, produce low-latency payments. Either user can
trigger the channel closing phase at any time by publishing
the latest commitment transaction into the blockchain. Once
validated, this transaction creates an Unspent Transaction
Output (UTXO) that transfers the most recent balances to
their respective parties on-chain. Thus, the blockchain only
knows the channel-opening and channel-closing transactions,
which are seen as ordinary transactions in the system. Con-
sequently, these are the only transactions that go through
the consensus protocol and are subject to high latency and
transaction fees.

One of the main advantages of payment channels is easy
implementation. While some layer-one solutions like sharding
and more efficient consensus protocols require core changes
to the blockchain, payment channels do not require any
modification at all. In fact, unlike other layer-two solutions
such as transaction rollups (Section VII), payment channels
can be implemented in blockchain systems that do not support
Turing-complete smart contracts, such as Bitcoin. Another
key advantage of this technology is that it saves resources that
would be spent on transaction fees. In public blockchains, the
low transaction throughput causes users to pay high fees for a
transaction to be prioritized by validators. Payment channels
remove transaction fees, as transactions are sent directly to the
receiver. The only exceptions to this are the channel-opening
and channel-closing transactions.

B. Guaranteeing Security in Payment Channels

Payment channels, like blockchains, do not require mutual
trust in their security model. To accomplish this, the channel
establishment procedure works as follows. When establishing
a channel, the funding transaction implements a 2-of-2 multi-
signature payment policy, i.e., each new transaction that
spends the funds of the funding transaction must contain the
signature of both users. To issue a commitment transaction
within the channel, a user creates a transaction that spends
coins from the funding transaction, signs it, and transfers the
signed transaction to the other party. This signed transaction
serves as a payment guarantee to the other party, who can
sign and issue the transaction on the blockchain to redeem
his funds. Thus, it is not possible for one of the parties to

issue transactions to itself and steal coins from the channel
since an agreement between the two users is required.

Locking coins in a transaction that requires the signature
of both participants, however, introduces a vulnerability. As-
suming a channel formed by users A and B, user B may act
maliciously by refusing to issue signed transactions and also
refusing to sign transactions issued by A. This way, A’s coins
are forever stuck in the payment channel and unavailable to be
used in the blockchain. To address this potential vulnerability,
users A and B must generate a refund transaction, which
guarantees the user a refund in case of malicious behavior by
the counterpart. This transaction is created before the channel
is established and exchanged by users. Thus, user B has a
refund transaction signed by user A, and user A has a refund
transaction signed by user B. In the event of a malicious
action by one of the parties, the counterpart issues the refund
transaction on the blockchain and reclaims their coins. The
refund transaction only serves as an initial guarantee and is no
longer valid after the first transaction in the payment channel.
For this invalidation to occur safely, the system must correctly
revoke the latest state and introduce a new one, updating the
channel state.

1) Updating Channel States: A key aspect of payment
channel security is channel state updates [13], [54]. If channel
updates are incorrectly performed, a malicious user can take
advantage of his counterpart by publishing an old state that
benefits him. In the example of Figure 12, users perform
three off-chain transactions: Alice issues the first commitment
transaction, TX1, sending 2 coins to Bob; then, Bob issues
a second transaction, TX2, sending 1 coin to Alice. Finally,
Alice issues a third transaction, TX3, transferring 3 coins
to Bob. In this case, Alice can act maliciously and close
the channel by publishing the second transaction, in which
she had a balance of 4 coins instead of the current balance
of 1 coin. Also, Alice could act maliciously by sending the
refund transaction to the blockchain, redeeming the 5 coins
she initially owned instead of the 1 coin she currently owns.
This vulnerability happens because the blockchain does not
know which transaction is in the most recent state since it does
not keep track of off-chain transactions. Payment channels,
however, do not need to maintain a complete ordering of off-
chain transactions like blockchains; it suffices to keep track
of the latest state. In the example, it is enough to enforce that
only TX2 is valid, i.e., there must be a way to revoke TX1

and consider TX2 as the current state. We explain how to
revoke old states in the following sections.

2) One-way Payment Channels: Several proposals have
been made to solve the problem of state updates in payment
channels [52]–[54]. In 2013, Spilman [52], [203] proposed
one of the first state update mechanisms for Bitcoinj7 payment
channels, which only works for one-way payments. This
mechanism imposes conditions for the redemption of coins
using the programming language of Bitcoin, the Bitcoin

7Bitcoinj is a Java implementation of the Bitcoin protocol. Available at
https://bitcoinj.org/



<latexit sha1_base64="Z9TG2TNnitPxcDc3uALc7bqdk8E=">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</latexit>

Alice
<latexit sha1_base64="J3Zft27oVDPN2vC10B1rBxp6rmo=">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</latexit>

Bob

<latexit sha1_base64="hQU4lXhqDGMoVLu8nAv6J0769Hs=">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</latexit>

Funding transaction
<latexit sha1_base64="yxgqIJJRUR+5bW5bbqAfGTOJduU=">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</latexit>

Balance: Alice = 5, Bob = 5

<latexit sha1_base64="J5oUy3hPlXTDivhaP+ngVPSqd4w=">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</latexit>

Channel creation
<latexit sha1_base64="vyRdcZpVvdq0FhI5F77eVhxS19g=">AAAC4XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZe6CBbBVUm7UJeFblxWsA+opUym0zY0TUIyEUvpxp07cesPuNWfEf9A/8I7YwpqEZ2Q5My595yZe68Tem4sbfs1YywsLi2vZFdza+sbm1vm9k49DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGVZUvHElotgN/As5DkV7xPq+23M5k0R1zP1LKa6l05tUBsz3hWeJWDKHDh6I7rRj5u2CrZc1D4opyCNd1cB8wSW6CMCRYAQBH5KwB4aYnhaKsBES18aEuIiQq+MCU+RIm1CWoAxG7JC+fdq1UtanvfKMtZrTKR69ESktHJImoLyIsDrN0vFEOyv2N++J9lR3G9PfSb1GxEoMiP1LN8v8r07VItHDqa7BpZpCzajqeOqS6K6om1tfqpLkEBKncJfiEWGulbM+W1oT69pVb5mOv+lMxao9T3MTvKtb0oCLP8c5D+qlQvG4YJ+X8uVSOuos9nCAI5rnCco4QxU18r7BI57wbHDj1rgz7j9TjUyq2cW3ZTx8ADIsm3k=</latexit>

Channel established
<latexit sha1_base64="xvxOyb+FDw440PHnK4hBM2Ps6Lk=">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</latexit>

Channel closing

<latexit sha1_base64="fjBUUiPyxhMZ+ppYypPdNSNtSW0=">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</latexit>

time

<latexit sha1_base64="63PQdSKjv4cg3HRwOQoSe4Jwkoo=">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</latexit>

blocks
<latexit sha1_base64="37OjtNHyvN39yM7xB+NYrYd2zN8=">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</latexit>

W = 10

<latexit sha1_base64="wUEDMU8BBU+EkwkBYRNFUzv+1MM=">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</latexit>

Commitment transaction
<latexit sha1_base64="PaGkx91jYOGId/WbvvdhBI0ttaI=">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</latexit>

Balance: Alice = 3, Bob = 7

<latexit sha1_base64="GNX/8DChQN3TMIbIl5r882wXfsQ=">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</latexit>

Balance: Alice = 4, Bob = 6

<latexit sha1_base64="wUEDMU8BBU+EkwkBYRNFUzv+1MM=">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</latexit>

Commitment transaction

<latexit sha1_base64="dsAx/Smn47r2S9+YAOSyJ/gvFw8=">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</latexit>

Balance: Alice = 1, Bob = 9

<latexit sha1_base64="wUEDMU8BBU+EkwkBYRNFUzv+1MM=">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</latexit>

Commitment transaction

<latexit sha1_base64="RK5hLr5ExKaxtKIcuBcSverdEJ4=">AAAC2HicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+KrytJNIzFxRQoLdUl04xITeUQhpB0GmFDapp0aCSFxZ9z6A271i4x/oH/hnbEkKjE6Tdsz595zZu69buiJWNr2a8ZYWFxaXsmu5tbWNza3zO2dehwkEeM1FnhB1HSdmHvC5zUppMebYcSdkevxhjs8VfHGNY9iEfgXchzy9sjp+6InmCOJ6pj5luQ30u1NTryADdnAEf60Yxbsoq2XNQ9KKSggXdXAfEELXQRgSDAChw9J2IODmJ4rlGAjJK6NCXERIaHjHFPkSJtQFqcMh9ghffu0u0pZn/bKM9ZqRqd49EaktLBPmoDyIsLqNEvHE+2s2N+8J9pT3W1Mfzf1GhErMSD2L90s8786VYtED8e6BkE1hZpR1bHUJdFdUTe3vlQlySEkTuEuxSPCTCtnfba0Jta1q946Ov6mMxWr9izNTfCubkkDLv0c5zyol4ulw6J9Xi5Uyumos9jFHg5onkeo4AxV1Mh7jEc84dm4NG6NO+P+M9XIpJo8vi3j4QNYnJes</latexit>

Blockchain

<latexit sha1_base64="n9ueNU36py0GQDdVYqRk1tXO4mY=">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</latexit>

(last commitment transaction)
<latexit sha1_base64="dsAx/Smn47r2S9+YAOSyJ/gvFw8=">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</latexit>

Balance: Alice = 1, Bob = 9

<latexit sha1_base64="OVH5HCJbGpV8Vix6B1+/YWHEoz4=">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</latexit>

Closing transaction

<latexit sha1_base64="l3/IArBORItijTWqiG9qVKghvng=">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</latexit>

Publish
<latexit sha1_base64="+esUTY0ITAA7/eCTxOBuYBi1U2w=">AAACzXicjVHLTsMwEJyGVymvAkcuERUSpyrpAThW6oUbRepLlAolqVss0jhKHERV4MoPcIXfQvwB/AVr40pAhcBRkvHszti768chT6XjvOasufmFxaX8cmFldW19o7i51UpFlgSsGYhQJB3fS1nII9aUXIasEyfMG/kha/tXNRVvX7Mk5SJqyHHMeiNvGPEBDzxJ1FktFCmPhnbj5qJYcsqOXvYscA0oway6KL7gHH0IBMgwAkMESTiEh5SeLlw4iInrYUJcQojrOMMdCqTNKItRhkfsFX2HtOsaNqK98ky1OqBTQnoTUtrYI42gvISwOs3W8Uw7K/Y374n2VHcb0983XiNiJS6J/Us3zfyvTtUiMcCRroFTTbFmVHWBccl0V9TN7S9VSXKIiVO4T/GEcKCV0z7bWpPq2lVvPR1/05mKVfvA5GZ4V7ekAbs/xzkLWpWye1B2TiulasWMOo8d7GKf5nmIKo5RR5O8IzziCc/WiZVZt9b9Z6qVM5ptfFvWwweMBZMN</latexit>

Closing Tx

<latexit sha1_base64="l3/IArBORItijTWqiG9qVKghvng=">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</latexit>

Publish
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Figure 12. Payment channel operation. Users Alice and Bob contribute 5 coins each to issue the funding transaction and create a payment channel. After
establishing the channel, Alice and Bob can exchange coins by issuing private commitment transactions that rewrite their balances. For example, Alice sends
2 coins to Bob by signing the first commitment transaction, which changes her balance to 3. To close the channel and claim the coins on-chain, Alice or Bob
can publish the commitment transaction containing the most up-to-date balance.

script [204]. In the proposed mechanism, before establishing
a channel, users A and B generate a refund transaction that
contains the following conditions to close the channel: (i)
the locked coins can be redeemed after time t counted from
the publication of the funding transaction, or (ii) the coins
can be redeemed immediately if the counterpart agrees to
the refund. The first condition guarantees that coins cannot
be locked in the channel forever, while the second condition
guarantees that the two users get a refund immediately if
there is a transaction signed by both, proving they agree
with it. After channel establishment, user A starts to send
coins by issuing commitment transactions to user B, who can
sign and publish the transactions in the blockchain, close the
channel, or wait for a new state change. It is easy to see that
this channel design works only as a one-way channel. While
user B receives transactions signed by A, the same does not
happen in the opposite direction. Furthermore, even if user B
returns a coin to user A, there is no guarantee that B will not
publish an old transaction on the blockchain in which he had
a higher balance. Thus, the correction of state replacement
is incentive-based since the user who receives the coins has
nothing to gain by publishing an old transaction. Any rational
user who receives payments will always post the latest state
as it benefits them the most [13].

The creation of a payment channel that works only in one
direction, however, restricts the potential applications of this
technology. Most day-to-day applications require payments in
both directions, e.g., refunds for purchases or cashback appli-
cations. Furthermore, two users who share a payment channel
can take on independent roles, buying and selling products
to each other. In this case, one-way channels eliminate the
possibility of safely sending payments in opposite directions.
Users who want to reverse the roles of sender and receiver

would have to create one channel in each way, which implies
more locked coins, more transaction fees, and more time to
establish the channels.

3) Bidirectional Payment Channels and State Revocation:
Creating bidirectional channels involves state revocation: re-
voking all previous states from both parties is necessary
to prevent malicious action. Nevertheless, blockchains do
not allow the creation of revocable transactions [54]. Once
signed and posted on the blockchain, the transaction cannot
be canceled. It is possible, however, to create policies that
discourage users from issuing old transactions and acting
maliciously [53], [54]. One of the early forms of state
replacement was a time-blocking replacement. In this model,
all transactions in the channel have a time lock, i.e., the coins
in the transaction can only be spent after a time window W
counted from its publication in the blockchain. This model
uses the blockchain as a reference to guarantee synchroniza-
tion, with the time window defined in terms of the number
of blocks in the blockchain. The time window decreases
each time the payment direction reverses. Thus, in a channel
between two users A and B, user A can issue a transaction
TX1 to B with a 30-minute time lock, approximately 3 blocks
on the Bitcoin network (recall that one block takes on average
ten minutes, see Section IV-B1). If B wants to pay A, B
issues TX2 with a time lock of 20 minutes, approximately 2
blocks in the Bitcoin network. That way, if B acts maliciously
and issues the previous transaction, TX1, in the blockchain,
user A can issue TX2 and redeem the coins before B since
TX2 has a shorter time lock. Despite safely ensuring state
replacement, this model has two disadvantages: (i) user A
must be online and constantly checking the blockchain to
monitor the actions of B; and (ii) W is limited. The initial
value of W , defined by the two users that create the channel,



is a difficult choice. A high value for W allows for more
state updates but locks coins longer when a user closes the
payment channel. A low value of W allows few channel
updates, reducing the channel expiration date.

Poon and Dryja [54] proposed a state substitution model
that has become the standard for payment channels. The
model creates bidirectional channels while discouraging ma-
licious behavior through financial punishment. Suppose it is
proven that a user acted maliciously by publishing an old
state in the blockchain. In that case, the channel counterpart
can contest the transaction and redeem all the coins in the
channel, including the attacker’s. Each payment generates a
pair of asymmetric commitment transactions: user A has a
commitment transaction signed by user B, and user B has a
commitment transaction signed by user A. Each transaction
has a corresponding secret with the following condition: if
the counterpart knows the secret and reveals it within a
period of t from the transaction publication, it can redeem
all the coins in the channel. In practice, the transaction secret
is a private key that transfers the commitment transaction
outputs to the address of the user who did not publish the
transaction. The key verification is done automatically using
Bitcoin script as a root of trust, public to both participants.
To issue new payments on the channel, users change the state
by exchanging signatures and revealing the transaction secret
associated with the previous state. Thus, if any user publishes
an old state, the other user can immediately claim all the
coins using the previously-revealed private key. In contrast,
the user who closed the channel can only redeem coins after
W blocks.

The procedure for replacing states executes as follows.
Assume a channel between Alice and Bob in which, initially,
each user has 5 coins and Alice wants to send 1 coin to Bob.
To send the payment, Alice generates an asymmetric key pair
(PKA, SKA), where PKA represents Alice’s public key and
SKA represents the secret key she generated. Bob performs
the same procedure, generating a key pair (PKB , SKB).
Alice then creates a commitment transaction TXAB con-
taining the following conditions: (i) Alice has 4 coins that
she can claim immediately if the transaction is published;
(ii) Bob has 6 coins, which can only be claimed after a
period W or if Alice authorizes it before the period ends;
(iii) the public key of this transaction is PKB and Alice can
redeem Bob’s 6 coins if she reveals SKB in time ti, ti < W .
Alice signs the transaction TXAB and sends it to Bob with
the secret key of the previous state. Bob performs the same
procedure, generating the transaction TXBA, which contains
the following conditions: (i) Bob has 6 coins that he can claim
immediately after the transaction is published; (ii) Alice has 4
coins, which can only be claimed after a period W or if Bob
authorizes it before the period ends; (iii) the public key of this
transaction is PKA and Bob can redeem Alice’s 4 coins if
he reveals SKA in time ti, ti < W . Bob signs the transaction
TXBA, sends it to Alice, and reveals the transaction’s secret
key for the previous state. Thus, if either party publishes the

Figure 13. Example of payment in a payment channel network. To send
Charlie 5 coins, Alice uses the existing channel with Bob, who forwards the
coins to the destination. The payment modifies the balance of the channels
involved in the payment path. Hashed Timelock Contracts (HTLC) guarantee
the security of this procedure.

latest state, only conditions (i) and (ii) can be triggered since
the secret keys SKA and SKB will be shared in the next
state update. However, if an old state is published, condition
(iii) can be triggered immediately as the previous secret keys
have already been revealed.

C. Building Payment Channel Networks with Hashed Time-
lock Contracts (HTLC)

Despite providing fast and secure payments, a payment
channel can only be established between a pair of users.
Thus, more than this solution is needed to solve blockchains’
scalability problem as it would require users to establish chan-
nels to every payment destination [54]. As a consequence,
users who wish to transact with multiple destinations must:
(i) have a large number of coins which will be locked in the
blockchain to allocate funds across multiple channels; and
(ii) pay high transaction fees on each funding transaction and
wait for consensus to open the channels. Such requirements
hinder the use of this technology in everyday life, in which
fast payments to several different entities are common.

The scalability problem can be solved with a payment
channel network (PCN), which interconnects the existing
payment channels created by users in the blockchain. PCNs
allow users to transact with each other quickly with low
fees, even if they do not share a direct channel. Figure 13
shows an example of a PCN with 5 participants. In the
picture, Alice wants to transfer 5 coins to Charlie, with
whom she does not have a payment channel. Alice, however,
has a channel with Bob, which has a channel with Charlie.
Hence, Alice can transfer 5 coins in her channel with Bob,
who then transfers 5 coins in his channel with Charlie,
completing Alice’s payment. Note that payment channels
are independent, so Bob cannot transfer the coins from his
channel with Alice to the channel with Charlie. Bob receives
Alice’s commitment transaction on his channel with Alice
and generates a commitment transaction of equal value for
Charlie.

Payment channel networks must also provide mutual trust
between the participants. In the example of Figure 13, Bob
could act maliciously by receiving Alice’s coins without
forwarding the payment on his channel with Charlie. To
prevent this, a particular type of contract called a Hashed



Figure 14. Steps to make a payment on a payment channel network. 1)
Charlie, the receiver, generates a secret and sends the hash of this secret
to Alice. 2) Alice does not have a channel with Charlie and uses Bob as
an intermediary, establishing a contract that promises to deliver coins to
Bob if Bob reveals the secret generated by Charlie. 3) Bob performs the
same procedure with Charlie. 4) Charlie reveals the secret to Bob and claims
his coins. 5) Bob reveals Charlie’s secret to Alice, claiming his coins and
finishing the payment.

Timelock Contract (HTLC) guarantees that coins in a channel
will only be transferred if two conditions are met [54], [205]:

1) Secret disclosure. Bob only receives Alice’s coins if
he reveals (to Alice) the secret that generated the hash
included in the contract.

2) Time limit. Bob must reveal the secret within a limited
time, or else Alice considers Bob gave up the contract
and claims the coins back.

For example, assume Alice wants to send coins to Charlie,
using Bob as an intermediary. Using HTLCs, Alice only gives
the coins to Bob after she learns that Bob forwarded the coins
to Charlie. The proof that Bob forwarded the coins to Charlie
is the secret that Charlie generated. Charlie only gives the
secret to Bob after he receives the coins, i.e., when he is sure
Bob has kept his promise. Then Bob can relay the secret to
Alice, proving that he kept his promise, and receive Alice’s
coins. The secret generated by Charlie works like a digital
receipt. Each HTLC contains a value y = H(x), where H(x)
is the result of the hash function of a secret x generated by
the receiver and a timeout t. HTLCs can be redeemed by
revealing the secret x or canceled if no secret is revealed
before t. In the meantime, the coins are locked (or in-flight).
Each intermediary user creates an HTLC with the next hop
containing the same y value, creating a payment chain. The
receiver, who knows x, reveals the secret to the last hop and
triggers the backward unlocking of the payment chain.

In Figure 14, imagine Alice wants to send a coin to Charlie.
Charlie generates a random value x, calculates its hash, y =
H(x), and sends it to Alice. Alice establishes an HTLC with
Bob, informs Bob that Charlie is the next hop and promises
to deliver a coin to Bob if Bob reveals x within 9 blocks
(approximately 90 minutes in Bitcoin). Bob then generates
an HTLC with the same condition for Charlie and sets the
timeout to 8 blocks (approximately 80 minutes in Bitcoin).
Charlie, who initially generated the x value, reveals x to Bob
to redeem his payment. Bob, in turn, reveals x to Alice to
redeem the payment in the channel between him and Alice,

completing the payment. The maximum amount of coins a
node can forward in an HTLC is bounded by the number of
coins the node previously allocated in the payment channel.
In the example of Figure 13, Bob could not forward payments
of more than 10 coins in the channel with Charlie.

HTLCs are the core enablers of multi-hop payments, which,
in turn, are what make payment channel networks effective.
Due to the two conditions that must be met, HTLCs are said
to be locked by time and hash. More importantly, HTLCs
establish trust among users in the payment channel network
by guaranteeing that each payment can only be claimed by
revealing the payment’s secret or by releasing the locked coins
after a timeout.

Note that despite being called contracts, the mechanism of
HTLCs follows a simple logic that can be implemented even
in systems that do not support smart contracts. For example,
HTLCs are implemented in Bitcoin as simple if-then-else
clauses inside the script of commitment transactions [54].
This simplicity increases the applicability of payment channel
networks, which could be implemented in any blockchain
system.
Off-chain payments vs. On-chain transactions. Now that
we have presented the concept of HTLCs, it is useful to
precisely define the concept of an off-chain payment:

Concept definition 3. (Off-chain payment). An off-chain
payment, or simply a payment, is the off-chain transfer of
assets between a sender and a receiver through the channels
of a payment channel network. While in-flight, the payment
establishes a sequence of HTLCs, called a payment chain,
in the channels of the payment path. Each HTLC may be
claimed by the respective channel parties on-chain.

Such payment definition is needed to clarify the difference
between payments and transactions, which we omitted in the
previous sections for simplicity. On the one hand, a trans-
action is the signed data exchanged between two parties that
can be published to transfer assets on-chain, e.g., commitment
transactions in a channel. On the other hand, a payment is
an off-chain transfer that needs an end-to-end sequence of
HTLCs to occur. Because HTLCs reside inside commitment
transactions on each channel, a multi-hop payment involves
one transaction per channel in the payment path. Henceforth,
we refer to this definition whenever we mention the terms
“payment” or “off-chain payment”.

It is important to note that each intermediary in the path
of a payment receives a routing fee8 which serves as an
incentive to forward payments. This routing fee is equal to
the difference between the value of the incoming HTLC and
the value of the outgoing HTLC (respectively, the HTLC
from Alice to Bob and the HTLC from Bob to Charlie in
Figure 14). Senders pay fees by setting the value of the

8Routing fees or payment fees are off-chain fees charged by intermedi-
aries to forward payments. They should not be confused with the transaction
fees needed to publish a transaction in the blockchain.



first HTLC as the sum of the payment value and all the
routing fees in the path. Then, the following HTLCs subtract
the routing fees per hop. This procedure ensures that every
hop will receive more than they have forwarded when the
payment is completed. In addition, each intermediary in the
payment chain must set a timeout shorter than the previous
hop timeout. This difference ensures that all intermediaries in
the payment path have enough time to redeem coins. Thus,
if Alice generates an HTLC with timeout t with Bob, Bob
must generate an HTLC with timeout ti < t with Charlie.
Otherwise, Bob risks losing funds.

D. PCNs: The Lightning Network

The Lightning Network, proposed by Poon and Dryja [54]
for Bitcoin in 2016, was the first implementation of the
PCN technology. The system issued its first channel-opening
transaction in 2017. As of February 2023, it is the largest
known payment channel network with more than 16,000
nodes and 80,000 payment channels distributed around the
world [143], [148], [149].

The number of nodes and channels tripled from January
2020 to August 2021, showing rapid network growth. Thus,
the Lightning Network is the reference implementation of a
payment channel network today, providing real-time digital
payments for several applications [206]. The development of
the Lightning Network is even mentioned as a key factor for
the adoption of Bitcoin as an official payment method in El
Salvador [207].

Lightning has a strong focus on providing user anonymity,
just like Bitcoin. As such, it implements several privacy-
preserving mechanisms, such as user identification through
public keys only. Payments use onion routing [208], a trans-
port protocol that encrypts packets at every hop, mostly
known for its Tor network implementation. This mechanism
ensures that no payment intermediary knows the full pay-
ment path. Intermediaries charge two types of routing fees
when forwarding payments: a base fee and a proportional
fee9 [210]. Base fees are a fixed amount charged to each
forwarded payment, regardless of the payment value. Propor-
tional fees are charged on top of the amount to be forwarded.
Despite featuring two types of routing fees, Lightning’s fees
are orders of magnitude lower than the fees charged for
publishing a transaction on Bitcoin, making it especially
attractive for real-time micropayments [211].

The network implements bidirectional payment channels
precisely as described in Section V-B [54]. However, users
have the option to publicly announce their channels to be
used as payment routes, or keep them private to ensure greater
privacy. The disclosure of channels in the network occurs
through channel announcement messages that the network
broadcasts in gossip fashion [212]. In this model, a participant
broadcasts a message to a specific number of neighbors, who
repeat the message to their neighbors until the entire network

9The proportional fee is also named “fee rate” in the documentation of
Lightning [209].

knows the channel. The network nodes build the network
topology containing the active channels with their respective
participants and capacities from the received messages. Pri-
vate channels are not advertised and therefore do not appear in
the topology. Thus, the number of channels a node knows is a
lower limit than the actual number of channels in the network,
which is difficult to estimate. Regardless of channel status,
channel balances are known only to the channel parties, while
channel capacity may or may not be disclosed. On the one
hand, this prevents outside observers from tracking payments
by monitoring channel balances, compromising user privacy.
On the other hand, the unknown balance hinders choosing
paths with sufficient funds to complete a specific payment.

Lightning standardizes the message formats and protocols
used in the network through the Basis of Lightning Technol-
ogy (BOLT) [209], documents inspired by Internet RFCs that
formally describe how the network should be implemented.
Currently, the Lightning Network provides 11 BOLTs, which
specify the format and exchange of messages for opening
and closing channels, payment encoding, routing protocols,
and other specifications.

As the main PCN, several works analyze the Lightning
Network. Seres et al. [87] analyze the topology of the
Lightning Network in January 2019. The results show a
strong centralization, with few nodes concentrating most
channels in the network. The authors analyze the robustness
of the network, simulating attacks directed at the nodes
that present the highest degree. They show that removing
the top 37 nodes reduces the network capacity by 50%.
Similarly, Lin et al. [88] assess the income concentration
in the Lightning Network from January 2018 to July 2019.
The income concentration of a node in the network can
be measured by checking the public capacity values of the
channels in which the node participates. The authors verify
a tendency of centralization around the higher degree nodes,
forming core-periphery structures in which the hubs form the
core and the periphery presents star-like substructures. The
results show that removing the hubs partitions the network
into multiple components, making it vulnerable to topology-
based attacks [79].

E. PCNs: Other Implementations

Other PCNs have also been proposed over the last few
years with some differences to Lightning [57], [63], [89]. We
highlight the most popular ones next.

1) Raiden: The most relevant alternative to the Lightning
Network is Raiden, an off-chain payment channel network
for the Ethereum blockchain [89]. Raiden, defined by its
developers as “Ethereum’s version of Bitcoin’s Lightning
Network”, implements operations that are very similar to
Lightning’s. Firstly, the users must provide balance proofs,
locking funds publicly in the blockchain. The tokens to be
locked are deposited in a smart contract that handles the
Raiden transaction logic. After this phase, users can send
payments for as long as they have sufficient funds. An HTLC



secures the payments, similarly to Lightning. However, an
advantage of Raiden over Lightning is the support for trading
tokens in general instead of only coins. It is possible to create
a Raiden network per cryptocurrency that operates on top of
Ethereum. There are nearly 15 thousand addresses that hold
Raiden tokens, accounting for a total of $3.71M [213], [214].
Today’s largest Raiden network is still under development and
contains 128 nodes and 148 channels [215].

2) Sprites and Pisa Sprites: Sprites [57] is a PCN and
state channels implementation (recall that state channels
are a generalization of payment channels) that differs from
Lightning by proposing constant lock times between linked
payments and partial withdrawals/deposits. The constant lock
time is obtained with a smart contract, modifying the current
HTLC notion of disputes. The difference is that Lightning
resolves disputes in a serial manner, one channel at a time,
while the smart contract of Sprites can do this procedure
concurrently. The notion of partial withdrawals/deposits in
a channel allows users to update the channel capacity on the
fly, without closing the channel. Thus, it reduces the need for
costly on-chain operations. This feature is also possible due to
the smart contract logic. Pisa improves Sprites by introducing
a custodian service that allows users to disconnect for long
periods without risking losing funds [76]. The custodian is
similar to the watchtowers in Lightning, which alleviates the
assumption that parties must always be online to guarantee
security in the final state channel result. Nevertheless, Sprites
and Pisa Sprites only support the Ethereum network as the
underlying blockchain because they need smart contracts to
implement the channel logic. The projects also lack large-
scale adoption by the cryptocurrency community.

3) Trinity: Trinity [63] is a state channel implementation
on the cryptocurrency Neo. It has the same purpose as Light-
ning: to improve throughput and offload the blockchain by
executing transactions off-chain. The blockchain is used only
to open the state channel, publish the final state, and solve
disputes. Participants in the network must provide a “proof
of assets” to execute transactions off-chain, which is similar
to reserving some financial resources in the blockchain. Neo,
however, has a small market value since 1 NEO is worth
0.0004 BTC, and the Trinity project has yet to release a new
version since 2018 [216].

4) Blind Off-chain Lightweight Transactions (BOLT):
BOLT [58] is a PCN proposed to guarantee anonymous pay-
ments, designed for ZCash and other anonymous cryptocur-
rencies. Anonymity is enforced with technologies such as
pseudorandom functions and non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs. BOLT defines three types of channels: unidirectional,
bidirectional, and indirect. Unidirectional channels allow a
consumer to pay with recurrence to a merchant. Bidirec-
tional channels are used for recurrent payments between two
parties in both directions. Finally, indirect channels allow
users to make payments even though they do not share a
direct channel. In this case, users send payments through
untrusted intermediaries using a revocation scheme similar

to commitment transactions on Lightning. BOLT does not
provide a large-scale implementation, thus it is difficult to
assess its advantages and drawbacks in practice.

5) TumbleBit: TumbleBit [59] is a unidirectional payment
channel hub compatible with the Bitcoin protocol. TumbleBit
maintains user privacy using an intermediary called Tumbler,
which cannot link the payments between the parties involved
in transactions. The Tumbler is a special user that mixes the
received transactions with cryptographic techniques to ensure
that the blockchain will not record any information about
transactions between users. Users can also use Tumblebit as
a mixer to ensure privacy in non-recurrent transactions. Tum-
blebit is centralized and does not support payment forwarding
through generic untrusted intermediaries.

6) Teechain: Teechain [15], [77] is a PCN that uses
Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) to provide security
guarantees for off-chain transactions. Teechain allows dis-
putes to be solved asynchronously instead of during a dispute
period. To accomplish this, Teechain moves the root of trust
from the blockchain to TEEs, ensuring that the nodes always
act honestly. The architecture uses special CPU instructions
provided by Intel’s Software Guard Extensions® (SGX) to
create memory regions called enclaves isolated from the
operating system to implement these trusted environments.
In the proposed system, the client application maintains de-
posits within enclaves and manipulates the balances of these
deposits when receiving and sending transactions through
payment channels. The application with enclaves only inter-
acts with the blockchain at deposit creation and completion.
Before creating a deposit, the user must utilize an Intel
attestation mechanism to ensure that the application runs in a
genuinely trusted environment and that it will honestly follow
the protocol. Furthermore, the system replicates data between
device enclaves that participate in a committee, to prevent a
single point of failure. Teechain is compatible with the Bitcoin
network, but instead of using HTLC to transfer assets in the
PCN, Teechain locks the funds in the TEE. The remaining
operations are similar to Lightning. Teechain, however, has
the disadvantage of needing specific hardware. Thus, like
proposals on the hardware layer, the adoption of this payment
channel network is limited by the cost to the end user.

7) Comparison with Lightning: Despite many PCN pro-
posals, the Lightning Network is by far the most widely
adopted and the reference of a PCN implementation. Other
PCN proposals often lack large-scale implementations and
community validation, hindering their adoption and gain
of market share. The Lightning Network often incorporates
several ideas from alternative PCNs, centralizing the develop-
ment of a canonical PCN model. Hence, in the next section,
we refer to Lightning as the default example of a payment
channel network and address the main PCN open challenges.

VI. CHALLENGES IN PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

PCNs are a new technology that still needs to be exten-
sively studied. Many research questions regard the large-
scale adoption of PCNs. This section addresses the main



open challenges of PCNs and presents several efforts found
in the literature to solve them. We separate the challenges
into topics: (i) payment routing; (ii) channel rebalancing;
(iii) network design; (iv) security and privacy; (v) attacks
in PCNs; (vi) payment concurrency; (vii) payment load
balancing, congestion control, and scheduling; (viii) PCN
simulation; and (ix) support for light nodes.

A. Payment Routing

Although payment channel networks are peer-to-peer net-
works, the way payment channels work is unique regarding
payment routing. The main specificity of payment channels
is that recurrent coin transfers from one party to another
in the same channel indefinitely reduce its capacity in that
direction since each forward operation moves some balance
of the sending party to the receiving party. Therefore, the
forwarding capacity of a channel directly depends on how
many payments have already been sent. This particularity is
the main difference of routing in payment channel networks
compared to traditional datagram networks, in which forward-
ing packets reduces the capacity of a link only while packets
are in transit. For example, in a traditional packet-switched
network, even though a 1 Gb/s link is forwarding packets at
200 Mb/s and its available capacity is temporarily reduced
to approximately 800 Mb/s, the capacity will return to the
original value once the packets are transmitted. In contrast, if
a payment channel with a capacity of 1,000 coins forwards
200 coins in a specific direction, its capacity in that direction
is reduced to 800 coins unless there is a transfer of coins
in the opposite direction. This characteristic highlights the
need to balance payments in each direction and makes it
challenging to use maximum flow approaches for routing,
which are commonplace in packet-switched networks.

Another critical characteristic of payment channel networks
is that the balances of each channel are private, i.e., only the
two parties directly involved in the channel know its current
state. The total channel capacity, on the other hand, is public
and available on the blockchain. This creates a challenge
for routing algorithms: estimate the current state of channels
from their total capacity. If this is not done correctly, the
path choice algorithm may use channels that had a sufficient
balance at the opening time but have already been exhausted
by other payments. In this case, the payment fails and must
be attempted again, increasing the user’s latency and reducing
system efficiency. In protocols that split the payment into
multiple paths, failure of part of a payment also compromises
the atomicity of the payment. This can lead to situations
where the buyer correctly pays n coins for a product, but
the seller only receives n − x coins, where x is the sum of
the values of the failed payments.

1) Routing in the Lightning Network (Default Protocol):
The standard procedure for discovering payment paths in the
Lightning Network uses a trial-and-error single-path protocol
based on Dijkstra’s algorithm for selecting the shortest atomic
path. The user runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest

path to the receiver and then tries to make the payment on
that path. Suppose the payment fails in some channel because
an intermediary does not have enough balance to forward
the payment. In that case, the protocol removes the channel
in which the payment failed from the graph and reruns the
Dijkstra algorithm. The Lightning Network defines the sum
of the fees to be paid in a path as the standard shortest path
metric, i.e., the algorithm selects the path that minimizes rout-
ing fees. This path-choosing procedure intentionally sacrifices
optimality to provide speed, as it considers most paths will
succeed. Nevertheless, this assumption may not hold true for
high-value payments. The protocol also tends to imbalance
the most central channels in the network, creating the need
for constant rebalancing operations. In practice, the default
LN protocol is highly dependent on the current topology of
the Lightning Network, with a small set of channels that
hold a high amount of allocated coins and are rebalanced
frequently [87]. It is unclear how the protocol would perform
in the long term if the network topology changes.

2) Atomic Multipath Payments: Atomic Multipath Pay-
ments (AMP) are the default multipath routing protocol for
the Lightning Network [67]. The primary goal of AMP is to
enhance the reliability, efficiency, and privacy of payments by
splitting them into smaller parts that can be routed through
different paths in the network. This way, users can send
large payments through small channels without incurring
large failure probabilities. In the example of Figure 13, the
maximum amount of payments Alice can transfer to Charlie
using the standard (single-path) LN protocol is limited by the
channel with the lowest capacity, which has 10 coins. Thus,
Alice cannot send a 12-coin payment as no path supports
such an amount. Using AMP, the payment can be split into
two parts: a 10-coin transfer via Bob → Charlie and a 2-
coin transfer via Bob → Elvis → Diana → Charlie. The
main advantage of AMP besides increasing payment success
ratio10 is the atomicity of payments: Charlie can only claim
the payment when all parts have arrived. On the other hand,
AMP dramatically increases the number of HTLCs in the
network since each payment part generates a new HTLC. The
increase in the number of HTLCs also incurs a proportional
increase in routing fees for the user, as each independent
HTLC means one extra fee to be paid. Thus, AMP is an
efficient alternative to the standard protocol in cases where
the payment is too large to fit a single path, but it is not
likely to become a new standard in the future.

3) Flare: Flare is an early alternative routing protocol for
payments in the Lightning Network [55]. The main innovation
of Flare is that it eliminates the need for storing the complete
topology of payment channels. The algorithm consists of two
phases: (i) a proactive construction of routing tables that store
a partial view of the connections in the network; and (ii) a
reactive probing of channels based on a routing request, which

10We consider the terms ”payment goodput” and ”payment success ratio”
as synonyms for the amount of payments that are delivered successfully over
the amount of sent payments.



collects dynamic information such as channel balances and
forwarding fees to rank candidate paths. Then, the sender
chooses the best-ranked path and adopts source routing to
send the payment. The routing tables are not built like in
traditional hop-by-hop routing but instead contain a subgraph
of the topology in which all possible paths are known. They
also store the path to a few beacon nodes which are not in
the node’s neighborhood, so that nodes can reach other nodes
which might be far away in the topology. When a payment
must occur, the sender and receiver exchange routing tables
and look for common nodes to build possible paths. Thanks to
the beacon nodes, this procedure ensures paths can be found
with a high probability even if the sender and receiver do not
share nodes in their neighborhoods.

The analysis of Flare focuses largely on the amount of
data spent to maintain routing tables and on the minimum
amount of beacons needed to reach all nodes in the network.
The simulations on a 2,000-node Watts-Strogatz graph show
that 5 random beacons are needed to ensure nodes can send
payments to any other node in the network, which yields
tables of around 150 nodes. In a 100,000-node network, the
minimum number of beacons increases to 6 with tables of 600
nodes, indicating that the solution is scalable. However, it is
difficult to know whether this perceived scalability remains
true when analyzing table sizes in bytes, as Flare tables also
store the paths to each node. Other results in the paper indicate
that having a partial view of the network increases the size of
the shortest path by up to 13 hops as viewed by the sender.
Such an increase could be prohibitive in real use cases, as
each extra hop would incur an extra routing fee. The protocol,
despite being proposed by Lightning developers, has never
been fully implemented in the Lightning Network.

4) Spider: Spider is a payment routing protocol that splits
transactions into parts for sending over multiple paths, similar
to AMP [90], [217]. The main novelty of Spider in com-
parison with other protocols is that it introduces payment
parts that are bounded by a fixed maximum-transaction-unit
(MTU) value. Besides increasing the probability of payment
delivery, bounded payment parts allow payments to be pro-
cessed like packets on the Internet. Routers in Spider perform
congestion control through payment queues that are only
served when the channel has enough funds. Otherwise, the
router holds payments in the queue and waits for payments
in the opposite direction. Routers also notify payment senders
in case some part remains in the queue for too long, so
that senders can decide whether to abandon it or try other
paths. The congestion control mechanism ensures channels
remain balanced, improving channel longevity at the expense
of payment latency.

The evaluation of Spider’s prototype shows that the MTU
approach significantly improves payment delivery, espe-
cially in scenarios with large transactions (>164 euros) and
low-capacity channels (<1,000 euros). In comparison with
protocols like single-path LN [54], SilentWhispers [218],
Flare [55], and SpeedyMurmurs [68], Spider improves pay-

ment success ratio by up to 1.8× in a network of 106 nodes
snowball-sampled from the Lightning Network. With low
channel capacities, it completes up to 3× more payments
than single-path LN. Spider also increases the longevity of
payment channels by up to 4× in comparison with the afore-
mentioned protocols, demonstrating the main strength of the
congestion control mechanism. On the other hand, the average
payment latency of Spider is up to 2.5× higher than landmark
protocols like Flare, SilentWhispers, and SpeedyMurmurs for
large transactions. Similar to AMP, Spider multiplies the
number of HTLCs in a payment proportionally to the MTU
value, which introduces management overhead and increases
the feed to be paid. Spider also ignores routing fees when
selecting routes and does not guarantee payment atomicity,
which can make it difficult to adopt it in practice.

5) Flash: The Flash protocol is an adaptive routing pro-
posal that differentiates the routing methods of high-value
(elephant) payments from low-value (mice) payments [80].
The authors argue that elephant payments are more likely
to fail due to a lack of channel funds, so the protocol
should adopt an optimized method to select paths. Thus, Flash
develops a modified version of the Edmonds-Karp max-flow
algorithm [219] which probes paths before sending payments.
On the other hand, the protocol adopts a simple trial-and-error
approach for mice payments, as they are likely to succeed
even if path selection is sub-optimal. As mice payments are
far more common in practice, this approach saves resources
that would otherwise be spent on complex max-flow path
selection and payment splits.

The authors of Flash compare a prototype of the protocol
with Spider [90], SpeedyMurmurs [68], and shortest path
selection with the number of hops as cost. Simulations in
a 1,870-node snapshot of the Ripple network [220] and
in a 2,511-node snapshot of the Lightning Network [54]
show that the performance of Flash is equivalent to Spider’s
concerning payment success ratio and that both protocols
outperform SpeedyMurmurs by roughly 10%. In a Watts-
Strogatz network with 100 nodes, the success ratio of Spider
is 8.8% higher than Flash’s on average, which the authors of
Flash attribute to Spider’s congestion control. However, Flash
outperforms Spider by 2.3× and SpeedyMurmurs by 5× con-
cerning payment success volume (i.e., the total amount that
reaches the target) in the Ripple network, demonstrating the
max-flow approach of elephant payments is indeed effective.
Flash’s average processing latency is roughly 19% better than
Spider’s, which is a clear improvement but still means 4× the
delay of simple shortest-path approaches. We conclude, thus,
that Flash provides a significant improvement over Spider
concerning success volume, but suffers from similar problems
concerning payment latency. Moreover, Flash’s max-flow
approach without congestion control facilitates channel ex-
haustion since the algorithm sends as much value as possible
through paths.

6) Pickhardt Payments: Pickhardt et al. propose a routing
protocol that estimates payment channel balances to minimize



uncertainties [116]. The initial estimate predicts that half of
the channel capacity is allocated to each party. With this
estimate, the protocol selects paths whose channels have the
highest balance and tries to send payments through them. If
the payment fails on any channel, the algorithm knows that
the balance of that channel is less than the payment value and
updates its topology to reflect this new information. The same
occurs when the payment is successful, as it is certain that
the channel balance decreased from the payment amount. The
protocol can collect information about the state of the network
through such updates while issuing payments, which serves
as flow control for future payments.

Another novelty of Pickhardt payments is the introduction
of a mixed-metric approach that considers a combination
of routing fees and delivery probabilities as the cost of
a channel. The user can then tune a parameter to decide
whether to put a larger weight into delivery probabilities,
maximizing the chance of successful payment, or into routing
fees, minimizing financial costs. The algorithm then solves a
min-cost flow problem to find paths that minimize the overall
combined weight. Although we cannot quantitatively estimate
the efficiency of the protocol as it has yet to be compared
with the other protocols, the flexibility of this approach seems
promising in use cases where payments cannot fail. The
main criticism of Pickhardt payments is its high latency due
to the complexity of topology updates and path selection
mechanisms [221].

7) CoinExpress: CoinExpress introduces a dynamic rout-
ing protocol to minimize channel balance uncertainty [66]. In
the protocol, the user probes the network to reserve channel
balances before sending the payment. CoinExpress adopts a
variation of the well-known Ford-Fulkerson algorithm to find
the paths that maximize the flow sent in the network [222].
In each step, the algorithm iteratively probes known channels
using Breadth-First-Search (BFS) and updates the candidate
path set whenever an augmenting path (i.e., a path that
increases the amount of flow sent) is found. However, in
contrast with other max-flow approaches like Spider and
Pickhardt payments, CoinExpress considers a timeliness side
constraint to ensure the payment latency is bounded. Paths
that would violate a predefined deadline are discarded. The
protocol also defines a locking mechanism to avoid race
conditions and deadlocks when multiple senders attempt to
reserve channel balances simultaneously. The path-finding
algorithm stops when the flow amount is equal to the payment
value or if no more augmenting paths can be found. In the first
case, the protocol proceeds to send the payment; otherwise,
it cancels it.

The probe-then-send approach ensures payment atomicity
and increases payment success ratio by up to 4× compared
to (single-path) shortest-path and widest-path approaches.
However, the timeliness constraint reduces the performance
in about 20% compared to a push-relabel max-flow ap-
proach [62], which the authors argue is the price to pay for
only selecting paths that meet a desired deadline. The main

advantage of CoinExpress is the payment latency it provides,
which for small payments is approximately 5% more than
single-path algorithms despite it being a multipath max-flow
algorithm. However, without a detailed analysis, it is unclear
whether this effect could be caused by small payments not
requiring more than one iteration of the max-flow algorithm.
It is also unclear how CoinExpress fares against other max-
flow approaches for large payments. As with other probing
protocols, CoinExpress may eventually flood the network with
probing messages in high-load scenarios and sacrifice channel
privacy. The proposal does not consider transaction queues,
congestion control, and multi-metric path discovery.

8) HushRelay: Another approach inspired by classical
max-flow algorithms is HushRelay [95]. In HushRelay, nodes
run an adapted version of the Push-Relabel algorithm in which
each node tries to push excess flow along its neighbors via
probing messages [223]. The nodes can either accept the
flow or reject it via acknowledgments. The protocol also pre-
serves payment privacy11 by replacing the sender and receiver
with dummy nodes that do not identify them as users. The
authors compare the protocol against SpeedyMurmurs [68]
and show HushRelay achieves up to twice the payment
success ratio with half the latency in 25,000-node scale-free
graphs. However, there is no clear discussion on why the
algorithm is so efficient nor comparisons with other routing
protocols. A possible explanation is that, like CoinExpress, we
expect HushRelay’s multi-path probing approach to improve
payment success ratio in comparison with single-path ap-
proaches but it can also overload the network with messages.
The authors do not present results regarding communication
overhead, nor multi-metric approaches or congestion control
techniques.

9) SilentWhispers: Malavolta et al. propose SilentWhis-
pers, a routing protocol in PCNs that contains privacy guaran-
tees and seeks to reduce the overhead generated by storing the
complete network topology in each user [218]. SilentWhis-
pers embeds the payment network into a geometric space
so that pathfinding can be guided with spatial information.
However, only a small number of nodes, the landmarks, know
the complete embedding. The other nodes only compute their
distance and routes to all landmarks. Then, whenever a user
sends a payment, it sends the payment to a landmark, which
will relay it to the destination. A querying mechanism helps in
this private route discovery, where nodes can inquire about po-
tential next hops without revealing the entire route or payment
details. The main advantage of this approach is that users need
only to maintain the paths to the landmarks. The hierarchical
architecture helps to preserve user and path privacy and is
better adapted to scenarios with resource-limited devices that
cannot calculate routes and maintain a complete network
topology. The main drawbacks are the centralization caused
by the landmarks, which can be malicious, and the frequent

11A payment is considered private if the sender, receiver, and payment
value are confidential to the involved parties. We elaborate more on privacy
definitions for PCNs in Section VI-D.



channel reuse [68]. Using landmarks can also lead to longer
paths than necessary. This type of routing, despite presenting
a solution with more significant potential for the inclusion
of lightweight devices, still needs practical observations and
large-scale tests.

10) Rapido: Rapido is a routing protocol that splits the
routing procedure into phases and allocates them to dedicated
modules [96]. In the first phase, the network is split into
regions that elect a beacon node each. The beacon node
is responsible for delivering payments inside its region or
relaying them to other regions. Rapido splits routing into two
different parts. The first one, called the proactive part, gathers
static path information, such as paths to all elected beacons.
The second part, called the reactive part, focuses on dynamic
network information, such as how the capacity is split among
participants in the path. Then, whenever a user needs to send
a payment, it first leverages the proactive routing module to
compute paths to beacons. The reactive module probes the
paths for dynamic information that will be fed to the value
distribution module, which calculates the optimal payment
split to allocate to each path. The value distribution module
considers the balance of payment channels in the path, which,
similar to Pickhardt Payments, indirectly provides congestion
control. The work also proposes a new structure named
D-HTLC (Distributed HTLC) that provides privacy of the
payment value. Because nodes compute routes to beacons,
Rapido’s routing algorithm can be considered a form of
multipath landmark routing. The authors of Rapido compare
the proposal with the LN default routing protocol and show
that it improves the payment success ratio by up to 3x at
the expense of up to 20% more latency in pathfinding. The
proposal is yet to be compared with other multipath protocols.

11) SpeedyMurmurs: SpeedyMurmurs mitigates the draw-
backs of SilentWhispers by adopting an embedding-based
path discovery algorithm [68]. With path embedding, each
node is assigned a coordinate that can be used to calculate
the distance between the node and a target destination. Thus,
senders can calculate distances and find “shortcuts” in the
network that skip landmarks without maintaining the com-
plete topology. Landmark influence is also reduced to building
embeddings instead of routing every transaction. SpeedyMur-
murs keeps the privacy guarantees of SilentWhispers while
improving the payment success ratio by up to 40% and latency
by up to 5x. It also provides an efficient network stabilization
mechanism which keeps embedding up-to-date with a small
overhead. The main shortcomings of the protocol are the
susceptibility to congestion in the network, which heavily im-
pacts pathfinding latency, and the lack of payment atomicity.
Besides, like SilentWhispers, SpeedyMurmurs ignores routing
fees, making it difficult to assess whether the protocol might
be adopted in practice.

12) CheaPay: CheaPay proposes a routing protocol based
on the Bellman-Ford algorithm that aims to minimize routing
fees to be paid along a path [81], [225]. Apart from fees,
their approach also considers two critical aspects of payment

routing to find paths: payment feasibility, i.e., whether all
channels along a path will be able to forward the payment, and
payment timeliness, i.e., whether the payment can be fulfilled
before the HTLCs in each channel expire. The algorithm
enforces these constraints by iteratively checking candidate
paths and discarding them whenever either condition is not
met. The main difference of this work in comparison with
others is that it relies on routing tables instead of source rout-
ing. PCN nodes exchange link-cost information (in this case,
routing fees) using a distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm like
in classical networks to build and maintain the routing tables.
However, the work does not support multiple paths or metrics
nor preserves transaction privacy. It also lacks quantitative
comparisons with other payment routing protocols.

13) RobustPay: RobustPay is a routing protocol that aims
to increase payment success probability by sending payments
through redundant paths [224]. This way, payments could
be completed even if nodes along one of the paths become
unresponsive. The protocol invokes CheaPay to find minimal-
fee paths that hold the properties of payment feasibility and
timeliness [81]. It then uses a variant of Suurballe’s algorithm
to find two disjoint minimal paths and sends the payment
through both paths [226]. The work, however, does not truly
support multipath because the HTLCs in one of the paths are
canceled whenever the payment has been claimed in the other
path. Hence, the extra paths provide redundancy. Also, the
authors modify the default HTLC implementation to ensure
paths can be unlocked quickly and safely. Like in CheaPay,
paths are found through routing tables built via the distributed
Bellman-Ford algorithm, which reduces pathfinding delays.
RobustPay maintains a similar payment success ratio when
compared to CheaPay despite providing the extra robustness.
However, both RobustPay and CheaPay lack comparison with
other protocols. RobustPay may also cause deadlocks in high-
load scenarios due to the extra path locks.

14) AODV-based Routing: Hoenisch and Weber propose
adapting the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)-
based routing protocol for payment channel networks [69].
The key idea of the proposal is to acknowledge that a payment
channel network is inherently dynamic because of constant
changes in channel balances and routing fees and because of
node churn. Hence, routes should be discovered on demand,
and nodes should not be assumed to maintain a synchronized
topology proactively. As in traditional AODV-based routing,
whenever a sender wants to send a payment, it floods the
network with route request messages that will be forwarded
hop-by-hop until they reach the desired destination. Then,
the receiver communicates the complete route via a route re-
sponse message to the sender, which can proceed to issue the
payment normally. The main characteristic of this approach
is that it trades the message overhead needed to maintain a
synchronized topology for an on-demand message overhead
whenever a route is needed. Thus, it is most fit for dynamic
environments with many light nodes, in which synchronizing
nodes is infeasible. The on-demand approach also mitigates



Table V
COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUTING PROTOCOLS FOR PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS.

Reference Routing
type

Global
view¹

Congestion
control

Support for
multipath

Support for
multimetric

Payment
privacy²

Payment
atomicity

Other
observations

Lightning
Network

(default) [54]

Source
routing ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Based on Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm

Lightning
Network

(AMP) [67]

Source
routing ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Ensures atomicity for
multipath payments

Spider [90]
Source
routing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Introduces transacion queues
for congestion control

Flash [80]
Source
routing ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Differentiates routing methods for
elephant and mice payments

Pickhardt
Payments [116]

Source
routing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Adopts payment probability
as a routing metric

CoinExpress [66]
Source
routing ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Inspired by the distributed
Ford-Fulkerson algorithm

HushRelay [95]
Source
routing ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Inspired by the distributed
push-relabel algorithm

Flare [55]
Source
routing ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Finds paths based on local subgraphs
and node beacons

SilentWhispers [218]
Landmark

routing ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Relies on landmarks to calculate

routes and forward payments

Rapido [96]
Landmark

routing ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Relies on landmarks and

path probing

SpeedyMurmurs [68]
Path-embedding

routing ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Uses path-embedding based on

coordinates and distances

CheaPay [81]
Hop-by-hop
(proactive) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Builds routing tables using
the Bellman-Ford algorithm

RobustPay [224]
Hop-by-hop
(proactive) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Improves CheaPay with redundant
paths to tolerate node faults

AODV-based
Routing [69]

Hop-by-hop
(reactive) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Finds routes on-demand
via route request and replies

Ant Routing [97]
Hop-by-hop

(reactive) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
Finds routes using pheromone

seeds, like ant colonies.

¹ If marked ”✓”, global view means the sender must know the complete topology of the network to find routes and issue payments.
² Payment privacy is defined here as the secrecy of the sender/receiver pair, of the payment value, and of the payment path. We mark ”✓” for protocols in which
all of the aforementioned information is kept private to nodes that are involved in the payment. We elaborate more on privacy definitions in Section VI-D.

the impact of zombie channels12, since unresponsive nodes
will never respond to the route requests. The proposal has not
been evaluated with respect to latency and payment success
ratio, nor compared with other routing protocols.

15) Ant Routing: Grunspan et al. propose a routing pro-
tocol that finds paths in the network inspired by colonies of
ants [97]. The idea is that both sender and receiver generate
the same random pheromone seed and broadcast it to random
neighbors in the network. Intermediary nodes gossip the seed
until some node receives the seed from different neighbors,
causing a match like ants touching antennas. When the seeds
match, the intermediary node sends a confirmation seed to
the payment sender that a path exists and that it can proceed
with the payment. The sender then issues the payment to the
neighbor from where the confirmation came, and the payment
gets routed in the network via the path found. Because the
pheromone seed is broadcast, multiple matches corresponding
to multiple possible paths can occur. However, like with

12Zombie channels are channels in which one node has become unrespon-
sive, but it is still unclear whether they will come back. This is a significant
issue in payment routing since the channel is still officially available but
cannot route payments.

RobustPay, the extra paths are not used for delivering multiple
payment parts but rather to improve payment privacy and
allow the sender to choose between paths with different fees.
The protocol does not rely on routing tables but creates an
Adelson-Velsky and Landis (AVL) tree that associates each
payment with the next hop in the path [97]. It is not clear
whether such an approach is scalable or efficient, as it lacks
formal evaluation and comparison with other protocols.

16) Summary of Routing Protocols and Discussion: Ta-
ble V summarizes the main points of the proposals presented
for the routing challenges in PCN and compares them with
the implementation of the Lightning Network. In the table, the
topology overview line indicates whether the user must know
the complete network topology to issue a payment. Proposals
that adopt source routing, such as Lightning Network, Spider,
Flash, CoinExpress, and Pickhardt et al., assume senders
know the complete network topology to compute paths.
The main advantages of this approach are guaranteeing the
predictability of routing fees and allowing payments to be
onion-routed. However, senders must be synchronized with
the network and spend energy on pathfinding. Thus, source-
routing should be adopted when it is expected that nodes



in the network are synchronized and have enough computing
power. In CheaPay and RobustPay, routing tables indicate the
optimal paths and payments are routed hop-by-hop, saving
resources. This approach transfers the computing of tables
to capable nodes, enabling light nodes to participate at the
expense of unpredictable fees and weaker privacy. AODV-
based routing also routes hop-by-hop but adopts a reactive
mechanism for discovering routes instead of maintaining
routing tables, which slows down the routing process in
static networks. Therefore, AODV should only be used when
tables cannot be efficiently maintained. SilentWhispers and
SpeedyMurmurs provide a hybrid solution that requires the
sender to compute a partial path to one of the landmarks
which are responsible for forwarding the payment. This
approach also reduces the sender’s effort but could lead to
common routing attacks, such as sinkholes, if the landmarks
are adversaries.

We also observe that several protocols adopt multi-path
approaches for sending payments, seeking to increase the
payment success rate through payment splitting. The key
idea is that small payments fit into low-capacity channels,
increasing the probability of delivery. However, surprisingly
enough, not all protocols consider fixed routing fees a cost
metric despite them being the default metric for most payment
channel networks [66], [68], [90], [95], [218]. We argue
that such protocols are difficult to adopt by default in prac-
tice, as splitting would incur extra fees that would make
them unattractive for users. Multi-path approaches should
consequently be preferable only when payments do not fit
into a single path. Furthermore, multi-path payments raise
concerns about atomicity, as some payment parts may fail
while others reach the target. The atomicity of payments is
guaranteed by all single-path protocols and the AMP [67] and
CoinExpress [66] protocols, which cancel all payments if a
path cannot deliver a payment part. In particular, AMP can be
used as a generic atomicity service for multipath non-atomic
routing protocols [94].

Some protocols present unique characteristics which sepa-
rate them from the others. Pickhardt et al. [116] present the
only protocol that permits multi-metric optimization, consid-
ering fees and delivery probabilities. Multi-metric optimiza-
tion may be useful for applications with specific requirements,
such as a minimal payment delivery probability regardless
of the amount of fees to be paid. SilentWhispers, Speedy-
Murmurs, Rapido, and HushRelay are the only protocols
that guarantee payment privacy, i.e., the confidentiality of
the sender/receiver pair, payment value, and payment path.
Protocols that probe candidate paths with payment values,
such as CoinExpress, or that adopt distributed max-flow
algorithms, such as HushRelay, disclose payment information
to nodes that may not be involved in the chosen path, therefore
compromising payment privacy. We observe that the protocols
that ensure payment privacy are those that adopt source
routing without probing.

Despite being the most extensively studied topic of PCNs,

Figure 15. Active rebalancing of channels through circular self-payments in
a payment channel network.

payment routing still presents open challenges and oppor-
tunities for research. For example, payment latency in the
Lightning Network is still in the order of seconds, which
needs to be improved for some applications. Current routing
protocols in payment channel networks do not cover this since
they aim to minimize routing fees or maximize the probability
of payment completion. Also, no works analyze in depth the
efficiency loss caused by routing payments individually as
opposed to a global payment scheduler that routes payments
optimally. This comparison would yield the “price of anarchy”
of routing protocols in payment channel networks, a concept
that measures how the efficiency of a system degrades due to
the selfish behavior of its agents [227]. Finally, most routing
protocols assume nodes share a globally synchronized topol-
ogy and are always online, which excludes mobile nodes with
low resources and intermittent connectivity. Recent efforts on
the Lightning Network attempt to improve this scenario, but
need more formalization and extensive testing [228].

B. Channel Rebalancing

The channel liquidity distribution directly influences its
capacity to forward payments and overall payment goodput.
Thus, keeping channels balanced is a crucial concern in
payment channel networks. Routing protocols that adopt con-
gestion control mechanisms, namely Spider [90], Pickhardt
payments [116], and Rapido [96], indirectly contribute to
reducing channel imbalance. However, as most applications
have a well-defined tendency for payment flows, e.g., from
buyers to sellers, more than congestion control is needed to
maintain balances in the long run. One of the most significant
challenges in payment channel networks is how to propose
efficient rebalancing mechanisms that preserve the duration of
the channels and maximize their usefulness. In this section,
we describe and compare several proposals found in the
literature.

1) Passive Rebalancing: The simplest and most used form
of rebalancing is to encourage payments by changing the
forwarding fees being charged. In this method, also called
passive rebalancing in the literature, intermediaries increase
their fees in a given channel whenever they detect that a
channel is imbalanced [54], [82]. The idea is that, as the fees
increase, fewer users will choose the channel in that direction,



and the channel will slowly balance itself as payments arrive
in the opposite direction.

In general, intermediaries manually adjust fees according
to convenience, but some tools automate the process [229],
[230]. Differently, Di Stasi et al. [65] propose a new fee func-
tion that discourages payments that promote further channel
imbalance. Similar to the Lightning Network, the fee function
has a fixed fee, accounting for operational costs, and a
proportional fee that depends on the size of the payment. The
proposed proportional fee has two different slopes: slow and
shigh. The slow slope, denoted by slow, accounts for the part
of the payment that decreases the channel imbalance, while
the steeper slope, shigh, is applied to the rest of the payment.
Thus, payments that further increase channel imbalance will
pay higher fees due to the steep slope. Likewise, payments
that reduce channel imbalance pay low fees due to the slow
slope, which helps to maintain channel balance.

The main advantage of passive rebalancing lies in re-
covering the channel usability while avoiding both on-chain
and off-chain payment fees. Thus, passive rebalancing is the
cheapest rebalancing method for the end user. Nevertheless,
passive rebalancing relies on payment flow demands uncertain
on the channel’s counterparty side. A node may lower its
fees and see little effect on its balance if no demands are
in the opposite direction. Furthermore, the feasibility of
this approach is restricted to central and richly connected
nodes that act as intermediaries for other payment flows.
This approach works best on the Lightning Network, as
its default algorithm considers fees the primary metric for
choosing paths. However, whether this strategy is efficient
with algorithms considering other parameters is uncertain.

2) Active Rebalancing Via Circular Payments: In active
rebalancing techniques, users issue payments to entities or
themselves to receive outbound or inbound liquidity. The
main advantage of this technique is that it does not rely on
uncertain payment demands. Nevertheless, as users have to
issue payments, active rebalancing introduces fees, presenting
itself as a more expensive alternative than passive rebalancing.
Active rebalancing methods can be further categorized into
circular and non-circular payments.

In the circular payments scheme, depicted in Figure 15,
users leverage the network topology to issue self-payments
and rebalance the channels along the payment path. While
circular payment techniques successfully avoid the blockchain
to refund the channel, the amount of coins is restricted by
the balances on the circular route. Circular payments can be
further divided into two types: local and global protocols.
Each user uses local protocols to calculate a set of rebalancing
transactions that are optimal for their channels.

Imbalance measure. Pickhardt and Nowostawski introduce
a network imbalance metric and a rebalancing method that
minimizes local imbalance between channels of a user [94].
The idea is that the user constantly calculates the difference
in balance between all the channels in which it is involved
in order to keep them in balance with each other. Suppose

there is a significant disparity between the two channels. In
that case, the user makes a cyclical payment to itself from
the channel with the highest balance to the channel with
the lowest balance, changing the distribution of balances.
Thus, the goal is that the user can always route payments
equally in any direction. The authors show that this local
heuristic improves the network’s global balance if nodes
collaborate with each other. Nevertheless, this collaboration is
difficult to guarantee in a decentralized system where users act
independently. The work also lacks significant experiments on
the impact of this strategy if only a fraction of the nodes adopt
the proposal.

Pickhardt and Nowostawski evaluate their strategy using
a Lightning Network snapshot. The authors verify that the
network imbalance, measured by a normalized Gini coef-
ficient, quickly drops with the adoption of their solution,
going from 0.5 to 0.2. They also quantify the number of
rebalancing operations in the network, which varies from
10,000 to 100,000 operations. Furthermore, using the author’s
strategy increases the number of paths that are able to forward
a single satoshi from 11.2% to 98.3% paths. Nonetheless,
the evaluation is limited as it lacks a comparison with other
proposals and experiments in a highly dynamic environment,
where nodes can open and close channels whenever they
want.

REBAL. Awaethare et al. [115] propose a local and circular
rebalancing algorithm called REBAL. REBAL accounts for
the channel’s workload history to decide on the rebalancing
amounts. To motivate their work, the authors simulate a PCN
environment by using the Lightning Network topology and
a real-world Ripple transaction wokload [68], [220]. They
show that even with initially balanced channels, over 63%
of channels become imbalanced after 200 seconds, with 80%
of the channel balance being concentrated on one side of
the bidirectional channel. REBAL rebalances the maximum
number of channels by selecting the longest cycle the node
is involved in at the start of the rebalancing algorithm.
REBAL has the major advantage of keeping channel balance
information private due to its local rebalancing. REBAL also
allows intermediary nodes to redirect payments through an
alternative path, which avoids halting payments while the
rebalancing occurs. However, the authors do not get into
detail on how the re-routes work, especially in an onion-based
source-routing PCN such as the Lightning Network.

The authors use the Spider simulator to implement REBAL
and compare it with other routing proposals for the Lightning
Network. The simulation shows that a rebalancing operation
takes around 2 seconds and that the transaction success
rate is higher when the node rebalances its channel every
40 seconds. In that configuration, REBAL processes more
than 2× the transaction volume of other routing algorithms,
such as Spider, landmark routing, and waterfilling, when
the transaction generation rate is small. Furthermore, the
simulation shows that the transaction success rate is higher if
the threshold to determine whether the channel is imbalanced



Table VI
PER-FEATURE COMPARISON OF REBALANCING ALGORITHMS IN THE LITERATURE.

Reference Rebalancing
Type

Circular
Payments

Global
Rebalancing

Privacy
Guarantees

Transaction on
the Blockchain

Other
Features

Imbalance measure [94] Active ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Allows users to share
balance to acheieve more

efficient rebalancing

REBAL [115] Active ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Considers workload history

to calculate rebalancing

REVIVE [61] Active ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
Consensus to establish

fault-tolerance

Hide&Seek [128] Active ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Uses Multi-Party
Computation to ensure

privacy

Submarine Swaps (Loop) [129] Active ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Exchanges on-chain funds

for off-chain balance

Splicing [60] Active ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Requires users to close
and reopen the channel

Shaduf [130] Active ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Allows fund shifting
through a single

on-chain transaction

Fee management Passive ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗
Uses fee to

(des)incentivize routing

Di Stasi [65] Passive ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Proposes a new fee
that (des)incentivize routing

through (im)balanced channels

is set to 50% of the channel capacity. The authors, however,
fail to evaluate crucial aspects of REBAL, such as success
rate under asymmetrical payment demands, costs, and how
REBAL affects other channels’ balances.

REVIVE. Khalil and Gervais [61] propose Revive, a circular
and global rebalancing algorithm that takes advantage of cy-
cles in the network topology to rebalance channels, reducing
the need to resort to the blockchain. In global rebalancing
protocols, users send their desired balances to a third party
that calculates a set of transactions among every user that
better fits their needs. In Revive, the elected leader receives
rebalancing requests from multiple users and calculates a set
of transactions that must be performed. This set of transac-
tions considers user requirements and must ensure that users
do not lose funds. Thus, the proposed algorithm shifts coins
between channels, respecting the rebalancing preferences pro-
vided by users and conserving the credit allocated by each
user on the network. REVIVE has the major advantage of
computing very efficient rebalancing operations given that it
uses information from a high number of nodes. The algorithm,
however, compromises users’ privacy: to calculate the set of
rebalancing transactions, the leader must know the balance
of the channels involved. Furthermore, the authors do not
evaluate REVIVE, which makes it difficult to assess the run
time of the complete protocol, from leader election to the
receiving of rebalancing transactions.

The choice between local and global rebalancing tech-
niques usually presents a trade-off between privacy and
efficiency. Local rebalancing focuses on local information to
calculate the optimal set of transactions, which can worsen

third-party channels’ balances despite protecting user privacy.
On the other hand, global rebalancing techniques efficiently
calculate a rebalance operation that is optimal for the whole
network. Nevertheless, this technique usually involves trusting
a third-party or revealing private balance information.

Hide&Seek. Avarikioti et al. [128] propose a privacy-
preserving global and circular rebalancing technique called
Hide&Seek. It uses multi-party computation (MPC) to im-
prove on REVIVE’s solution and reach a fully private so-
lution. In Hide&Seek, selected participants jointly compute
the optimal solution of a linear programming problem. The
authors model the rebalancing problem as a linear program-
ming problem and solve it to find the maximum circulation
payment flow that meets the rebalance demands from each
user. Although Hide&Seek offers additional privacy guaran-
tees, using MPC adds a significant overhead, which results
in slow rebalancing operations [128], [133]. Furthermore, the
authors fail to evaluate Hide&Seek, which makes it difficult to
quantify the MPC’s overhead and Hide&Seek’s improvement
in payment success rate.

3) Active Rebalancing Via Non-circular Payments: Non-
circular rebalancing techniques usually involve sending coins
to a user or entity and receiving the same amount as inbound
or outbound liquidity. In the Lightning Network, this happens
through two main alternatives: submarine swaps [129] and
splicing [60].

Submarine swaps. Submarine swaps present a trustless ex-
change of on-chain funds for off-chain balance [129]. Thus, a
user A that wishes to rebalance a channel issues a transaction



in the blockchain to user B and receives the same amount
back from user B on its off-chain channel. This technique is
named “submarine swap” because the payments of Layer 2
users have to “immerse” to a lower layer, Layer 1, to receive
the funds back on Layer 2, like a submarine immersing in
the ocean. The primary tool to perform submarine swaps
in the Lightning Network is Loop, which executes either
Loop In, which converts a Bitcoin payment to a Lightning
payment, or Loop Out, which converts Lightning payments to
Bitcoin payments [129]. While submarine swaps allow users
to acquire liquidity without closing the channel, they request
on-chain payments that are expensive and time-consuming.
Although submarine swaps became a popular solution in the
LN, it still lacks quantitative analysis comparing it to other
proposals.

Splicing. Splicing is a Layer-one rebalancing technique
that resorts to changing the channel’s capacity through a
blockchain transaction [60]. In Splicing, users must close and
reopen the channel with a different capacity by issuing an
on-chain transaction. The splicing operation is called Splice
In when the new channel capacity is higher than the closed
one and Splice Out when the new channel capacity is lower.
Although Splicing allows users to reopen the channel with
a new capacity, the channel must be closed and reopened
through a blockchain transaction, which is expensive and
time-consuming. Similarly to submarine swaps, Splicing lacks
quantitative analysis.

Shaduf. Ge et al. [130] introduce Shaduf, a non-circular
active rebalancing protocol that leverages a one-time binding
on-chain transaction to allow many-times channel rebalancing
off-chain. Shaduf relies on a Layer 1 transaction, avoiding
cycles to move funds. Instead, users can move funds through
adjacent channels as often as they want with only one on-
chain transaction. Similarly to Loop, however, Shaduf is
more expensive when compared to off-chain rebalancing, as it
introduces on-chain fees. Nonetheless, it allows users to move
funds through channels without requiring a specific topology
to achieve the rebalancing.

Ge et al. implement Shaduf and compare it to REVIVE [61]
and the standard Lightning Network operation. While RE-
VIVE enhances the transaction success rate by about 7%
the Lightning Network standard operation, Shaduf achieves
an enhancement from 10% to 22% as channel capacities get
larger. The authors also verify Shaduf’s success ratio when
the payments are highly skewed in the network. In their
simulation, some nodes receive the roles of merchants, who
receive more payments than they issue, while other nodes
are customers, who make more payments than they receive.
Under skewed payments, Shaduf increases the payment suc-
cess rate of the default LN operation in 15% while REVIVE
enhances 7.5%. The simulation also shows that Shaduf costs
at most 8.13 USD while closing and reopening the channel
costs around 3.07 USD. Nevertheless, Shaduf allows unlim-
ited channel rebalancing while closing and reopening the

channel must be repeated every time the channel is depleted.
4) Summary of Rebalancing Mechanisms and Discussion:

Table VI summarizes the categories and proposals on rebal-
ancing algorithms. The Lightning Network features a com-
bination of active and passive methods, as well as channel
reestablishment through blockchain transactions. The net-
work’s central routers often regulate their balances passively
through fee management, as they constantly receive payments
from all directions. Less central users adopt the circular
method if they have channels with sufficient capacity or
recreate the channel by reserving more coins through a direct
transaction on the blockchain. There is still no solution that
guarantees the balance of the network systematically.

Channel balancing is one of the most important research
topics in payment channel networks. Most researchers pro-
pose an active rebalancing mechanism, as passive rebalancing
depends on uncertain demands and is not widely available to
every node in the network. In particular, a great part of current
approaches proposes an active rebalancing through circular
routes [61], [94], [115], [128] due to its simplicity and low
cost. Nevertheless, there are still open challenges to reach
an efficient active rebalancing solution that maintains user
privacy. While global rebalancing mechanisms are usually
effective, they rely on users disclosing private information. On
the other hand, local rebalancing mechanisms keep channel
balance private but are usually ineffective. Future designs on
global active rebalancing need to provide stronger privacy
guarantees while reducing this efficiency loss. Using modern
cryptographic techniques, such as MPC in Hide&Seek, is
promising but requires further evaluation to assess its over-
head and feasibility. Alternatively, local rebalancing proposals
need studies on its convergence, how it impacts other nodes’
balance, and how far the local approach is from the more
efficient global rebalancing. There are still open challenges
for defining rebalancing policies to define when to rebal-
ance [231]. Some approaches [115], [129] define a channel
balance threshold to define whether a channel is balanced.
This is sub-optimal as it ignores dynamic payment demands in
the network. Similarly, defining how many coins to allocate to
a depleted channel and from which channel to allocate is still
an open challenge. Some proposals split the channel capacity
equally between the two parties when rebalancing [61], [94],
which is also sub-optimal when payment demands are unequal
in both directions of the channel.

C. Network Design

As the Lightning Network rapidly grows in terms of
participants, the research community delves into the strategies
of where to create a channel in the topology and how much
funds to allocate to it [98], [99], [117], [118], [134]. These
choices are crucial to new nodes that want to have a profitable
channel by maximizing the income from routing fees. Further-
more, this challenge is essential to some Lightning Network
implementations, which automate channel opening through
autopilots [83], [135]. The literature on network design in



the Lightning Network is rich. While some studies analyze
existing node attachment strategies and their impact on the
network [99], [117], [118], others propose novel attachment
strategies to nodes [98], [100].

1) Network Design Analysis: Some papers study the topol-
ogy of payment channel networks using game theory [99],
[118]. The idea is to analyze how the network was initially
formed, how it is evolving, and compare the efficiency loss of
this independently formed network with a centralized alterna-
tive. Avarikioti et al. [99] study the network’s topology when
players act selfishly by weighting the benefits of opening
a payment channel, determined by the potential transaction
forwarding fees and the routing price, and the costs of opening
a channel. To analyze this, the authors model the expected
fee reward of a channel using betweenness centrality, which
is based on the shortest paths passing through the node. Fur-
thermore, the authors use closeness centrality to predict the
number of fees paid when issuing transactions to other players
in the network. The paper then demonstrates that the problem
of finding the best response, i.e., where to add the node in
the network knowing every player’s strategy, is NP-hard. Also
using game theory, Wan et al. [134] study the existence of
pure Nash Equilibrium in the price-setting game between two
payment hubs. They compare the optimal revenue hubs can
achieve when cooperating instead of competing. They find
that the competitive nature of PCNs will result in much lower
fees with the increase in network capacity.

In another direction, Lange et al. [117] analyze possible
node attachment strategies and their long-term impact on the
network. The authors use common graph-theory strategies,
such as random, k-median, or highest-degree attachment,
and evaluate payment success rates, fee amounts, income
inequality, and the network diameter. The results show that,
from a selfish point of view, centralized attachments provide
better short-term results, such as a higher transaction success
rate. On the other hand, decentralized strategies provide better
long-term results to the network overall. For example, a
participant using the k-median approach to create channels
can concentrate almost 3% of all payments routed by opening
15 channels. Nevertheless, as the number of participants using
k-median grows, the network diameter and inequality soar,
becoming twice the value of k-center and random approaches.

2) Attachment and Balance Planning: The question of
how many coins to allocate to a newly created channel is
fundamental in payment channel networks. If a user creates
a channel with low funds, it must constantly be refunded
through the blockchain. On the other hand, allocating too
many funds to a channel is inefficient, as other applications
might use these coins. To solve this problem, Li et al. present
PnP, a secure balance planning for PCNs [98]. PnP uses
estimated payment demands to calculate a chance-constrained
optimization problem that minimizes channel deposits ef-
ficiently. Furthermore, in PnP, nodes use a cryptographic
sortition protocol to randomly select a committee that runs
the proposed algorithm, removing the need for a centralized

or trusted third party.
Li et al. implement PnP as a service to interact with LND,

an implementation of the Lightning Network. The authors find
the effect of demand estimate error on the number of satisfied
payment demands of PnP is only around 3%. Furthermore, the
authors also verify that PnP satisfies around 95% of payment
demands and creates on average 82 channels with only 4
being exhausted. The authors refrain from comparing PnP
with other work in the literature as PnP was the first balance
planning protocol for PCNs.

In a different direction, Esroy et al. [100] study how
to make payment channels profitable. More specifically, the
authors analyze how users can maximize profit by evaluating
where to create a channel and how much to charge for
routing fees. The authors formulate the maximum reward
improvement problem (MRI): finding k channels incident
to a given node n that maximize the expected reward of
n. This problem is based on the maximum betweenness
improvement problem (MBI) [70] with the difference that
MRI also tries to choose an optimal fee policy. Then, the
paper shows that the MRI problem is NP-hard and proposes
a greedy algorithm that tries multiple channels, calculates the
expected reward, and connects to those that give the maximum
reward. To calculate the expected rewards, the authors use
the betweenness centrality graph metric and a function that
defines the fees to be charged.

The authors also evaluate their proposal on a snapshot of
the Lightning Network. The results show that their proposed
method of fee optimization increases by 2× the reward
in comparison with centrality-based attachment strategies.
Although greedy attachment algorithms such as the one
proposed by Ersoy et al. present a high reward to the user,
the work of Lange et al. [117] also show that their running
time is significantly higher than other attachment strategies.
While strategies such as connecting to the highest degree
nodes, k-Median, and k-Center take only a few seconds to
suggest channels, greedy strategies such as MBI take over
24,000 seconds (around 6 hours) to suggest 10 channels. As
the network is highly dynamic, the greedy strategy might be
computing channels in an outdated version of the network
topology.

3) Autopilots: Multiple Lightning Network implementa-
tions offer autopilots that automatically open channels with
multiple users [83], [135]. The autopilot of LND [135], an
implementation of the Lightning Network, allows users to
set parameters such as the maximum number of channels,
the minimum and maximum size of the channel, and the
number of funds to be allocated, and opens channels auto-
matically for users. The autopilot uses the Barabasi-Albert
model [232] of preferential attachment, randomly selecting
where to add a node with a probability distribution based on
the existing node’s degree. In that case, the autopilot favors
connections to already highly central nodes. Although this
model is the standard strategy adopted by the autopilot, the
LND implementation provides an interface that supports the



implementation of alternative preferential attachment models.

Pickhardt [83] introduces lib autopilot, a Python library
that uses statistics to recommend channel openings. The
implementation allows users to select preferential attachment
strategies and offers four main heuristics: random, central,
decreased diameter, and richness. The random heuristic fol-
lows the Erdős–Rényi model [233] and chooses the prospect
channel partners from a uniform distribution. In the central
strategy, the probability distribution of prospect partners is
weighted by their betweenness centrality metric, which favors
more central nodes. Alternatively, the decreased diameter
heuristic prefers nodes with lower connectivity, and the rich-
ness heuristic draws nodes from a uniform distribution of the
richest nodes, i.e., nodes with the highest capacities, in the
network. The proposed autopilot also estimates the number of
funds the user should allocate to the channels based on the
channel capacities of the new partners. Both LND’s autopilot
and lib-autopilot still lack quantitative comparisons between
each other and with other proposals.

4) Summary of Network Design and Discussion: Network
design works mainly focus on modeling the network’s current
state and proposing methods for optimally opening channels.
Choosing where to place new payment channels is particularly
important in PCNs as it creates a trade-off between decentral-
ization and efficiency [117]. Current implementations of the
Lightning Network offer autopilots that automatically create
channels without considering centralization. While attaching
new channels to nodes with large capacity and numerous con-
nections produces short paths and low payment fees, it also
contributes to centralization in the network. The centralization
facilitates topological attacks and leads to other long-term
security vulnerabilities [79].

Several studies analyze the Lightning Network topology
and attachment strategies [99], [117], [134] but efficient
autopilot solutions remain largely unexplored in academia.
Current autopilots [83], [135] use inefficient heuristics such
as connecting to nodes with the highest betweenness centrality
or degree. These heuristics, although fast, usually disregard
potential financial gains for the user. Future autopilot de-
signs must also acknowledge the trade-off between efficiency,
meaning what is best for the user, and decentralization,
meaning what is best for the network [117]. Possible solutions
involve a hybrid approach that combines short-term financial
gain with long-term network stability.

Furthermore, a significant part of current network design
proposals assumes a uniform payment distribution among
nodes in the network. This assumption is a result of PCNs
keeping payment information private, which leads researchers
to model sender-receiver pairs following a familiar distri-
bution. Despite its popularity, this assumption might not
accurately reflect the traffic in the network. Future designs
should account for existing literature on PCN traffic analysis
and diverse payment distribution to create more accurate
attachment strategies [87], [91].

D. Challenges in Security and Privacy

Providing user privacy is arguably one of the main features
of blockchain systems, especially for public cryptocurren-
cies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Hence, the off-chain
mechanisms involved in payment channel networks must be
carefully designed to avoid leaking information that may
compromise user privacy. In this section, we discuss and
classify the privacy challenges of PCNs: node anonymity, link
privacy, and payment privacy.

1) Node Anonymity: As in blockchain systems, users in a
payment channel network should not be personally identified.
Otherwise, they might suffer targeted attacks and be prose-
cuted by governments and financial institutions. To preserve
privacy, PCNs rely on the underlying blockchain and adopt
the user’s public key as the node identifier in the PCN [234].
Using public keys provides a level of anonymity that is as
good as the anonymity on the underlying blockchain. The user
is responsible for not linking personal data to the public key
in servers of untrusted third parties, e.g., by managing keys
via custodial wallets that adopt know-your-customer (KYC)
measures. Note, however, that nodes in PCNs often reveal
their identities to provide some level of reputation-based trust
if the node is owned by a well-known blockchain company
such as Bitfinex [235] or if the node is a known retailer.

2) Link Privacy: Link privacy refers to preserving payment
channel information other than the channel nodes and the
channel capacity, which are published in the blockchain.
Kappos et al. [112] identify two privacy requirements for
payment channels:

• Channel privacy: Two users should, if they wish, be
able to hide the existence of the channel they share and
preserve any information about the channel from third-
party access.

• Balance privacy: Although total channel capacities are
public, the channel balances, i.e., the distribution of
resources in the channel, must remain private. Other-
wise, payments could be tracked by monitoring channel
balances. Publishing balances would also create a scal-
ability problem because notifying balance updates to all
channels in a highly dynamic environment would flood
the network with messages.

Link privacy is usually preserved by global specifications
that apply systematically to all nodes in a payment chan-
nel network. For example, the Lightning Network provides
channel privacy by enforcing the advertisement of public
channels on the network using the gossip protocol [234]. If
a channel is not announced, other users are unaware of its
existence. Nodes that only participate in private channels are
also considered private since their node identifier is never
announced. However, channel announcement messages in
the Lightning Network do not provide space for advertising
channel balances, and there is no other message type for this
purpose. This means users cannot systematically reveal bal-
ances, although those can still be inferred in some situations
via channel probing [66], [116], [212].



Figure 16. Example of a wormhole attack. Bob and David collude to steal routing fees that Charlie should claim. The solid lines indicate the steps of the
payment-establishing phase, while the dotted lines indicate the payment-settling phase.

Kappos et al. [112] try to identify private channels in the
Lightning Network using two heuristics to understand LN’s
privacy limitations. First, the authors use a property heuristic
to identify an upper-bound number of private channels. They
search for every Bitcoin transaction which occurred after
January 12, 2018, when the Lightning mainnet was launched.
In particular, the heuristic selects transactions that use a
specific type of output address, called payment to witness
script hash (P2WSH), which is used to open and close
channels in the Lightning Network. Then, the authors filter
these transactions with common channel opening and closing
transaction features, such as having a 2-of-2 multi-signature
address and having at most two outputs. The authors reach
an upper bound of 77,245 pairs of transactions that could
have been used to open and close private channels in the
network. Then, the authors develop another heuristic, called
tracing heuristic, to identify associated private channels. This
heuristic verifies common patterns in opening transactions,
such as using the output of a channel-closing transaction
to open more channels or using the change in the channel-
opening transaction to continue to create channels. The results
show that the intersection between the two heuristics indicates
27,183 transactions which likely represent the opening of
private channels.

3) Payment privacy: Payments contain sensitive informa-
tion that can lead to attacks and failed payments if disclosed
to unauthorized parties. According to the literature, the fol-
lowing requirements should be guaranteed for payments in
PCNs [56], [102], [119]:

• Balance security: A PCN must ensure that an honest
user in a path does not lose coins, even if all other nodes
along the path are malicious or corrupted.

• On-path relationship anonymity: Intermediary nodes
that route a payment should only know their immediate
predecessor and successor in the payment path. Thus,
the relationship between the sender and the receiver of
a payment is private unless it is a single-hop payment.

• Off-path payment privacy: Nodes not involved in
the payment path should not be able to obtain any
information about a payment routed by honest nodes.
This includes the payment value, path, and identifiers of
senders and receivers.

While PCNs provide link privacy by design, payment
privacy usually depends on the routing protocol. For instance,

the Lightning Network’s default routing protocol adopts onion
source routing to guarantee on-path relationship anonymity
and computes paths locally to preserve off-path payment
privacy [209]. Some new proposals attempt to provide on-
path payment privacy, i.e., to ensure the full payment path
is unknown even to the sender and intermediaries via route
blinding [101]. Route blinding, however, is yet to be imple-
mented and tested in the Lightning Network. Other protocols,
such as AODV-based routing [69] and CheaPay [81], leak
payment information due to their collaborative path-finding
approach. HTLCs guarantee balance security if nodes are
always online (Section VI-E2 gives an example where this
is not the case).

4) Privacy-utility trade-off: It is worth mentioning that, as
in many computational systems, ensuring privacy in PCNs
impacts performance. Not revealing channel balances in the
network forces users to guess if a given path has enough
balance to support a particular payment via trial-and-error.
This trial-and-error approach causes concurrency issues that
waste resources, increase average payment latency, and reduce
payment goodput. On the other hand, PCNs cannot simply
publish channel balances to improve performance since it
would compromise user privacy. Tang et al. demonstrate that
privacy and utility represent a trade-off for PCNs and that
it is unfeasible to provide both simultaneously [103]. In
the Lightning Network, central nodes with many resources
mitigate this issue by opening large channels that can route
payments with high probability at the core of the network. The
approach, however, incurs centralization and is not effective
for payments that must be routed in the network periphery.

5) Summary of Security and Privacy in PCNs and Discus-
sion: Privacy in payment channel networks can be defined on
several levels. First, PCNs rely on the underlying blockchain
for node anonymity, which is usually accomplished by adopt-
ing public keys as identifiers. The PCN itself (or its channel
announcement protocol) guarantees balance secrecy and gives
the option of keeping the channel private by forcing users to
announce their channels if they want them to be public. The
channel opening transaction is inherently private due to the
SegWit protocol and only a channel’s node can prove that
a multisig transaction is used to create a channel. Payment
privacy, i.e., the secrecy of the sender-receiver pair, payment
value, and payment path, depends on the routing protocol,
which must ensure that no information about the payment can
be leaked to off-path nodes. Lastly, PCNs present a privacy-



utility trade-off that forces payment routing protocols and
gossip protocols to either favor privacy or performance, both
cannot be achieved simultaneously [103]. Efficient routing
protocols in PCNs usually rely on weaker privacy assump-
tions.

E. Attacks in PCNs

1) Wormhole attacks: The Lightning Network has some
security vulnerabilities despite ensuring privacy and security
requirements.

Malavolta et al. [71] demonstrate the wormhole attack. In
this type of attack, an attacker in the path of a payment
colludes with or controls another node in the same path.
Although the payment path is confidential, the attacker can
easily check if another node under its control is in the
payment path since the HTLCs in the Lightning Network have
the same hash. Thus, upon receiving two HTLCs at different
points with the same hash function, the attacker infers that
the payment is on the same path.

Figure 16 illustrates the attack. Alice wants to send a coin
to Erin. Each intermediary charges 0.1 coins as a forwarding
fee. Bob and David collude to carry out the attack. In the
first part, the attacker legitimately establishes HTLCs in the
payment path with block hash y | H(x) = y. The receiver
reveals the value of x to David to unlock the chain of pay-
ments, who passes it on directly to Bob without redeeming the
payment in the channel he has with Charlie. Bob then redeems
the payment on his channel with Alice. From Charlie’s point
of view, who does not get the x value, the HTLC failed.
The wormhole attack allows the attacker to receive fees that
would otherwise be destined for intermediary nodes. In the
example, each intermediary would receive a 0.1 fee if Bob
and David acted honestly. However, Bob receives 0.3 coins
by performing the wormhole attack, which he can split with
David. Despite not losing any coins, the wormhole attack
hurts Charlie, who does not receive payment fees and must
keep the coins unavailable until the HTLC expires.

Wormhole attacks are possible because relationship
anonymity is not guaranteed when nodes on the same path
collude [71]. To solve this problem, Malavolta et al. propose
a new type of contract called multi-hop HTLC [56]. In this
construction, each intermediary receives two hash values yi
and yi+1, where yi = H(xi) and yi+1 = H(xi ⊕ xi+1),
where xi ⊕ xi+1 represents the logical “exclusive-or” op-
eration between xi and xi+1. In addition to these values,
intermediaries also receive the value xi+1 and a proof that
∃xi | yi = H(xi), yi+1 = H(xi⊕xi+1). This proof uses zero-
knowledge proof (ZKP) techniques, which allow the sender to
prove a claim without revealing secret information pertinent
to the claim [236]. Thus, as in HTLCs, disclosing xi is
enough to unlock the entire payment chain since xi is the only
information intermediaries omit. This construction guarantees
the anonymity of the relationship since each intermediary has
a different hash, making it difficult to associate payments in
the same chain.

The authors develop a proof-of-concept implementation
of their proposal in Python to analyze its feasibility. They
verify that a sender takes 309 ms to create each proof for
intermediary nodes. Furthermore, each proof has 1.65 MB and
each intermediary takes around 130 ms to verify the proof.
As an example, the authors use a path with 5 users and verify
that the overall computation overhead is 1.32 seconds and the
communication overhead is 5 MB.

2) Coin Theft: In any payment channel network, it is
possible to steal coins if one of the parties on the channel
disconnects for a sufficiently long period. PCNs such as the
Lightning Network [54] and the Raiden Network [89] assume
that any node transacts in the network remains online as long
as the channel is open. Otherwise, one of the channel parties
can terminate it by publishing an old transaction13, which
invalidates sent coins and effectively recovers them for the
sending party. The system punishes this type of malicious
behavior by allowing the victim to spend all the coins in the
channel, including those of the malicious party, if they recover
from the disconnection during a predefined lock time window.
Therefore, the attack is only worth trying if the malicious
node can guarantee that the other party will not check the
blockchain during the dispute period, which remains until the
time window expires.

In networks with fast and reliable connections where all
users have a copy of the blockchain, a tiny default value for
block time windows allows victims to recover and punish their
attackers in time. In such cases, users can detect malicious
behavior instantly, without trusting a third party, simply by
synchronizing their blockchains and verifying the most recent
blocks. However, in heterogeneous scenarios with many users,
especially mobile devices, some nodes may disconnect for
long periods or indefinitely. Device downtime is especially
challenging for use cases where the direction of payments is
biased to one side, such as when a seller uses her device
to receive transactions from multiple buyers. In this case,
the payment channels are expected to be highly imbalanced
concerning one of the parties.

Channel imbalance indicates a greater vulnerability to
the coin theft problem, as demonstrated in the following
formulation. Let two devices b and s, which represent de-
vices of a buyer and a seller, respectively, connected to the
routers r1 and r2 through payment channels as shown in
Figure 17. Each payment channel u ↔ v has a balance
balu↔v(t) = (balu(t), balv(t)), where balu(t) and balv(t))
are the balances of nodes u and v at time t, respectively.
Note that balu(t)+balv(t) is constant. For payment channels
between buyers and routers, for example, b ↔ r1, the initial
balance is balb↔r1(0) = (α, 0), where α is the number of
coins that the buyer b reserves for payments in the channel.
Likewise, the initial balance of payment channels between
vendors and routers, for example, r2 ↔ s is balr2↔s(0) =
(β, 0) where β is the number of coins that the router r2
reserves to forward payments to the seller s. The formulation

13Also described as a “revoked state” in the literature [54], [55], [127].
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<latexit sha1_base64="lMEgChSJ/Y7XlKDXVo23IPJ6Noc=">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</latexit>

t = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="YdvmFpO2GDD+EMVmnfETDSbYfS4=">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</latexit>s
<latexit sha1_base64="DL14kxB6/WHWvON/D9TFrinE2uw=">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</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="yvBs/+wjiRtBfxeieH+OJ9zWuVo=">AAACxnicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZi4alpiBHYkblhilEeChLRlwAmlbaZTDSEm/oBb/TTjH+hfeGcoiS6I3qbtmXPvOTN3rhcHPJG2/ZEz1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUTuJUuGzlh8Fkeh6bsICHrKW5DJg3Vgwd+oFrONNrlS+88BEwqPwVs5i1p+645CPuO9Kom7EoDwolmyrpsNcgMpFBmqO6Vi2jhKyaEbFd9xhiAg+UkzBEEISDuAioacHBzZi4vqYEycIcZ1neEKBtClVMapwiZ3Qd0yrXsaGtFaeiVb7tEtAryCliTPSRFQnCKvdTJ1PtbNiV3nPtac624z+XuY1JVbinti/dMvK/+pULxIjVHUPnHqKNaO68zOXVN+KOrn5oytJDjFxCg8pLwj7Wrm8Z1NrEt27ultX5z91pWLV2s9qU3ypU9KAl1M0V4N22XIuLfv6olSvZqPO4wSnOKd5VlBHA020yHuMF7zizWgYoZEaj4tSI5dpjvErjOdvVFGQqg==</latexit>r2

<latexit sha1_base64="CwfIKubTwmw5cmijPTUHP60fYBY=">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</latexit>r4

<latexit sha1_base64="sctScpl7XrjI0vpp3+itErdTHGI=">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</latexit>r1

<latexit sha1_base64="KIrmtOxpKztsA5JHQ+Qyo/Fm0SI=">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</latexit>r3

<latexit sha1_base64="FacF5ySetbZTUXEndE/6DYC37eA=">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</latexit>

⌦ + �
<latexit sha1_base64="o6i60OXM580tQLKUzrkB1bYvR20=">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</latexit>

� <latexit sha1_base64="o6i60OXM580tQLKUzrkB1bYvR20=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="4GslIqsloNid5m/WFiyzLb9mgxE=">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</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="woA5HlKFFqGObUqvd4K47+hI7J8=">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</latexit>

The link between r2 and s
becomes vulnerable

<latexit sha1_base64="YbAW7oXV90vuMk78IFW4hug5Jyc=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="KNaMcSZyZGq8Nmp7COTzfBaEEUU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="++H7k+iigiN0EfHwMo4ESrFBNHE=">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</latexit>

t "

Figure 17. An example of the coin theft vulnerability in payment channel networks [127]. On the left, a continuous amount of ϵ coins flows from a source
b to a destination s until the channel capacity between router r2 and s is exhausted. Then, on the right, s becomes vulnerable if it loses connection because
r2 has nothing to lose if it tries to close the channel with an old balance.

assumes for simplicity and without loss of generality that s
and b only participate in one payment channel.

Considering a scenario where a payment of ϵ coins occurs
from b to s, r2 and s sign a commitment transaction Tx(1)
containing the new channel balance balr2↔s(1) = (β − ϵ, ϵ).
If s disconnects indefinitely after subscribing, r2 can close
the channel with the previous transaction Tx(0) and recover
ϵ coins. Doing so is risky because r2 would lose all of its
coins if s recovers and detects the malicious behavior before
the end of the dispute period. However, as s receives more
payments, the balance at r2 ↔ s converges to balr2↔s(t) =
(0, β). If that happens, r2 has little to lose by closing the
channel with a previous transaction, even if s recovers in
time. This strategy is optimal for any rational r router when
its payment channel to a seller runs out. Malicious nodes
may also attack in intermediate cases, depending on the risk-
benefit ratio. Therefore, the traditional security mechanisms
of payment channel networks do not prevent routers from
adopting this strategy. The seller s is subject to coin theft
even without malicious behavior. Although formulated for an
extreme case of buyers and sellers, the problem applies to
any situation where a node receives payments and disconnects
without properly closing the channel.

The coin theft problem becomes even more significant
when the network nodes are mobile devices with intermittent
connectivity and disconnections for long periods. Some works
propose improvements such as time windows adapted to
the device connectivity profile, hiring “watchdog” nodes that
constantly check the blockchain to detect channels that were
closed improperly, or reputation systems in which nodes
would punish the malicious behavior by issuing opinions
about routers [114], [127]. However, these solutions still need
to be deeply explored, have privacy issues, and can lead to
system centralization [146], [237]. Major payment channel
network implementations do not currently have an effective
solution for these cases [88], [89].

3) Flood and Loot: As the name suggests, the flood and
loot attack [104] has two steps: flood, when the attacker
attempts to publish multiple transactions in the blockchain
simultaneously, and loot, when he steals the coins from a vic-
tim. Flood and loot mitigation consists of limiting unresolved
HTLCs.

Initially, the attacker creates two different addresses, one to
act as a source and the other as the destination of payments. It

also creates direct channels between those fake addresses and
the victim. In the second step, the attacker sends a payment
from the source to the destination using the victim’s channels
as an intermediate. To execute the payment, the attacker
creates an HTLC between the source and the victim, and
the victim creates an HTLC between itself and the attacker’s
destination. Once the destination receives the transaction,
it follows the protocol and sends the secret to the victim.
Currently, there are no locked coins between the victim and
the destination. The victim now tries to redeem the coin
between itself and the source. The source, however, does not
follow the protocol, forcing the victim to close the channel
and claim coins on-chain. The attacker does the same to many
victims, creating a flood in the transaction mempool, i.e., the
list of all pending transactions in the Bitcoin network. Since
the blocks have a limited number of transactions, the victims
may need to wait a long time for their transactions to be
published, triggering the HTLC’s timeout clause.

Once the HTLC reaches its timeout on the blockchain, the
source sends a transaction to the network claiming the coins
with a higher transaction fee, prioritizing it over the victims’
transactions. If the victim cannot confirm the transaction
before the attacker, the attacker steals the victim’s coins by
validating the channel’s last state. It is worth mentioning
that the attacker does not publish a revoked state; instead,
it validates the legitimate HTLC-timeout transaction. Thus,
even though the honest user detects malicious behavior, the
attacker cannot be punished as he would be in the coin theft
attack.

Since the attack is executed based on a race condition
triggered by the replace-by-fee policy, the network could
reduce the number of conflicting transactions by limiting the
number of simultaneous unresolved HTLCs. Another more
realistic approach is to implement a reputation system to
prevent an honest user from executing payments of attackers.

4) Route Hijacking: The Lightning Network has a topo-
logical problem: it is highly centralized in a few nodes [79],
[87]. Besides, the channel fees are publicly available. Based
on this information, Tochner et al. [84], [105] proposed the
route hijack attack, in which the attacker node increases its
centrality to be present in victims’ routes. To do this, the
attacker strategically opens new channels with central nodes
to have fewer hops for every possible destination. Moreover,
it charges low fees to attract users. Finally, when many users



Table VII
ATTACKS IN PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS AND POSSIBLE COUNTERMEASURES.

Attack Description Effect Threat Level Countermeasure
Coin theft [54] Publish old transaction in the

blockchain
Loss of coins medium Watchtowers [114] and minimum

lock time windows [127]
Wormhole [71] Bypass HTLC secret to steal fees Loss of routing fees high Multi-Hop HTLC [56]

Flood and loot [104] Flood the network and execute
HTLC timeout to retrieve coins

Loss of coins low Limiting unresolved HTLCs

Route hijack [84] Offer lower fees to hijack routes Loss of routing fees medium Introduce randomness to pathfind-
ing [105]

Griefing [85] Lock channel liquidity with un-
solved HTLCs

Denial of service medium Griefing-Penalty [238]

Amount jamming [120] Exhaust the channel capacity with
unsolved HTLCs

Denial of service medium Unconditional fees and peer repu-
tation [132]

Slot jamming [239] Exhaust the maximum limit of
HTLCs with unsolved HTLCs

Denial of service high Unconditional fees and peer repu-
tation [132]

Balance discovery [86], [107], [108], [136] Estimate balance by sending pay-
ments and analyzing error response

Privacy disclosure high Generic error responses

choose the attacker as a hop in their path, it starts a denial of
service (DoS) attack on the users, refusing to fulfill payments.
Then, attacked users must wait until the HTLC timeout to
retrieve their locked coins. This attack is similar to the black
hole attack in ad hoc networks [240], where the attacker
pretends to have the best routes to a destination and then
drops all the received packets.

The cause of this attack is the reasonable and predictable
behavior of users in the payment channel network: Nonethe-
less, reasonable users with many resources and high centrality
are expected to prefer receiving profits from routing fees
instead of delaying payments. They choose the routing path
that minimizes the total fees. Hence, introducing random
behavior or other path-finding metrics could prevent the
attack. Increasing the fees in a path can also improve se-
curity, which makes the attacker’s channels less attractive.
Tochner et al. [84] name this trade-off between fee and se-
curity the “price of predictability”. The authors also mention
that opening 30 channels is enough to hijack 80% of the
routes in the Lightning Network.

5) Griefing Attacks: Another possible malicious action is
to delay the resolution of HTLCs by executing griefing at-
tacks [85]. The attack is feasible because a user can withhold
payments, even if that seems illogical and unprofitable. The
attacker needs to be a destination or an intermediate node of
payments in the network to execute this attack.

Recall that HTLCs guarantee that each payment can only
be claimed either by revealing the payment’s secret or by
releasing the locked coins after a timeout. In griefing attacks,
the attacker withholds the payment secret to the previous hop
for as long as possible. By doing this, all nodes between
the attacker and the source are forced to wait, possibly until
the HTLC timeout, to claim their locked coins. Thus, latency
in the network increases, which causes a decrease in the
throughput of channels that link the source and the attacker. If
the attacker executes this procedure many times, it can prevent
the involved channels from forwarding payments since all

channel capacity is locked.
Mazumdar et al. [238] highlight that griefing attacks occur

because the network does not punish attackers for withhold-
ing HTLCs. The authors propose the implementation of a
griefing penalty, which consists of compensating the victims
of delayed transactions with financial restitution. The authors
propose to modify HTLCs to add the compensating fee, which
is proportional to the time the victims wait to retrieve their
coins. Thus, with Hash TimeLock Contracts with Griefing-
Penalty (HTLC-GP), the attacker (specifically, the destination
node) would have to pay a compensating fee to all nodes in
the attacked path.

6) Channel Jamming: Channel jamming, also known as
congestion attack [120], consists of blocking the liquidity of
a channel in the Lightning Network by executing false pay-
ments [239]. The attacker controls the source and destination
of payments, routing them through the victims. Like a griefing
attack, the attacker exploits HTLCs by making the victims
wait until the expiration to redeem their funds. However, in
channel jamming, intermediary nodes are the victims.

Initially, the attacker issues a payment from an address
controlled by itself or some colluding node. After establishing
HTLCs with each intermediary in the payment route, the
destination refuses to reveal the secret. This locks channels
in the payment path until the HTLCs time out. Moreover,
since the destination refuses the payment, no routing fees
are paid, and the attack cost is zero. The attacker only needs
enough resources to lock channels temporarily. If the attacker
executes this procedure repeatedly, it could cause a denial of
service attack to the nodes on the route.

There are two types of channel jamming in PCNs: amount
and slot jamming. In the amount jamming, the attacker
attempts to exhaust channels. The attacker needs to possess
a large number of coins and block them during the attack. It
sends a high-value payment and refuses it at the destination,
effectively locking up the capacity of channels in the payment
path. The attacker must also correctly estimate the channels’



balance since channels would refuse payments over their route
capacity. Hence, in amount jamming, attackers often probe
channel balances before attacking.

On the other hand, slot jamming targets the protocol’s max-
imum limit of simultaneously unresolved HTLCs. Because
HTLCs are implemented as if-then-else conditions inside the
script area of commitment transactions, establishing a large
number of HTLCs increases the size of the commitment
transaction. In the Lightning Network, the maximum size of
a Bitcoin transaction imposes a limit of 483 simultaneous
HTLCs per channel. Otherwise, the channel-closing transac-
tion would be too large to be validated on-chain. Slot jamming
exploits this restriction by creating many small payments that
occupy the available slots in a payment channel. Eventually,
no HTLCs can be served.

The solutions to channel jamming often rely on peer
reputation. The core idea is that nodes analyze the HTLC
initiator’s reputation before taking action. For example, sup-
pose an HTLC initiator has a low reputation. In that case, the
HTLC receiver can limit its maximum amount and number
of unresolved HTLCs to a small value, charge extra fees
for compensating the risk, or even refuse to forward the
payments. Shikhelman et al. [132] propose such a peer
reputation system with extra fees. Reputation-based systems,
however, can compromise user privacy [237]. A new solution
called “boomerang payments” proposes to modify HTLCs to
include adaptor signatures [106]. Adaptor signatures enable
reversible HTLC-type forwarding, i.e., they allow established
HTLCs to be canceled before timeout if needed, which would
prevent channel jamming. Spear proposes HTLCs with two
hash digests to accomplish the same goal [121]. Instead of
using a coding technique such as Boomerang, Spear utilizes
ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) to achieve message trans-
mission reliability through unreliable channels. The receiver
informs the sender about the partial payments completed.
The proposals, however, impose structural modifications to
HTLCs that are yet to be tested in large-scale PCNs. So far,
channel jamming remains a significant concern and an open
issue in payment channel networks.

7) Balance Discovery: The balance discovery attack tries
to break channel privacy, estimating the balance between
the channel participants [86], [107], [108], [136]. Firstly,
the attacker sends a payment to a controlled address with a
high-value transaction. Since the path must have sufficient
funds, the transaction will likely fail. Then, the attacker
repeatedly decreases the transaction value until the payment is
completed. This condition determines the bottleneck channel
balance from the origin to the destination. Since the channel
capacity is publicly available, the attacker can calculate the
reverse path balance. Besides, the attacker can execute this
attack without cost by refusing the transaction in the desti-
nation, since it controls the address. The procedure, however,
can only estimate the balance of the channels during a short
period, since the network evolution will change the balances
over time.

8) Summary of PCN Attacks and Discussion: Table VII
summarizes the attacks in payment channel networks. The
threat level column indicates on a scale of low, medium,
and high what the attack feasibility and the resources com-
promised if the attacker succeeds. It is possible to identify
three significant effects of the attacks: loss of coins, privacy
disclosure, and Denial of Service (DoS).

Despite researchers and developers discussing security
breaches in PCNs, there is no evidence that they already
happened or are feasible in the current network. The attacks
that involve the loss of coins are the most difficult to execute
since they usually rely on the blockchain to recover the coins,
except the wormhole attack that steals routing fees.

Privacy can also be compromised during short periods
of time by executing the balance discovery. Although this
is a low-cost attack, PCNs are highly dynamic, hence, the
balance measurement might be unreliable after minutes or
even seconds. Finally, we highlight that DoS by slot jamming
is currently a significant threat to payment channel networks
because it is easily feasible even for users with low resources.
Thus, future research in PCN security should focus on mit-
igating channel jamming attacks due to their potential harm
to the network.

F. Payment Concurrency

Executing a payment in a PCN is similar to circuit-switched
networks in that the network must reserve a path with
enough resources before sending data. In PCNs, however,
users perform path reservations via HTLCs in a decentralized
way without a global view of concurrent payments. Nodes in
payment channel networks also forward multiple payments
simultaneously in a best-effort manner without intelligent
scheduling. Such behavior can result in individually feasible
payments that block each other when routed or even dead-
locks that block both payments. We show an example of
this problem in Figure 18. In this section, we briefly present
the main proposals in the literature for dealing with payment
concurrency.

1) Fulgor and Rayo: Malavolta et al. [56] propose two
mechanisms for mitigating payment deadlocks: a blocking
protocol that aborts both payments, named Fulgor, and a
non-blocking protocol that guarantees at least one payment
completes, called Rayo. In Fulgor, two deadlocked payments
will stay blocked until the HTLC timeout expires. When this
happens, the algorithm sets a random waiting period to reduce
the probability of a new deadlock without disclosing payment
information. The approach preserves payment privacy at the
expense of payment goodput. In Rayo, the authors assume
a global payment index that acts as a priority list. Instead
of performing best-effort forwarding, nodes verify the global
index and abort payments with lower priority. This approach
improves payment goodput because one of the payments gets
unblocked instantaneously but weakens payment privacy since
the transaction identifiers are available to all nodes in the
network. It is unclear how this global priority list would be



Figure 18. Simultaneous payments occurring in a payment channel network. On the left, a race condition between two payments occurs on channel (D,E),
causing one of the payments to fail. On the right, two payments reserve resources from each other’s path on channels (A,C) and (D,B), creating a deadlock
in the network. Race conditions and deadlocks can result in failed payments and wasted resources if untreated.

maintained in a large-scale environment. Nevertheless, the
authors do not evaluate their proposal in term of payment
concurrency.

2) Pre-locking Channel Liquidity: Werman and Zohar [72]
propose to modify Fulgor by introducing a locking phase
before the establishment of HTLCs. During this phase, a
sender asks nodes in the path to reserve resources for a time
T much shorter than an HTLC timeout. Nodes ignore other
payment requests during T . This way, the authors claim,
the network can ensure only one payment occurs per path
and that a rejected payment will be blocked for at most T
time units. Rohrer et al. [62] introduce a similar mechanism
called capacity locking to improve payment goodput when
routing. The experiments show that their proposal provides a
higher payment success rate when the number of flows and
the transaction volume increase compared to the sequential
approach. Their proposal has a success rate above 75% while
the sequential approach is near to 0% when the number of
flows is 212. The success rate decreases abruptly in term
of the transaction volume for the sequential approach, while
their proposal softens this behavior, exhibiting a difference
of approximately 50% for a transaction volume of 25. How-
ever, sending requests compromises privacy since it discloses
payment information and allows attackers to perform denial-
of-service attacks via fake requests.

3) Summary of Payment Concurrency and Discussion:
Many payment-sending mechanisms in PCNs lock paths
based only on the user’s view without considering infor-
mation about other payments [55], [66], [80], [116]. This
can create deadlocks which heavily impact throughput in the
network. Nevertheless, the topic of payment concurrency still
needs to be extensively studied. Besides Fulgor, Rayo, and
its improvements, the literature lacks works which explore
and propose mechanisms to solve concurrency issues. We
speculate that this is due to the difficulty of preserving privacy
and scalability in such mechanisms, as obtaining information
from other payments incurs extra processing and may re-
veal sensitive payment data. Besides, payment concurrency
issues do not appear frequently in current PCNs as they
still lack a massive adoption that would cause heavy loads.
Nevertheless, proposing an efficient protocol for dealing with
payment concurrency is a fundamental challenge for PCNs
as it can dramatically improve their performance in the
long run. Also, most payment concurrency proposals lack

quantitative evaluation results. An interesting research area is
to define experimental scenarios, such as network topologies
and client workloads, to compare proposals and quantify their
improvements.

G. Load Balancing, Congestion Control, and Payment
Scheduling

Besides dealing with deadlocks, PCNs face challenges
similar to traditional packet-switched networks. For example,
when multiple payments traverse the same hops simultane-
ously, some channels may become congested or exhausted.
Since payments have a deadline to fulfill and channels might
run out of capacity under heavy loads, payment scheduling
should intelligently control the load balancing of channels
to provide network stability and achieve maximum payment
goodput. Some authors also propose transport protocols be-
yond simple forwarding to improve payment delivery [90],
[109], [124].

1) Levels of Load Balancing: In their survey on PCNs,
Papadis and Tassiulas [109] consider that payment load can
be balanced at three levels: channel, path, or node level14.
Load balancing can be achieved in each level as follows:

• Channel level. In channel-level load balancing, the goal
is to evenly distribute a load of channels to avoid
overloading any particular one. In this case, a node
might adjust the rate at which it serves payments in
each channel so that the channels preserve enough funds
in all directions. This can be achieved with hop-by-
hop forwarding decisions and fee adjustments that make
channels more or less attractive.

• Path level. In path-level load balancing, load between
pairs of sources and destinations should be distributed
across different paths, similar to the techniques used in
the load balancing of Internet traffic. Most multipath
payment routing protocols consider per-path balancing
since it improves payment goodput [67], [80], [90],
[116].

• Node level. Finally, in node-level load balancing, users
might want to avoid central nodes that process too many
payments since these could incur extra delays and pos-

14Note that the term “load balancing” here is not to be confused with the
channel rebalancing techniques discussed in Section VI-B. In this case, we
want to schedule payments optimally so that all payments can be delivered
without disrupting the network.



Figure 19. An example of payment queues qA and qB in Spider routers
(adapted from [90]). Red circles represent unit payments. When the payment
arrival rate at A, xA, is greater than the arrival rate at B, xB , A eventually
runs out of funds, and its payment queue qA starts to grow. If payments stay
in the queue for too long, A will send a message to the payment senders as
a warning to reduce their payment rates.

sibly payment failures. Node reputation and monitoring
are the main strategies to achieve node-level balancing.

2) Congestion Control with Spider: The Spider routing
protocol introduces routers that keep payment queues and
adjust payment rates according to the channel load [90]. Fig-
ure 19 shows an example of such routers. Their work provides
congestion control to PCNs and is inspired by the mechanisms
of Multipath TCP for communication networks [241]. The
idea is that payments that cannot be forwarded will be stored
in a queue instead of failing immediately and will be served
as soon as a payment comes in the opposite direction. This
way, payments can tolerate ephemeral load changes without
reducing payment goodput. Also, if a payment stays too long
in a queue, the corresponding router sends a warning message
to the sender, which proactively limits the payment rate for
paths that traverse that channel. The work also indirectly
provides load balancing at the path level, as the payment
sender will try a different path when receiving routers’
warnings.

3) Payment Scheduling with PMDE: Papadis and Tassiulas
formalize and study the payment scheduling problem in
depth, paving the way for new scheduling policies [124].
They propose to replace the default scheduling mechanism
in a payment channel, in which payments are forwarded
or rejected as soon as they arrive, with payment buffers
and nodes that schedule payments following some priority.
They introduce the Process or Match on Deadline Expiration
(PMDE) policy, which attempts to forward a payment only
on a given deadline and prove its optimality for fixed arriving
payment amounts. The policy also ensures payments are only
served if matched with a payment in the opposite direction,
preserving channel balances. To our knowledge, their work is
the first to propose an optimal payment scheduling policy for
PCNs.

The authors build a discrete event simulator of a PCN
to evaluate the proposed scheduling policy. They compare
their proposed PMDE with three other policies: process at
regular intervals with immediate processing (PRI-IP), with-
out immediate processing (PRI-NIP), and process feasible
immediately (PFI). The PMDE policy achieves higher nor-
malized throughput under symmetric demand compared to
other policies. In particular, while PMDE achieves near 100%
normalized throughput, PRI-IP and PRI-NIP stop at around
90% of normalized throughput. When the payment demands
are asymmetric, however, PMDE performs similarly to the

rest of the evaluated policies, with a normalized throughput
of 80%.

4) Summary of Load Balancing, Payment Scheduling, Con-
gestion Control, and Discussion: Payment concurrency, load
balancing, congestion control, and payment scheduling are
some of the least explored challenges of payment channel
networks. One plausible explanation is the difficulty of en-
forcing systematic modifications in a decentralized network.
Out of the discussed topics, congestion control receives more
attention as it is essential for payment routing protocols [90],
[96], [116]. However, we expect more works on payment
scheduling will appear in the following years.

H. PCN Simulation

Payment channel networks are an emerging technology that
still needs large-scale deployment on real-world applications.
Consequently, most PCNs today run on small networks of
tens of nodes [89] or rely on proof-of-concept implementa-
tions [57], [63]. Lightning is a large-scale PCN, but obtaining
data from it is difficult due to privacy concerns. Therefore,
there is a need for PCN simulators that can effectively
mimic a real PCN while allowing researchers to experiment
with different network conditions that represent potential
applications in the future. We present some PCN simulation
proposals below.

1) PCNsim: PCNsim [123] is an open-source payment
channel network simulator that reproduces the behavior of
a PCN on top of the OMNeT++ simulation environment.
The simulator follows the specifications of the Basis of
Lightning Technology (BOLT) [212] to simulate the mes-
sages exchanged between nodes involved in a payment. The
simulator also allows users to model channel parameters,
such as capacity and fees, based on real data. It includes
network topology and workload generator modules that allow
researchers to test their proposals under different networking
conditions. The main features of PCNsim are the flexibility
of its modules and the reproduction of the Lightning Network
payment state machine on top of OMNeT++, which supports
testing PCNs with several underlying network protocols using
the INET framework15. However, the current version of the
simulator only implements single-path Dijkstra’s SPF algo-
rithms for routing and lacks quantitative comparison to the
real LN operation.

2) CLoTH: CLoTH is a PCN simulator that produces
performance measures such as the probability of payment
success and the average payment latency [111]. Like PCNsim,
CloTH aims to mimic the behavior of the Lightning Net-
work according to its documented specifications. The current
version of the simulator implements LN’s default payment
state machine, Dijkstra’s SPF routing protocols, and multipath
payments. The main difference between CLoTH and PCNsim
is that CLoTH simulates the Lightning Network in pure C
language, whereas PCNsim is built on top of the OMNeT++
environment. Although this difference is insignificant in terms

15Available at https://inet.omnetpp.org/Introduction.html



Table VIII
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXISTING PCN SIMULATORS IN THE LITERATURE.

Reference Language Source code Main features Main limitations

CoinExpress [66] C++/Python Unpublished
- Based on the ns-3 network simulator
- Implements several routing algorithms

- Unpublished source code
- Does not support graph inputs
- Unclear whether the simulator
follows LN specifications

LNSim [65] C++ https://github.com/gdistasi/LNSim
- Simulates a simplified version of the LN
- Generates networks via input or randomly

- Simplifies HTLC functions
- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

Blyskavka [64] Java Unpublished
- Simulates a simplified version of the LN
- Uses MASON as a simulation engine

- Unpublished source code
- Simplifies HTLC functions
- Does not support graph inputs
- Limited to 10,000 nodes
- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

Spider [90] C++/Python https://github.com/spider-pcn/spider omnet

- Based on the OMNeT++ network simulator
- Implements routers with congestion control
- Implements several routing algorithms
- Generates networks via input or randomly

- Simplifies HTLC functions
- The implemented routers do
not follow LN specifications

LNTrafficSimulator [91] Python https://github.com/ferencberes/LNTrafficSimulator

- Simulates a simplified version of the LN
- Generates traffic automatically based on
LN snapshots
- Generates networks via input or randomly

- Limited to fixed-amount payments
- Simplifies HTLC functions
- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

CLoTH [111] C/Python https://github.com/marcono/cloth
- Accurately reproduces the LN
specifications and code functions
- Implements multi-path payments

- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

Kappos et al. [112] Python Unpublished
- Simulates a simplified version of the LN
- Focuses on PCN privacy guarantees
- Supports graph inputs from LN snapshots

- Unpublished source code
- Simplifies HTLC functions
- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

Papadis and
Tassiulas [124] Python https://github.com/npapadis/payment-channel-scheduling

- Implements payment queues/buffers
- Supports several single-hop payment
scheduling policies

- Restricted to single-hop payments
- Does not implement HTLCs
- Does not support underlying
networking protocols

PCNSim [123] C++/Python https://github.com/gfrebello/pcnsim
- Based on the OMNeT++ network simulator
- Accurately reproduces the LN
specifications and code functions

- Does not support multi-path payments

of the implementation of Lightning Network functions, it
means CLoTH’s simulation is restricted to the application
layer, while PCNsim can simulate the underlying commu-
nication network using OMNeT++. Like PCNsim, CLoTH
lacks a comparison to the real operation of the LN to assert
the simulation accuracy.

3) Spider: Spider [90] develops an event-based simulator
for payment channel networks besides proposing a routing
protocol. The simulator extends the OMNeT++ simulation
framework to model a PCN with Spider routers, providing
the congestion control functionalities proposed in the paper.
The Spider simulator offers three types of network topology
for PCN simulation: the LN topology on July 15, 2019,
a Watts-Strogatz small world [242], and a Barabasi-Albert
topology [243]. Furthermore, the simulator draws transactions
from a credit-card dataset [244] to model transaction size.
The code is open-source, and the authors use the simulator
to extract statistics and compare their proposal with other
routing protocols.

The authors prove their simulation is sound by comparing
the transaction goodput of the simulator with a real Light-
ning Network implementation. The comparison focuses on
evaluating the Spider simulator against a modified version
of the LND implementation of the Lightning Network. The
modified LND implementation queues up HTLCs in interme-
diary nodes following the Spider design. The results show that

the average payment success ratio on the simulator is within
a 5% margin of the modified LND. This result is the only
quantitative comparison between the Spider simulator and a
Lightning Network implementation. The evaluation ignores
other important network features, such as payment latency and
throughput, and mainly focuses on Spider’s routing protocol
proposal while simplifying the core functionalities of PCNs,
such as payment state control messages and HTLCs. Thus,
it is challenging to use Spider as a generic simulator to test
other payment strategies, for example.

4) Blyskavka, LNSim, and LNTrafficSimulator: Other pro-
posals implement simplifications of the Lightning Network.
Piatkivskyi and Nowostawski [64] develop Blyskavka, a
Lightning Network simulator written in Java, to evaluate
the impact of payment splitting when routing. Blyskavka
simulates the Lightning Network operation rather than the
Lightning Network itself, meaning it does not implement
its specific messages and states. It also simplifies HTLC
simulation by only blocking and releasing payments on the
path after a short delay. Stasi et al. [65] develop LNSim, an
LN simulator, to evaluate a novel fee definition strategy and a
multipath routing heuristic. Their open-source simulator can
simulate the network at the LN protocol level but does not
implement HTLCs. Beres et al. [91] develop LNTrafficSim-
ulator, a Lightning Network traffic simulator based on LN
public data, to analyze the economic and privacy implications



of payments. Their work focuses on single-hop payments and
simplifies other PCN functionalities.

5) Simulators for Specific PCN Functionalities: Several
other proposals implement simple simulators for specific
purposes. Kappos et al. [112] develop a PCN simulator
in Python to evaluate whether an on-path adversary can
successfully identify the payment sender. Their simulator uses
publicly available Lightning Network snapshots and informa-
tion published by central node owners, but the simulation
code is yet to be published. CoinExpress [66], [245] develop
a PCN simulation tool to test their routing proposal on top
of the ns-3 discrete-event network simulator. The simulator
creates a random Watts-Strogatz network with random pay-
ments between users. The paper, however, does not clearly
describe the simulator functionalities, and no source code is
available. Papadis and Tassiulas [124] develop a discrete event
simulator of a payment channel with support for transaction
buffers. Their simulator aims to evaluate the impact of several
single-hop payment forwarding strategies. Consequently, the
simulator focuses on scheduling policies instead of providing
a complete simulation of PCN functionalities.

6) Summary of PCN Simulation and Discussion: We high-
light the main differences between the discussed simulators
in Table VIII. Besides CoinExpress, Blyskavka, and Kap-
pos et al., all simulators provide open-source code that can
be tested at will. Most simulators implement a version of
the Lighting Network, with PCNsim and CLoTH being the
only simulators that fully reproduce the phases involved in a
payment process [64], [65], [91], [111], [112], [123].

Despite the recent proposals, there are still open research
opportunities in PCN simulators. Some simulators, such as
PCNsim [123] and CLoTH [111], lack comparisons to the real
operation of the Lightning Network to evaluate their accuracy
and improve their design. Future simulators could focus on
creating PCN simulators for networks other than the Light-
ning Network [89], [202], [220]. Furthermore, defining simu-
lation parameters and inputs is still challenging. A significant
number of PCN simulators uses either the Ripple transaction
dataset [68], [220] or a credit-card payment dataset [244] for
workload simulation [68], [80], [90], [115], [123]. Using both
of these datasets to generate transaction workload, although
widely accepted, might result in inaccurate results. The most
accurate approach for workload generation uses real payment
data collected from a central node that runs on the Lightning
Network. Another challenge when designing a PCN simulator
is choosing nodes to act as sender-receiver pairs. Collecting
real data from a central node becomes useless, given that
intermediary nodes know only their predecessor and the
following node on the payment path in the onion routing
operation. Thus, PCN simulators have few options to select
potential sender-receiver pairs. First, simulators could assume
a payment distribution and draw nodes from it. This approach
has the obvious downside of the uncertainty on how realistic
the produced synthetic data is. A second approach is to assign
roles based on the available payment data. For example,

simulators could identify similarities between the Ripple
network and the Lightning Network and use this information
to associate nodes on the Ripple payment dataset [220]
with nodes on the Lightning Network. The downside of
this approach is that it assumes that payments in different
PCNs are similar. A third approach could use state-of-the-art
traffic analysis from the Lightning Network to select sender-
receiver pairs [91]. Nonetheless, all of the above-mentioned
approaches present drawbacks derived from PCN’s privacy-
preserving mechanisms.

I. Support for Light Nodes

Despite having several implementations for computer net-
works, payment-channel networks still present open chal-
lenges related to resource-constrained devices such as mo-
bile phones, smart objects, and sensors. The main problem
is that current PCNs assume nodes with high availability,
large storage capacity, and high computational power. For
example, most routing protocols assume nodes can store
and synchronize a copy of the complete topology to find
paths [67], [80], [90], [116]. The Lightning Network and the
Raiden Network require nodes to store a full copy of the
blockchain by default and adopt onion routing to provide
payment privacy at the expense of extra processing [54],
[89], [119]. Such assumptions create a challenge for wireless
devices with limited resources and intermittent connectivity,
devices that today account for over half of all the traffic on
the Internet [122]. Moreover, as discussed in Section VI-E2,
new vulnerabilities appear when light devices are present in
the network [127]. This section presents the main proposals
that adapt payment channel networks to consider payments
with light devices.

1) LNGate: Kurt et al. [113] propose LNGate, a thresh-
old cryptography-based protocol that allows light devices to
interact with the Lightning Network via untrusted gateways,
store the blockchain, and process payments. In LNGate, any
operation, such as opening a channel or sending a payment,
only happens if it is signed by both the light device and its
corresponding gateway. Payment processing is thus delegated
to gateways without compromising security once gateways
cannot execute operations without the user’s knowledge. In
an extended version of the work, the authors use game
theory to analyze the security of the proposal and test it
with different underlying communication protocols. They also
prove that the extra signing step incurs negligible delay
to operations [125]. Specifically, using WiFi incurs a 1.07
seconds delay and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) takes around
3 seconds while using the usual time, with no IoT device,
takes 0.31 seconds. The simulation results also show that the
IoT device consumes 3.56 mWh when the user sends 100
payments, while its consumption is usually around 3.03 mWh
when idle. Nevertheless, LNGate requires changes to the core
of the Lightning Network protocol, which are difficult to
enforce in a decentralized environment.



2) Hannon-Jin Protocol: Hannon and Jin [78] propose a
watchdog-based protocol and demonstrate its security and
fairness using game theory. In their work, light nodes open
payment channels with gateways and rely on third parties
called watchdogs to monitor the blockchain for possible coin-
stealing attacks in the channel. This concept is similar to
watchtowers [114] in the Lightning Network. The watchtow-
ers receive financial incentives for the monitoring service,
which allows light devices to go offline without losing funds.
This approach, however, is vulnerable to collusion attacks
between a malicious party and the watchtower and assumes
the light nodes send every transaction to the watchtower
before disconnecting. The work does not specify how a light
node opens a payment channel with the gateway or finds paths
without having enough computational resources to store the
network topology. It also lacks a quantitative comparison with
other proposals.

3) IoTBnB: Robert et al. [92] propose an integration of the
Lightning Network with existing large-scale IoT ecosystems
called IoTBnB. IoTBnB, which stands for “IoT service for
puBlication and Billing”, is a digital marketplace where buy-
ers pay for commercialized data using the Lightning Network.
They propose to use a Lightning Network gateway mod-
ule which stores the blockchain and the network topology.
The light devices delegate the operations of opening/closing
channels and sending payments to the gateways instead of
processing them locally. The work, however, assumes gate-
ways are not malicious since they are part of a trusted IoT
platform. A similar approach is used in Lightning Service
Providers (LSP) [126]. LSPs are companies that provide
access to the Lightning Network, analogous to traditional
Internet service providers. Users with light nodes trust LSPs
to manage their channels and send/receive payments on their
behalf, simplifying the user experience and allowing devices
to receive payments offline.

4) Other Architectures: Mercan et al. [93] and Re-
bello et al. [127] present alternative lightweight PCN archi-
tectures that focus on reducing computational requirements
for mobile devices. In their works, light nodes connect to
gateways via payment channels and monitor the blockchain
on-demand by downloading blocks from random nodes. Their
solution, however, implies that devices have a minimal pro-
cessing capacity and stay offline only for short periods.
Such an assumption does not cover light devices that may
disconnect for weeks or months, nor devices that are so
restricted in resources that they cannot even establish and
verify payment channels. Dealing with such devices is an
important issue that needs to be addressed in the current
literature.

5) Lessons Learned on Support for Light Nodes:
Resource-constrained devices represent new challenges for
PCNs, such as dealing with nodes that have intermittent
connectivity and limited processing and storage capacities.
All proposals leverage gateways to relay payments on the
light node’s behalf but differ in how they guarantee security.

LNGate [113], [125] adds support for threshold cryptography
into the HTLC exchange protocol, which prevents gateways
from performing actions that do not have the signature of
the light node. Instead of enforcing signatures, Hannon and
Jin [78] adopt watchdogs to monitor the actions of gate-
ways and punish them if needed. This concept is similar
to watchtowers in the Lightning Network [114]. IoTBnB
and Lightning Service Providers provide their gateway nodes
and assume gateways are trusted because they are controlled
by a trusted entity [92], [126]. Other architectures, namely
Mercan et al. and Rebello et al., assume light nodes have a
minimum capacity to download data from gateways and do
operations locally as a normal node. However, this assumption
is unrealistic for many light nodes, such as smart objects and
IoT devices.

J. Summary of PCN Challenges and Discussion

Overall, designing PCNs that are efficient, secure, and
provide support to heterogeneous devices is still an ongoing
effort. Nonetheless, some areas seem more advanced than
others. In the payment routing field, several works propose
alternative protocols that focus primarily on multipath routing
to improve payment goodput [66]–[68], [80], [90], [96], [116],
[218]. The open challenges in this area include minimizing
payment latency, analyzing the efficiency of routing protocols,
and supporting multi-metric routing. Channel rebalancing
also receives a fair amount of attention from researchers,
with active local rebalancing (i.e., rebalancing where a node
sends payments to itself to balance its channels) being the
most explored technique [60], [61], [94], [115], [128]–[130].
Despite the efforts, it is still unclear how rebalancing methods
affect the network as a whole and how much they would cost
to users in the long run. Finally, extensive analysis shows
that the Lightning Network, the most popular PCN, is central-
ized [87], [88], [131]. Besides facilitating topological attacks,
such centralization can lead to long-term vulnerabilities [79].
Current implementations of the Lightning Network create
channels disregarding centralization.

The main underexplored challenges of PCNs lie in security
and privacy. In particular, the privacy of channel balances
can easily be compromised with cheap channel probing
techniques that exploit error messages [86], [107], [108],
[136]. Amount jamming and slot jamming, two major de-
nial of service attacks that exhaust channels, also have no
systematic solution so far [86], [132]. Works that include
resource-constrained devices into the PCN topology must
deal with new vulnerabilities, such as untrusted gateways and
coin theft [113], [127]. Besides security and privacy, other
areas that need more extensive studies include congestion
control, payment concurrency, load balancing, and payment
scheduling policies.

VII. SCALABILITY IN LAYER TWO: ROLLUPS

Besides payment channel networks, another layer-two solu-
tion that emerged from academia and business in recent years



is transaction rollups, or simply rollups. Rollups were first
proposed as a solution to scale blockchain systems that aggre-
gate and compute transactions off-chain to reduce congestion
and transaction overload on layer one. The name comes from
the idea that transaction data are rolled up in batches before
being published in the blockchain [137]. Some works consider
rollups as hybrid layer-one/layer-two protocols as they publish
information on every single transaction on the blockchain,
unlike other pure layer-two protocols that summarize multiple
off-chain operations in a single on-chain transaction [160].
Although rollups have been successfully deployed in the
Ethereum ecosystem, their implementation is more complex
than payment channel networks, as they require deploying
smart contracts on a root-of-trust blockchain. Thus, rollups are
considered too complex to implement in blockchain systems
that do not support Turing-complete smart contracts, such as
Bitcoin and its forks [138], [246].

Similarly to payment channel networks, the blockchain is
used as a root of trust to solve disputes and initialize the
off-chain layer. Users interested in issuing transactions off-
chain can allocate funds using the deployed smart contract.
A smart contract on the blockchain stores the state root, which
is the Merkle root of the current rollup state; for example, it
could be the current users’ account balances. To update the
state of the rollup, an agent, usually called an aggregator,
can “roll-up” a set of off-chain transactions, calculate its
Merkle root, and send it to the smart contract, as depicted
in Figure 20. Aggregators send rolled-up transactions to the
smart contract in a highly compressed form to reach their goal
of reducing congestion. This compressed batch must provide
enough information to allow users to compute the state update
but can dismiss a significant volume of data, such as 20-
byte-long addresses and some signatures. The smart contract
verifies the new Merkle root and updates the rollup state.

As the compressed batch misses essential information and
anyone can submit a batch, it is necessary to implement
methods to attest to the correctness of the published batch.
Currently, we can classify rollups according to their new-state
verification method: optimistic or zero-knowledge.

A. Optimistic Rollups

In optimistic rollups, an aggregator batches transactions
and sends a summary to the on-chain smart contract without
providing proof of validity for the new state. Instead, every
new state is optimistically considered valid, and, as in PCNs,
a dispute period begins in the root blockchain. During this
dispute period, validators can provide proof that the new
state is invalid or incorrectly computed and challenge the
update. The smart contract on layer-one can easily verify this
proof, and the dishonest party can be punished. Usually, both
validators and aggregators stake up part of their funds in a
bond, and if any agents act maliciously, the attacker loses
its coins at stake [137]. Similarly to PCNs, once the dispute
period is finished, the state root is considered valid and cannot
be changed or challenged by the validators.

1) Optimism: Optimism is the first optimistic rollup for
Ethereum [140]. In Optimism, a single party called sequencer
acts as a rollup aggregator by managing layer-two block
production, transaction confirmations, state updates, and in-
teraction with layer-one. Verifiers monitor the blockchain to
challenge fraudulent state updates. If a verifier challenges a
state update, the smart contract executes the challenged batch
of transactions, starting from the last unchallenged update
until the challenged state. This approach presents guarantees
that the smart contract will find and correct the fraudulent
update but it also requires a step-by-step execution of each
instruction, which is inefficient. Furthermore, the sequencer
must send enough data to layer-one in each state update.
Otherwise, the smart contract cannot verify the state update or
challenge. This approach results in high-costs given that smart
contracts in Ethereum usually charge by instruction execution
and data storage.

2) Arbitrum: Kalodner et al. [73] propose Arbitrum, an
optimistic rollup system for the Ethereum blockchain. Like
Ethereum, Arbitrum introduces a virtual machine, the Arbi-
trum Virtual Machine (AVM), that allows users to write codes
and deploy applications. Agents called managers monitor the
progress of the virtual machine and receive incentives to
ensure its correct behavior by agreeing on the state updates.
Unlike Optimism, Arbitrum does not require a step-by-step
execution of the whole transaction batch in case of a dispute.
Instead, Arbitrum opts for an off-chain bisection protocol
between the disagreeing parties when a dispute occurs. In this
bisection protocol, the parties interact with each other to find
the disagreement in the state update using a process similar
to a binary search. The goal is to reduce the disagreement to
a single VM instruction that the validators can easily verify.
This procedure significantly reduces the amount of data sent
to layer-one, which makes Arbitrum’s execution cheaper. In
this bisection protocol, the managers must deposit funds in a
bond, which they may lose as punishment for a malicious act.
If proved correct, the challenger receives half of a manager’s
deposits and his/her coins back.

3) Cartesi: Similarly, Teixeira and Nehab [74] present the
Cartesi machine, a reproducible virtual machine that runs
on top of the Ethereum blockchain. The main difference
between Cartesi and other optimistic rollups is that Cartesi
machines are based on the RISC-V architecture and run
a Linux-based system allowing the deployment of multiple
applications in general programming languages as long as
they are deterministic. Thus, while Optimism and Arbitrum
introduce a virtual machine that solely runs programs com-
patible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine, Cartesi builds its
virtual machine following the RISC-V architecture, broad-
ening application possibilities. Cartesi nodes interact with
smart contracts implemented in the root chain to update
states that other participants can dispute. Like Arbitrum, when
nodes challenge a result, they trigger a partition contract that
starts a binary search to find the instruction that caused the
disagreement. Once the instruction is found, the challenger
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Figure 20. Instead of sending every transaction to the blockchain, rollups store account balances on a Merkle tree and update transactions off-chain. When
an account balance changes, the state root is modified deterministically and can be verified by participants.

provides machine logs to the smart contract that emulates the
computation and checks if the challenger is correct. Although
Cartesi rollups are promising, they are still under development
and lack comparative evaluation with other optimistic rollups.

B. Zero-knowledge Rollups
Unlike optimistic rollups, zero-knowledge (ZK) rollups

require aggregators to provide a computational proof, called
validity proof, to attest the proposed new state root. This
validity proof is constructed using a cryptographic technique
called zero-knowledge proof (ZKP), which allows users to
prove a computation to other parties while keeping the inputs
used to perform the computation private. Zero-knowledge
systems introduce a setting where a prover (P ) wants to prove
a statement to a probabilistic polynomial-time verifier (V )
while keeping information about the statement private [110].
These proof systems have the following properties [248]:

1) Completeness: If the statement is true, an honest veri-
fier V will be convinced of the statement by an honest
prover P .

2) Soundness: If the statement is false, a malicious prover
P is unable to convince an honest verifier V that the
statement is true, except for a small probability.

3) Zero-knowledge: The verifier V obtains no additional
information about the statement other than the truth
of the statement. As an example, at the end of the
procedure, if the statement is true, the verifier V learns
nothing about the statement other than it is true.

Zero-knowledge rollups leverage these properties to pro-
vide validity proof for the “rolled-up” batch of transactions.
A layer-one smart contract automatically verifies if the update
is valid by checking the correctness of the provided mathe-
matical proof. Therefore, zero-knowledge rollups eliminate
the requirement for a dispute window and achieve faster
transaction finality.

There are two leading technologies used to compute
zero-knowledge proofs in blockchain-based systems: Zero-
Knowledge Succinct Non-interactive ARgument of Knowl-
edge (ZK-SNARK) [249] and Zero-Knowledge Scalable

Transparent ARgument of Knowledge (ZK-STARK) [75].
ZK-SNARKs are non-interactive, provide small proofs and
allow users to quickly verify the computation without ex-
changing messages. Current ZK-SNARKs implementations,
however, demand a trusted setup between participants to
prevent an attacker from creating false statements. A com-
promised trusted setup allows malicious parties to provide
proof for false statements while remaining undetected to
honest parties [110]. On the other hand, ZK-STARKs are
transparent, meaning that they don’t rely on any trusted party.
Nevertheless, ZK-STARK schemes compile long proofs that
require longer processing times compared to ZK-SNARKs.

1) zkSync: zkSync [138] is a zk-rollup system that runs on
top of Ethereum. zkSync’s zero-knowledge scheme is based
on Plonk [139], a Succinct Non-interactive Oecumenical
(Universal) ARgument of Knowledge (SNORK). SNORK
schemes are similar to SNARKs with the difference that
the trusted setup is universal and can be used for multi-
ple applications. zkSync supports the Solidity programming
language, allowing users to deploy their Ethereum Dapps
with small or no changes to the rollup systems while paying
less for fees and receiving higher throughput. In zkSync,
users move funds from the Ethereum mainnet to a designated
zkSync account using a smart contract. Then, users can freely
issue transactions off-chain to a zkSync operator through an
API. The operator will organize the transactions in blocks
that are sent to the Ethereum smart contract with a zero-
knowledge proof. The proof is sent to the blockchain in a
single transaction and achieves finality when the transaction
is accepted in a block.

2) StarkEx: StarkEx [246] presents an Ethereum rollup
based on ZK-STARK proofs. Like zkSync, StarkEx maintains
a contract on the Ethereum mainnet to verify submitted
zero-knowledge proofs. However, unlike zkSync, StarkEx
establishes a Shared Prover (SHARP), a proving service main-
tained by the StarkWare company that provides the required
infrastructure to generate the ZK proofs. StarkWare appli-
cations receive user requests, batch off-chain transactions,



Table IX
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXISTING ROLLUP PROPOSALS IN THE LITERATURE.

Rollups Type Validity proof Reported throughput (tps) Challenge window Main Feature EVM compatibility

Optimism [140] Optimistic Fraud proof 2, 000 7 days First implementation of optimistic rollup ✓

Arbitrum [73] Optimistic Fraud proof 4, 500 7 days
Minimizes on-chain fees by reducing
disagreement to a single instruction ✓

Cartesi [74] Optimistic Fraud proof - -
Implements rollups on a RISC-V architecture

allowing for general-purpose Linux applications ✓

zkSync [138] Zero-knowledge SNORK 2, 000 No challenge Provides small and non-interactive proofs ✓

StarkEx [246] Zero-knowledge STARK 3, 000 No challenge
Eliminates the requirement of a trusted setup

for validity proof generation ✗

Loopring [247] Zero-knowledge SNARK 2, 025 No challenge
Deploys an order-ring structure to

enable multiple order-matching ✗

and send the batch to the SHARP service. Then, SHARP
processes a proof and sends it to the on-chain smart contract,
which will deterministically attest the generated proof.

3) Loopring: Loopring [141], [247] is a zk-rollup protocol
which runs a Decentralized Exchange (DEX) on top of
Ethereum. Instead of creating traditional order books to match
exchange orders, Loopring’s protocol deploys an order ring,
which enables the matching of multiple orders in a circular
trade. Unlike traditional pair matching in order books, order
rings can scale up to 16 orders. A match happens in an
order ring if all orders in the ring execute at an exchange
rate equal to or better than the original rate set by the user.
Loopring employs a specific type of participant called ring
miners who receive a fee incentive for creating the order
rings. Loopring differs from general zero-knowledge rollups,
e.g. zkSync, by focusing on asset exchange instead of general
DeFi applications.

C. Summary of Rollups and Discussion

Rollups present a layer-two alternative to payment channel
networks that aggregate transactions off-chain to reduce fee
costs and enable faster transaction processing. There are two
main types of rollups: optimistic and zero-knowledge. In
optimistic rollups, users assume that the batch of transactions
is legitimate unless a participant disputes its result publicly.
In zero-knowledge rollups, the batch of transactions contains
a mathematical proof that can be publicly verified, stating
that the set of transactions is valid. As zero-knowledge
rollups eliminate the requirement of a dispute window, it pro-
vides faster transaction finality when compared to optimistic
rollups. Table IX compares current rollup proposals in the
literature.

Although rollups have a huge potential to scale
blockchains, there are still many open challenges. First, their
implementation requires deploying a complex smart contract.
This requirement prevents the implementation of rollups in
blockchains with simple scripting logic, such as Bitcoin [3].
Second, a significant part of optimistic rollups is still highly
centralized. As an example, the Optimism Foundation runs
the sole transaction aggregator in Optimism [140]. Similarly,
Arbitrum presents a transaction aggregator run by Offchain
Labs [250]. Thus, current optimistic rollups prioritize scal-
ability and security over decentralization in the blockchain

trilemma. This centralization exposes the system to the same
vulnerabilities as centralized systems, such as introducing a
single point of failure. Finally, while zero-knowledge rollups
should provide faster transaction finality in theory, creating
and verifying zero-knowledge proofs is still slow. Designing
more efficient zero-knowledge proofs is critical to enable the
mass adoption of zk-rollups systems. Furthermore, optimistic
rollups should also focus on decentralizing aggregators to
create more secure solutions.

Compared to PCNs, rollups still have some major disad-
vantages. PCNs usually allow users to move from layer two
to layer one in 24 hours in case of a dispute [251] while
optimistic rollup withdrawal time reaches 7 days. Although
zero-knowledge rollups eliminate this dispute window, as
mentioned before, they still struggle to generate proofs effi-
ciently. Finally, PCNs’ throughput is only limited by network
bandwidth and computational power while most rollups scale
up to only thousands of transactions per second. Nonetheless,
rollups present great potential for scaling applications other
than issuing payments.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Our survey presented existing techniques to solve the
blockchain scalability problem at different layers. We dis-
cussed the advantages, disadvantages, and requirements to
implement each solution in current blockchain networks. To
the best of our knowledge, this work was the first to focus on
layer-two solutions in detail, presenting the main challenges
of payment channel networks and rollups. We have identified
several key findings, outlined below.

A. Lessons Learned

Layers HW, L0, and L1. Scalability enhancements for the
Hardware Layer (HW), Layer 0 (L0), and Layer 1 (L1)
often need significant structural modifications to blockchain
systems which can be challenging to execute. For instance,
adopting FPGAs [16], [18] or TEE-backed consensus [14],
[15], [77] in layer HW to improve transaction throughput
shows significant results but imply users have specific hard-
ware. This restricts the adoption of such solutions to enter-
prise environments in which nodes are homogeneous and have
the capacity to purchase and configure expensive equipment.
Modifications in L0 attempt to optimize message formats and



communication protocols to maximize the amount of useful
data transferred among nodes [20]–[26], [28], [187]. The main
issue of this approach is it provides limited throughput gain
and often leads to compatibility issues between upgraded
nodes and legacy nodes [189]. Lastly, L1 proposals that focus
on improving consensus provide significant throughput gains
at the expense of security. For instance, DAG-based solutions
achieve high throughput by allowing multiple transactions to
be validated concurrently, which can lead to double-spend
attacks in the short and medium term [30], [32], [46]. Block
sharding parallelizes block validation into shards, which may
lead to attacks where malicious nodes control a shard. Cross-
chain and side-chain solutions delegate the validation of
transactions to a secondary consensus protocol with fewer
nodes, effectively weakening the security of the system [29],
[33]–[35], [43], [51]. Thus, these solutions present good po-
tential for improving scalability if the corresponding security
concerns are overcome.
Payment channel networks. Despite representing one of
the most promising solutions to improve blockchain scala-
bility, efficient, secure, and heterogeneity-supporting PCNs
are still under development, with some areas more mature
than others. The payment routing domain seems to concen-
trate most of the efforts from the community, particularly
in the form of multipath protocol proposals that emphasize
payment goodput [66]–[68], [80], [90], [96], [116], [218].
However, some challenges remain open in this subject, such
as minimizing payment latency and performing multi-metric
routing [116]. Channel rebalancing is another significant area
of focus, with local rebalancing being a dominant technique
for large nodes [94], [115], [129], [230]. Small nodes with
few connections still lack a cost-efficient rebalancing solution.
Lastly, the Lightning Network, a leading PCN, has been
shown to have centralization issues, which poses potential
long-term vulnerabilities and topological attack surfaces [79],
[87], [131]. This centralization is often overlooked when
creating channels in the current implementations.

The critical unaddressed challenges in PCNs revolve
around security and privacy. Namely, the privacy of channel
balances is at risk due to cheap probing mechanisms that
leverage overly-informative error messages [66], [80], [95],
[116]. Similar techniques can be used to discover private
channels [252]. There are unsolved major denial-of-service
attacks, such as amount and slot jamming [86], [132], that can
disable channels consistently with low effort. Gateway-related
vulnerabilities that arise from the integration of resource-
limited devices into PCNs also need to be explored [93],
[113], [125]. Thus, we conclude that these topics represent
significant opportunities for research that should receive in-
creased focus from the community in the immediate future.
Given the growing relevance of PCNs, we anticipate that
currently overlooked challenges, including congestion control,
payment concurrency, load balancing, and payment schedul-
ing protocols, will ascend in importance due to their great
potential to influence the network’s operational efficiency.

Rollups. Rollups present a novel and promising layer-two
solution for public blockchains with Turing-complete smart
contracts that, unlike PCNs, are not restricted to issuing
payments. Nevertheless, their nascent stage poses additional
challenges. First, the current implementation of rollups de-
mands the deployment of sophisticated smart contracts, which
precludes their use in simpler blockchains like Bitcoin. Sec-
ond, dispute-resolution mechanisms in optimistic rollups are
inefficient, causing large delays when a dispute occurs. A no-
table portion of optimistic rollups circumvents the problem by
centralizing transaction aggregation in a trusted entity, which
leads to several centralization-related attack surfaces [73],
[74], [140]. Third, zero-knowledge rollups, which aim to
eliminate the need for disputes, suffer from the current
inefficiency of zero-knowledge proofs in general [138], [246],
[247]. Therefore, improvements in zero-knowledge proof ef-
ficiency and decentralizing aggregators are crucial to foster
the widespread adoption of rollups. The literature on this
topic is currently scarce and should be developed in the
next years. Finally, when contrasted with PCNs, rollups have
longer withdrawal times but are not bound by network-
related limitations such as bandwidth and pathfinding delays,
indicating they will likely serve different purposes.

In light of all the aforementioned takeaways, we conclude
that, notwithstanding the inherent challenges they present,
layer-two solutions emerge as the most viable technology to
enhance the scalability of public blockchains. As layer-two
solutions run off-chain, these solutions remove the require-
ment for a consensus protocol over every transaction, effec-
tively reducing transaction confirmation delays and increasing
throughput. Furthermore, they maintain the same level of
payment security as guaranteed in other blockchain layers.
Our examination encompassed payment channel networks
and rollups, both of which are prevalent layer-two solutions
in public blockchains. Presently, payment channel networks
exhibit a more advanced stage of development compared to
rollups, with the Lightning Network standing as the most
mature example of a large-scale PCN. Nonetheless, our
projection suggests a symbiotic coexistence of PCNs and
rollups within the blockchain ecosystem; specifically, PCNs
are optimally suited for swift financial transactions, while
rollups cater to multifaceted, general-purpose applications.
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